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Skyline Design has relocated to 108/2 Moo.3 Srisoontorn Rd., Talang District, Phuket 83110.
Please visit us and our brand new collection from Influence and Maiori.

Email: phuket@skyline.co.th, Website: www.skyline.co.th

CHIC FURNITURE
Your Outdoor Selection with Service

Who are these all inclusive retreats for?

• You want to take a short, healthy break away 
from work to look and feel younger.

• You are looking for inspiration, new ideas and a 
new direction to your life.

• You want to have a clear vision of what’s next 
in your life.

• You have some work-related or personal 
challenges and want to find clarity for solutions.

• You are stressed-out, overwhelmed and/or 
exhausted.

Supercharge Your Life! 
Brilliant Transformational Year Round All-Inclusive Retreats for an Extraordinary Life
Accommodation | Yoga | Meditation | Mindful Breathing | Qigong | Creative Visualization | Massages | Organic Vegan

C H I A N G  M A I ,  T H A I L A N D 

The whole world is going through struggle and 
confusion, but how many will take a step in the right 
direction? Our wish is for you to get so much more 
out of everything you do. We will help you to find 
clarity and foster your development. Call it a quiet 
makeover for the select few. Immerse yourself in 
this tranquil experience, where healing and renewal 
are central to your overall wellbeing, and you start 
to feel whole again, ready for new challenges and 
opportunities. At the end of our lives, we will all ask, 
‘Did I live? Did I love? Did I matter?

amayen.com
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SURIN BEACH

KAMALA BEACH

KALIM BEACH

PATONG BEACH

KARON BEACH

KATA BEACH

NAI HARN BEACH

CHALONG BAY

BANG TAO BEACH

NAI YANG BEACH

MAI KHAO BEACH

NAI THON BEACH
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Cover photo by Daniel Dash. Bikinis & Marti-
nis Magazine is created and published by Asia 
Design Consultants Ltd. All rights reserved. 
All other trademarks are the property of their 
respective owners. Printed in Thailand.

 phuketbikinismartinis         

 phuketbikinismartinis.com

ADVERTISING & DISTRIBUTION
Lin Prachakrich
081 892 2419    
linprachakrich@gmail.com

DESIGN & CONTENT
Miguel Kirjon
086 686 3811
kirjon@gmail.com
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Skyline Design has relocated to 108/2 Moo.3 Srisoontorn Rd., Talang District, Phuket 83110.
Please visit us and our new outdoor furniture selection from Influence Maiori.

Email: phuket@skyline.co.th, Website: www.skyline.co.th

YOUR COMPLETE HOSPITALITY SOLUTION
www.skyline.co.th
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Find yourself swept away to a tropical oasis. Walk through 
our doors and find the art of relaxation perfected. Lounge 
poolside at a sparkling infinity edge pool surrounded by 
plush cabanas, daybeds and sun loungers. 

Dine seaside on delicious international dishes and sip 
signature cocktails surrounded by panoramic views of the 
sparkling Andaman Sea. Soak in the vibrant sunset and 
watch Catch transform into one of Phuket’s most beautiful 
nightclubs. 

Dance until the early morning to exciting performances and 
electric beats by international DJs. A day at Catch Beach Club 
is like nothing else on the island.

BANGTAO BEACH

.No Entrance Fee. Beach Club: 09:00 – Late. Dining: 11:00 – 23:00 (Last Order 22:00)
Bookings: +66 (0) 653482017 book@catchbeachclub.com  

catchbeachclub.com #catchbeachclub

THE ART OF
RELAXATION
PERFECTED
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of space and privacy, and each unit has 
access to a private rooftop pool and garden 
deck with stunning views of the surrounding 
tropical island scenery. 

“Although all the units at Twinpalms Residences 
MontAzure offer very generous layouts, 
especially when compared to condos in many 
other locations around Asia, some buyers have 
requested even larger units to accommodate 
multigenerational families or to share with 
friends,” explains Fiona Nel, Director of Sales 
at MontAzure. 

“To meet the need for more space, we have 
combined some of the condominiums to 
create unique Grand Units that range in 
size from 450 to almost 800 square metres. 
This additional space allows for flexibility 
and customization of the fit out to match 
personal lifestyle choices with multi-purpose 
media and family rooms,  home gyms, or spa 
facilities,” she added.

owners of Phuket’s most iconic Beachfront 
Penthouse stand to make attractive capital 
gains once the resort condominium officially 
opens its doors to owners and guests at the 
end of the year. 

A stylish new entrance from the recently 
expanded west coast highway will offer 
convenient access to the beachfront property 
and its sister attractions, InterContinental 
Phuket Resort, HQ Beach Lounge and Café 
Del Mar Phuket. The beachfront zone is 
already known as the island’s most stylish 
and sophisticated oceanside strip and 
residents will enjoy great food, drinks, music 
and watersports all just a short walk along 
the beach from their residence.

A limited number of Rooftop Residences at 
Twinpalms Residences MontAzure are still 
available to investors; the one- and two-
bedroom properties have been meticulously 
designed to offer an appealing combination 

The rooftop residences, grand units 
and iconic beachfront penthouse at 
Twinpalms Residences MontAzure 
combine comfort, exclusivity and 
natural beauty with attractive 
returns on investment.

With construction on schedule for completion 
at the end of 2018, the developers of Phuket’s 
unique beachfront condominiums, Twinpalms 
Residence MontAzure, are offering buyers a 
rare opportunity to take advantage of timely 
investments ahead of the development’s 
official opening as a hotel and residence, with 
a healthy return on investments expected in 
2019.

More than 70% of the units have sold 
out, and buyers that purchase one of the 
remaining Rooftop Residences, invest in a 
combined Grand Unit, or become the proud 

MONTAZURE – BLUE SKY LIVING
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These Grand Residences are either 
positioned on the ground floor of the 
low rise building with access to their own 
private gardens or offer larger rooftop 
spaces with generous open-air facilities 
to complement the voluminous interiors. 
All the units feature resort-style ensuite 
bathrooms, open-plan kitchens, separate 
dining room and living areas, as well as a 
private swimming pool and bar.

“The most impressive of the Grand Units is 
our Beachfront Penthouse, which  directly 
overlooks Kamala Beach. It includes a 16-metre 
private lap pool and spacious sun garden in the 
rooftop, as well as a covered BBQ and dining 
area with an outdoor lounge for entertaining,” 
adds Fiona.

Owners at Twinpalms Residences MontAzure 
also have access to the development’s 

appealing communal facilities and services, 
professionally operated by Twinpalms 
Management, which allows investors to 
combine an unmatched island lifestyle with 
solid returns on their investment. Completion 
of Phase One will see all future developments 
at MontAzure shift inland, which ensures 
minimal disruption for residents and guests 
as they enjoy the breathtaking beachfront 
surroundings.

MontAzure mixed-use development is a 
joint venture between three of the most 
notable property and hotel investment 
groups in Asia and spans some 178 acres 
(72 hectares) of mountainside to beachfront 
land, offering permanent and second home 
buyers a unique natural setting that is being 
sensitively developed to include exclusive 
beachside condominiums, a luxury hotel, 
high-end villas, as well as a range of hotel 

and retail offerings, a retirement community, 
and a choice of upscale beach clubs.

Entry level units at Twinpalms Residences 
MontAzure start from THB15.8 Million (USD 
480,000) with one-bedroom units covering 
70 to 250sqm and two-bedroom units 
ranging from 154sqm to 400sqm. Buyers that 
book a Grand Unit before the official opening 
in December 2018 will enjoy customized fit 

out and finishing options. Foreign freehold 
ownership is also available, and the condos 
offer a secure, compelling opportunity, 
either as a second or permanent home, or for 
investment purposes.

To find out more call +66 93 624 8800 or  
email fiona@montazure.com 
www.montazure.com
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UNWIND IN SOPHISTICATED COMFORT AT 
HQ BEACH LOUNGE RESTAURANT

HOW WALKING IN NATURE CHANGES THE BRAIN

Spend mellow sunny days at a laid-
back beach club, relaxing in comfy 
cabanas under the shade of casu-
arina trees, in a place that invites 
you to stay all day, and entices you 
to stay on into the night. 

Kamala offers a beautiful stretch of sand to 
enjoy days on the beach and is found in the 
next bay over from the infamous party town 
of Patong.  Well-known for its relaxed vibe, it’s 
also home to HQ Beach Lounge Restaurant, a 
contemporary seaside hangout.  

Featuring a dining menu with a healthy focus 
and fine flavours, HQ Beach Lounge Restau-
rant presents abundant choices including 
colourful salads such as beetroot feta with 
almonds and pistachios, and a lentil salad 
with sunflower sprouts and juicy pomegran-
ate seeds, both perfect for vegetarians. Other 
light and zesty dishes include a refreshingly 
chilled green pea summer soup with prawn 
and coriander, and a mezze plate with tasty 
vegetables, chickpeas, and baba ghanoush is 
the perfect dish for sharing. 

Naturally, you might want to cheat a little, it is 
your holiday after all, with a plate of the crispy 
fried calamari, perfectly paired with a tartar 
sauce dip and a drizzle of lemon. While the 
signature pizza HQ, topped with parma ham, 
red capsicum, rocket and chilli oil, is hard to 
resist.  Sample the excellent seafood, from the 
garlic butter tiger prawns to cod fish yellow 
curry, all fresh and sure to satisfy you. To 
bring your mealtime treats to a close, order a 
helping of the banana crème brûlée, a playful 
tropical accent on a classic French dessert.

Snapping at the heels of Catch, but in a low-
key way, HQ Lounge Beach Lounge makes for 
the perfect place to unwind in style, soak up 
some sun or enjoy the shade, and enjoy the 
quieter beachside life.

One of the newer beach clubs to open along 
Phuket’s west coast, it already is regarded as 
one of the island’s best. A recent visitor from 
New York had this to say about their visit: “This 
place is beyond great. Honestly, if you’re plan-
ning on going to the beach in Kamala, then you 
should go here. Myself, my partner and another 
couple wanted to have a beach day, which to us 
means laying out, having drinks and eventually 
some food. I also need some shade, so then I 
thought why not go somewhere that offers all 
of that with less hassle?”

“The food was great, the drinks were good, had 
great local flavours, and some bar classics. It’s 
a great vibe, it was very luxe but unpretentious, 
we felt very welcome, and attended to. I will be 
recommending this place to everyone.”

Located at the north end of Kamala Beach.  
Open daily 9am until 10pm, kitchen opens 11am 
and last food orders at 9.30pm 
hqphuket.com

A walk in the park may soothe the 
mind and, in the process, change 
the workings of our brains in ways 
that improve our mental health, 
according to an interesting new 
study of the physical effects on the 
brain of visiting nature.

Most of us today live in cities and spend far 
less time outside in green, natural spaces than 
people did several generations ago.

City dwellers also have a higher risk for anxie-
ty, depression and other mental illnesses than 
people living outside urban centers, studies 
show.

These developments seem to be linked to 
some extent, according to a growing body of 
research. Various studies have found that ur-
ban dwellers with little access to green spaces 
have a higher incidence of psychological 
problems than people living near parks and 
that city dwellers who visit natural environ-
ments have lower levels of stress hormones 
immediately afterward than people who have 
not recently been outside.

But just how a visit to a park or other green 
space might alter mood has been unclear. 
Does experiencing nature actually change 
our brains in some way that affects our emo-
tional health?

That possibility intrigued Gregory Bratman, a 
graduate student at the Emmett Interdiscipli-
nary Program in Environment and Resources 
at Stanford University, who has been studying 
the psychological effects of urban living. He 
and his colleagues found that volunteers who 
walked briefly through a lush, green portion 
of the Stanford campus were more attentive 
and happier afterward than volunteers who 
strolled for the same amount of time near 
heavy traffic.

But that study did not examine the neuro-
logical mechanisms that might underlie the 
effects of being outside in nature.

So for the new study, which was published 
in Proceedings of the National Academy of 
Sciences, Mr. Bratman and his collaborators 
decided to closely scrutinize what effect a 
walk might have on a person’s tendency to 
brood.

Brooding, which is known among cognitive 
scientists as morbid rumination, is a mental 
state familiar to most of us, in which we can’t 
seem to stop chewing over the ways in which 
things are wrong with ourselves and our lives. 
This broken-record fretting is not healthy or 
helpful. It can be a precursor to depression 
and is disproportionately common among 
city dwellers compared with people living 
outside urban areas, studies show.

Perhaps most interesting for the purposes 
of Mr. Bratman and his colleagues, however, 
such rumination also is strongly associated 
with increased activity in a portion of the 
brain known as the subgenual prefrontal 
cortex.

If the researchers could track activity in that 
part of the brain before and after people vis-
ited nature, Mr. Bratman realized, they would 
have a better idea about whether and to what 
extent nature changes people’s minds.

Mr. Bratman and his colleagues first gathered 
38 healthy, adult city dwellers and asked them 
to complete a questionnaire to determine 
their normal level of morbid rumination.

The researchers also checked for brain activ-
ity in each volunteer’s subgenual prefrontal 
cortex, using scans that track blood flow 
through the brain. Greater blood flow to 
parts of the brain usually signals more activ-
ity in those areas.

Then the scientists randomly assigned half 
of the volunteers to walk for 90 minutes 
through a leafy, quiet, parklike portion of the 
Stanford campus or next to a loud, hectic, 
multi-lane highway in Palo Alto. The volun-
teers were not allowed to have companions 
or listen to music. They were allowed to walk 
at their own pace.

Immediately after completing their walks, the 
volunteers returned to the lab and repeated 
both the questionnaire and the brain scan.

As might have been expected, walking along 
the highway had not soothed people’s minds. 
Blood flow to their subgenual prefrontal cor-
tex was still high and their broodiness scores 
were unchanged.

But the volunteers who had strolled along 
the quiet, tree-lined paths showed slight 
but meaningful improvements in their men-

tal health, according to their scores on the 
questionnaire. They were not dwelling on the 
negative aspects of their lives as much as they 
had been before the walk.

They also had less blood flow to the subge-
nual prefrontal cortex. That portion of their 
brains were quieter.

These results “strongly suggest that getting 
out into natural environments” could be an 
easy and almost immediate way to improve 
moods for city dwellers, Mr. Bratman said.

But of course many questions remain, he 
said, including how much time in nature is 
sufficient or ideal for our mental health, as 
well as what aspects of the natural world are 
most soothing. Is it the greenery, quiet, sunni-
ness, loamy smells, all of those, or something 
else that lifts our moods? Do we need to be 
walking or otherwise physically active outside 
to gain the fullest psychological benefits? 
Should we be alone or could companionship 
amplify mood enhancements?

“There’s a tremendous amount of study that still 
needs to be done,” Mr. Bratman said.

But in the meantime, he pointed out, there is 
little downside to strolling through the near-
est park, and some chance that you might 
beneficially muffle, at least for awhile, your 
subgenual prefrontal cortex.

By Gretchen Reynolds
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Pioneering developers, Sai and 
Danny continue to impress with 
their innovative and forward 
thinking property developments.

When asked to interview prominent property 
developers Danny and Sai, I wasn’t sure what 
to expect. All I knew was that they were ex-
tremely busy and with good reason. Since 
starting Latitude 7 group, the parent company 
responsible for the highly popular 6th Avenue 
Surin development, their stellar reputations 
were created. Their impressive achievements 
are widely known and they’ve managed to 
accumulate a number of condominium and 
condo-hotel developments in a brief period 
of time. Foreign investors represent 95% of 
buyers and a comprehensive strategy taking 
clients from purchase right through to the 
management of properties, provides this suc-
cessful formula.

The site for the interview was Catch Beach 
Club, Bang Tao. This location was selected in 
part because they’re loyal patrons of the res-
taurant but also because their upcoming hotel 
development will be situated in Bang Tao. It’s 
easy to understand why they made the deci-
sion to invest more than 2 years, finalizing the 
land deal in order to secure this development. 
The magnificent views over Bang Tao beach are 
breathtaking and unlike some Phuket beaches, 
Bang Tao evokes such a feeling of calmness. 
 
Standing near the entrance, Danny and Sai 
greeted me warmly and I was immediately 
struck by the quiet confidence this dynamic 
duo exudes. These are two very strong, intel-
ligent and resourceful people who are always 
responsive to market trends. It’s been a rela-
tively short period of time since the company’s 
inception, yet impressive sales records, includ-
ing The Peaks Residence Kata Noi being sold 
out and in only 10 months, have amazed the 
property development community.

In addition to their savvy business practices 
are their unique dispositions. People in the 
restaurant, ranging from waiters, waitresses 
and managers, immediately welcomed 
them. This wasn’t because they were celebri-
ties like Leonardo DiCaprio, (who visited the 
restaurant earlier in the year) but rather, be-
cause they are respected and revered in their 
profession and in the Phuket community. It 
is abundantly clear that people with whom 
they come into contact genuinely like them 
and in the property development world this 
speaks volumes. It’s this very personable 
attitude that distinguishes them, as irrespec-
tive of their successes, Danny and Sai remain 
themselves. The accomplished duo remain 
kind, humble and approachable, creating 
innovative property developments that are 
always market driven.
 
The pioneering couple have maintained 
a certain style of business practice very in 
keeping with Thai culture. They are cogni-
zant of the fact that each person has two 
ears yet only one mouth and therefore 
believe one should listen more and talk 
less. This perspective has afforded them 
the ability to learn rapidly and surpass their 
competitors. They know exactly what they 
are doing and have created their own way 
of doing business. 

After the highly successful 6th Avenue Surin 
Condominium development comprising 
a full hotel service style condo-hotel, they 
began creating their second development.  
Palmyrah Surin is a tropical paradise, reflec-
tive of its name Palmyra, Ton-Taan in Thai, 
which is a large palm tree with deep historical 
heritage. The 166 apartments provide buyers 
with expertly designed condominiums in a 
lush tropical setting. It’s an ideal investment 
opportunity for those seeking to capitalize 
on the bustling energy of Phuket, whilst still 
being able to retreat to one of Phuket’s top 
beaches, Surin beach, located a mere 300m 
walk away.  
 
The Peaks Residence Phuket provides 435 
foreign and Thai freehold luxury seaside con-
dominiums that offer superior contemporary 
and luxurious designs. Overlooking the ma-
jestic blue waters of Kata beach and nestled 
between the lush mountainous vistas it is 
conveniently located whilst still offering the 
tranquility and peace that is achieved by liv-
ing atop the hills of Kata Noi. This is one of the 
last remaining developments that provides 
spectacular views of the ocean and if you’re 
familiar with Phuket property then you know 
that seaside land on where to build is very 
difficult to secure. Being located only a short 
stroll away from wonderful restaurants and 
shopping precinct, The Peaks Residence af-
fords a much sought after lifestyle. 
 
The Oceana Beachfront is another exciting 
project and apart from traditional condo-
miniums and condo-hotels, the co-founders 
pursued their biggest challenge to date. 

Adding to their impressive portfolio is the 
soon to be constructed Bang Tao develop-
ment. This is an opportunity quite unlike 
any other. Bang Tao, a trending suburb of 
Phuket that lies between Surin and Nai Yang 
beaches, is synonymous with luxury living 
and boasts some of the most prestigious 
resorts and villas in Phuket. With a pristine 
beach spanning 4km (6 miles) seemingly 
untouched by human interference, it’s easy 
to understand why this is one of the most 
desired destinations in Phuket. It is home to 
many magnificent 5 star resorts and condo-
miniums, as well as thriving retail strip malls 
such as Boat Avenue. 
 
After securing one of the last remaining 
beachfront parcels of land, the couple are 
now contemplating their preferred hotel 
partner for the development of a 5 star 
resort. While no final decisions have been 
made at this time, discussions have been on-
going with a prominent hotel brand. Other 
hotel brands may still have the opportunity 
to vie for the coveted partnership, in order 
to become part of a truly exceptional hotel 
concept. The brand aligned with the devel-
opment will manage the 196 room hotel 
comprising 48sqm apartments. 

Furthermore the development Ocean Sands, 
located in the middle of the famous Laguna 
Phuket which is one of Phuket’s most luxuri-
ous and sought after real estate area, com-
prises a total of 172 keys ranging from the 
signature Studios up to the well-appointed 
2-bedroom Family Suite. This exquisite prop-
erty is equipped with large swimming pools 
and a simulated beach as well as five-star 
facilities.
 
Danny and Sai commented that many people 
want to purchase a property in Phuket but 
are unsure about the best ways to approach 
it. This development offers buyers an alter-
native to the usual condo, villa and house 
options. Here, buyers and even new buyers 
entering the market can invest in a property 
that is part of a hotel operation. In this way, 
“buyers will not only reap the rewards of gain-
ing a regular income stream but will also be af-
forded the opportunity to use that investment 
whilst on vacation in Phuket”. This exclusive 
concept offers investors the possibility of 
“testing the waters” in Phuket, with the op-
tion to sell back the property should they so 
desire. This model is the ideal vehicle for new 
investors hoping to better understand the 
Phuket property market with very low risk. It 
enables them to receive a great ROI thanks 
to its enviable beachfront location. While 
Phuket is known for attracting retirees to the 
island, this development will also attract a 
younger demographic seeking to ‘tap into’ 
the real estate sector. 
 
When asked whether their business model 
and focus were changing as a result of this 
new type of development, the duo explained 
that “we always want to be forward thinking 

PIONEERING PHUKET DEVELOPERS

and innovative”. “We are not abandoning our 
core market” but rather have cleverly cho-
sen to expand based on what the market is 
dictating. Building and construction plans 
have been finalised and construction is to 
commence in the 3rd quarter of 2018.
 
When one looks at any of their condominium 
developments, it becomes immediately evi-
dent that a sophisticated aesthetic, décor and 
design are applied to all their purpose-built 
properties. This thoughtful business insight 
is one of the key philosophies that separates 
the dynamic duo from many other property 
developers. The company’s business model 
and ethos reflect lifestyle living at its best.
 
Danny and Sai are pioneering a new type of 
business practice in Phuket, demonstrating 
that businesses can flourish while still main-
taining a forward thinking attitude and ethical 
principles.  The dynamic team is planning on 
doing a lot more than creating superb condo-
miniums, as they want to focus on helping the 
community they’ve been part of for so many 
years. Their upcoming hotel development will 
donate a portion of the rental income gener-
ated to charity. “We need to focus our attention 
on helping the community and children in need, 
which is why we would also like to create an 
orphanage with the support of our clients and 
projects. We must all do our part to help those in 
need”. You will seldom hear them discuss such 
philanthropic endeavors because another fas-
cinating fact is their humility. This is probably 
the reason for their enormous success and 
what I predict will be a very long and prosper-
ous career for them both.
 
For further information about the aforemen-
tioned developments, including investment 
opportunities, please contact:

+66 76 530 503, +66 76 530 504
info@oceangroupasia.com
www.oceangroupasia.com

72/56 m.3 Choengtalay, Thalang
Phuket 83110, Thailand

OCEANA BEACHFRONT

THE PEAKS RESIDENCEOCEAN SANDS

PALMYRAH SURIN 6TH AVENUE SURIN
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     Diamond Resort Phuket, we offer the best value in accommodations and service
you can relax and enjoy our newly resort room with fully equipped, ideal for family
vacations or extended stays

     Infuse Restaurant, our casual dining restaurant, offers a wide variety of international
cuisine. Enjoy sublime dishes that you can share with Family and Friends such as
signature hamburger, The Mc Diamond Resort Burger or T-Bone steak, delicious
cocktails and bubblescocktails and bubbles .

 .

 ,

DIAMOND RESORT
Phuket  Thailand

076-609-54266 +

reservations@diamondresortphuket.com
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DIAMOND CONDOMINIUM & DIAMOND RESORT 

Ready to accommodate you! Silk Projects Co., Ltd., Developer of Diamond Condominium, Phuket-Thailand 
English: +66(0) 95 079 6565, French/Dutch: +66(0) 86 102 3426, sales@diamondcondominium.com, www.diamondcondominium.com 

FB/diamondcondominium
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GETTING NAKED IN GERMANY AT 
KITKAT CLUB BERLIN

I remember being at my Couch-
surfing host Laura in Milan in 
preparation for my arrival to Berlin, 
a little shy of two years ago. She 
happened to be living between 
the two cities and kept yapping on 
about how free-spirited Berlin was. 
Specifically, she mentioned several 
times how wonderful it was that 
people were just naked in clubs 
like Berghain and Kitkat Berlin, 
having sex in public as casually 
as you’d sip on a Coors Light back 
where I’m from.

I remember thinking she was either com-
pletely off her rocker, or something decidedly 
weird or wrong was going down in Berlin.

I remember thinking that. That was cute.

Fast-forward nearly two years, and find me 
half-naked in a nightclub in Berlin.

Oh, Berlin.

Berlin, Berlin, Berlin.

… Smirk.

Where to start. Maybe with the fact that I am 
excessively prude, despite what the people 
in my social circle here would say of me right 
now. I really am! But there is this very healthy 
approach to nudity in Germany that’s been 
captivating me since day one. And Berlin has 
loosened me up, in all the best possible ways. 
I fucking love Berlin.

It all started as a bit of a joke when I was trying 
to convince myself that going to a spa com-
pletely naked with a group of friends was no 
biggie. In Germany, it’s considered unhygienic 
to use the spa facilities with a swimsuit on, so 
everyone’s in the buff. So I guess it’s the spa 
culture that pulled me into this investigation 
of public nudity, and along came the FKK 
movement (Freikörperkultur, or free body cul-
ture). I can’t quite pinpoint when I decided I 
wanted to know more and free my own body. 
But I did and, as it’d been the case with several 
aspects of my life since becoming single, I also 
wanted to test my own boundaries.

Was I naive before or has Berlin turned me 
into a pervert? There’s a bit of truth in both, 
I suppose.

It the grander scheme of things though, my 
night at Kitkat Berlin was pretty tame. I went 
with a girlfriend, danced the night away, and 
got home by 7am, which is pretty early for a 
night out in Berlin. What’s been more inter-
esting was to observe the changes that have 
operated in me between being shell-shocked 

husband and I) finally saw ‘her’ I asked for a 
day to think and was told politely, if you don’t 
get the bag now then you’ll wait another 2 yrs 
to qualify. I said before we spend $11k ( the 
money finally hit me) I said, I need 24 hours. 
So 24 hrs and a sleepless night later we went 
to the store. It was then I decided no I couldn’t 
do it and when I turned to find my SA to give 
her my final decision, I was handed the bag. 
My husband decided the bag was timeless, 
made by hand, could be resold and knew it 
would make ME happy.”

7. The bags that reeked of weed can work 
out in your favor.

“I was completely surprised when my SA of-
fered me the chance to place a special order 
for a bag and I couldn’t pass up the oppor-
tunity. I was able to choose everything on 
my Birkin - size, exterior and interior leather 
color, hardware color and stitching - I waited 
about 9 months and finally got to enjoy my 
gorgeous Hermes bag. I was offered another 
[special order] and this time chose the Kelly. 
Unfortunately after another long wait, I was 
one of the unlucky ones who received a de-
fective, stinky bag. My boutique handled the 
problem quickly and in the end I was allowed 
to place another [special order] and received 
a perfect Kelly a year later.”

8. Just go in a store and ask.

“I really do not understand why it is so hard 
to get a Birkin. It just seems like a turnoff to 
me. I guess my mom was one of the lucky 
ones since she got her first Birkin the first 
time she asked. AND SHE WAS WEARING OLD 
NAVY FLIP FLOPS AND TIGHTS ON THAT DAY. 
She bought 2 scarves, and a Kelly wallet. After 
paying for those she asked for a Birkin and my 
mom walked home with a BIG orange bag in 
her hands.”

racked.com

HERMÈS BIRKIN OWNERS REVEAL CRAZY TIPS 
FOR BUYING THE BAG

Hermès is deep in the business of 
“creating desire,” as the brand’s 
CEO puts it, and the Birkin bag 
is the company’s most precious 
possession. Seeing the need to pull 
back the curtain a bit, Purseblog 
recently opened the floor for its 
community to share their own tales 
of trying to snag one of the elusive, 
über-expensive bags. Here are 
some of the best tips we picked up 
from the 100+ responses:

1. Build up a reputation by paying for many 
other things over a long period of time 
before asking about a Birkin.

“The first time, I hadn’t built up as much of 
a relationship with H as I have now. I went 
in, bought a scarf and a bracelet, and at the 
checkout, I decided to ask if it was possible to 
see a Birkin (oh how naive I was). They told me 
that they didn’t have any in stock and I would 
have to be put on the waiting list. So, I put 
my name on there and informed them that I 
wanted a 40 cm in black Togo with palladium 
hardware. And then I waited. And waited. And 
waited. Every once in a while, I would stop in 
and maybe buy something small, like a per-
fume or an agenda refill, just so I could check 
in and see if they had any in stock. I think it 
took around 18 months (and thousands of 
dollars later) before they finally said “we have 
a Birkin in the back.” They informed me that 
it was black chèvre with gold hardware, and 
it was the 35. I asked to look at it, and I de-
cided to get it. I’m not one who matches the 
hardware of their bags to their jewelry, so I 
decided to just get that one. And I liked it a 
lot. I used it regularly until it was floppy and 
distressed.”

2. If you don’t have a personal connection 
to a sales associate, try to work around the 
brand.

“I bought three for my mom using the Amer-
ican Express Platinum Concierge. I called and 
told them what I wanted and they put me on 
hold, called a few stores and within an hour 
each time I was in the store picking up the 
bag. I’ve been an AmEx holder and concierge 
user for a while so that helped. Either way, it’s 
a game to play to get the bags.”

3. Or, just woo an unknown sales associate.

“One day I came to Hermes rue du faubourg 
in Paris to see what new colors they have for 
hapi bracelet. I picked up a bambou (bright 
green) bracelet and a cashmere scarf (actu-
ally it’s for my mom). I didn’t expect to get a 
bag that day. The SA who was with me was 
so nice, it was the first time I met him, we 
talked a lot about the new season colors and 
how I love them. Before we go to the till, I 
told him it will be lovely to have a matching 

bag with my bracelet. He told me to wait 
and see if he got something. He checked his 
computer and disappeared. A few minutes 
later he came back with an orange box (super 
excited the moment I saw it!!) and asked me 
to go upstairs. It was quiet there. He opened 
the box and there it was, birkin 35 in bambou 
with paladium hardware. I forgot if it’s togo 
or epsom. The bracelet I bought was in gold 
hardware though. I tried it on and although 
it’s a bit big for me i decided to get it (and 
cracked my credit card).”

4. Look “deserving” of the bag.

“I bought my Birkins from a fabulous SA. She 
did tell me when I initially asked how to pur-
chase one that you need to be “deserving”. If 
I wasnt so interested in getting one I would 
have been turned off. I was also able to cus-
tomize a Birkin which was a cool experience.”

5. Or just go to Las Vegas, where it’s 
impossible to judge how much money 
people have based on their looks.

“I wanted to mention a little “trick” I learned in 
Las Vegas from an SA at Valentino last week. 
He said they all treat customers better in LV 
because they literally can’t tell who has mon-
ey or not and quite a few of the people who 
shop at those stores have never been to one 
before. He said if they were as snooty as other 
locations they would literally lose business. 
After visiting a few shops, including Hermes, I 
think he was telling me the truth as I found all 
the SA’s at all the stores to come right up and 
ask me if I needed help. And I was carrying a 
very non-designer bag! Long story short, if 
you want to buy a Birkin, try one of the (3, I 
think) LV stores.”

6. It helps to have a husband.

“The bag came in two weeks before my 
niece’s wedding and we had already invested 
a great deal in the wedding. When we (my 

such a thing would happen when I was back 
in Milan, and seeing it as a harmless night out 
two years later. Sure, there were people fuck-
ing around me, but to me at that moment in 
time it was just beautiful. Oh man, Kitkat was 
beautiful. And I was beautiful. And everyone 
was beautiful.

WHAT TO WEAR?

In my book, the less you wear the better! I vis-
ited Kitkat Club wearing these latex hotpants 
and a see-through H&M bralette and felt over-
dress. So I got this little number for next time! 
In Berlin you can also visit Maskworld, Très 
Bonjour, and Swartzer Reiter for costumes 
and fetish wear.

WHAT’S GOING TO HAPPEN ONCE YOU’RE 
IN THERE?

Nothing you don’t want to happen! Kitkat 
Club has got to be the most consensual 
place I have ever visited. But before all that, 
if you’re anything like me, I was curious about 
the logistics of getting “undressed” once 
you arrive there. After being asked by the 
doorman if we were wearing anything a bit 
sexier under our woolly jumpers and both of 
us simultaneously flashing him, we followed 
everyone and disrobed at the door, leaving 
everything at the free cloakroom. Kitkat is 
super chill! The people are beautiful, there are 
loads of chilling, dancing, and cuddling areas, 
and some darker areas where naughtier stuff 
is happening, but really, it’s for you to decide 
what you do with your evening. With such a 
place comes a set of rules and I felt respected 
and comfortable to a point I never did in any 
other random bar.

There’s nothing more you should specifically 
know about KitKat Club Berlin. I think it’s 
something that should be experienced if 
that’s what you’re into, not because that’s “the 
thing to do.” If you love to feel free and liberat-
ed, if you’re comfortable with nudity and with 
people fucking around you, if you’re kinky as I 
am, if the idea of getting high and feeling like 
you’re in a Stanley Kubrick movie rocks your 
world as it did for me, then by all means go 
and visit a sex club when you come to Berlin.

Amélie is a Canadian Blogger living in Berlin, 
Germany. Visit mostlyamelie.com
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LOFT BY ORIENTAL LIVING

For nearly 30 years, Oriental 
Living has paved the way for 
bespoke, quality home furnishings 
and accessories, as well as 
incomparable interior design 
services in southern Thailand and 
around the globe. 

Having travelled to the Land of Smiles from 
Amsterdam in 1987, Managing Director and 
Founder Michael Dietvorst felt an immediate 
connection here and subsequently moved to 
Koh Samui in 1990, opening the first branch 
of Oriental Living, offering high-end furnish-
ings from Thailand and Indonesia.

After many years of experience in design, 
particularly in the luxury living and refur-
bishment sector, Michael and his dedicated 
team have gone on to play an intricate role in 
award-winning properties on both Samui and 
Phuket islands.

Nonetheless, it is important to note that one 
simply cannot thrive in this business without 
perfecting and keeping up on classic and 
trending designs. Luckily, for their clients it 
is all part of the team’s passion to constantly 
search and source new inspiration, original 
artists, designs and materials - which brings 
us to the present and the latest creation of 
Michael and the Oriental Living team – Loft 
by Oriental Living. 

After a successful launch of the pilot store on 
Samui, Michael decided to set up shop, so to 
speak, by renovating and creating a fresher, 
more colorful look at the Phuket branch in 
Cherngtalay, though one may not know it 
from its new, sleek black exterior.  

Now clients and window shoppers alike can 
marvel at the latest creations, unique designs 
and incredibly high quality furnishings and 
accessories from Loft by Oriental Living, lo-
cated just by Tesco Lotus and Taste Bar & Grill. 
Discerning clients will find their dream source 
here, where they’ll have the perfect choice 
between a myriad of items from various exot-
ic origins such as Northern Thailand, Bali, In-
donesia and Bhutan or western-style furniture 
and decor from locations such as Singapore 
and Milan as attractive alternatives.

Though these designs are unable to be cus-
tom made, as the case with many of Oriental 
Living’s furnishings, clients can be sure that 
each piece is created with thought, passion 
and dignity, using recycled wood and certi-
fied plantation teak. 

As far as developers and new villa or home-
owners are concerned, there is no need to 
fret. Though the concept of the store and 
showroom have been given a facelift, the 
same values, interior design services – from 
concept to installation – and custom and re-
furbishing services are still at the very heart of 
this fine, consistently outstanding operation.

www.oriental-living.net 
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SHORT STORY BY MICHAEL T. KUESTER

>

It was dizzying. The stars swirling as though diamonds in a mixer as the module rotated, a spinning 
tin can immersed in the vast cosmic black. The docking port approached. He held fast to the 
armrests, bracing himself against contact as the two spacecraft drifted ever closer, his module 
carried forward perpetually by momentum. There was a barely perceptible thump. The module 
shuddered slightly, then appeared to drift off course. Bad contact. A moment for calculations and 
the autopilot resumed maneuvering, realigning for a second attempt. This time the ports slid to-
gether perfectly.  Interlocking seals from both spacecraft closed upon one another as hands lacing 
fingers, forming a welcoming embrace. As the magnetic calipers latched, there was a soundless 
jarring, followed by a barely perceptible hiss of flowing air from the airlock.  
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Releasing his restraints, he tucked his legs 
and pushed off gently from his armrests. 
Rotating in slow motion he flipped toward 
the airlock behind him, pushing off with his 
arms, and floated toward the heavy hatches. 
The hatch rushed open in perfect time with 
his approach, and he slid through without 
slowing. Ahead, a short umbilical terminated 
at the station’s main hatch. The years had not 
been kind to Eea; her outer hull was pitted 
and scored from micrometeoroid impacts. He 
could only hope that the pressure envelope 
remained intact. And the radiation shielding. 

As he approached the hatch he reached out, 
taking hold of gunnels on either side to steady 
himself as he reoriented, planting his feet on 
Eea’s hull as he surveyed the hatchway. Feel-
ing around the edges of the iris, it appeared 
the atmospheric seals had held, and scans 
from his handset soon confirmed breathable 
air beyond. Temperature appeared nominal. 
No gravity, but that was to be expected. It was 
the best situation he might have hoped for. 
There was no time to lose…his module’s air 
supply was finite; its life support systems ex-
tremely limited. Wedging his feet into the lip 
of the hatch, he reached forward (or perhaps 
down?) and wrapped his chapped fingers 
around the manual release.

He’d known the station remained pressurized, 
yet still the gust of air shocked him, nearly 
blowing him back as the iris shot open, its 
segments retracting far too rapidly for human 
vision. As he regained his senses, he opened 
his eyes and peered through the hatchway. 
The darkness beyond was impenetrable and 
betrayed nothing. This was hardly a surprise, 
and to prevent any surprises ahead he’d 
brought something along from the module. 
Now he reached down to the pouch at his 
right thigh and withdrew a small sphere, its 
smooth surface gleaming beneath the umbil-
ical’s lights. At his touch the device hummed 
to life, small indicator lights across its surface 
glowing a deep, soothing blue. Extending his 
arm towards the hatchway, he gently released 
the orb, leaving it suspended in the air. Un-
der its own power at last, the device turned 
to face him, its tiny thrusters hissing until its 
massive camera eye peered directly at him.

He gestured toward the hatchway and, with-
out a moment’s hesitation, the device spun 
back around and proceeded into the dark-
ened station.

“Good luck, buddy,” he said after it. The de-
vice’s lingual programming was rudimentary 
at best; he doubted it could actually process 
his words, much less understand their mean-
ing. It mattered little; he’d lived his entire life 
with robotics and machines, depended on 
them to protect him and keep him alive even 
as they depended on him to keep them op-
erating. Anthropomorphizing the devices he 
relied upon had become an odd habit of his, 
one that proved difficult to break and, now, 
one that somehow helped him feel less alone.

After giving the orb a minute to assess its 
surroundings, he withdrew his visor from the 
breast pocket of his uniform, clasping the 
band to the back of his head and carefully 
adjusting the eyepiece to focus properly. 
Syncing with his handset, he blinked hard as 
the visor illuminated, and at once the view 
of the umbilical wall was replaced with the 

harsh blues of the orb’s FLIR sensors. The 
view panned and spun rapidly, at first making 
him nauseous, yet he quickly adjusted out 
of necessity. The orb knew what it needed 
to do…what he needed from it…and was 
going about its task far faster than humanly 
possible.

To his relief, there was no apparent damage 
as the orb sped silently down the long-aban-
doned corridors of the great station. 
Everything sat neatly in place, preserved by 
years of artificial environment. Not so much 
as a single stray meal pack could be found 
out of place. It was as though the station had 
been freshly-constructed, and lay dormant, 
waiting. The wait was over. After an eternity 
of winding through darkened corridors, the 
tiny machine’s journey terminated at a small 
service panel. In the darkness it would have 
presented itself as but a nondescript patch of 
titanium plating, yet caught in the orb’s FLIR 
it glowed as a sunset kaleidoscope. The warm 
light radiated from a central source, a white-
hot ring with five spokes. It was concealed 
behind the panel, invisible, inaccessible…to a 
human, at least.

Keying in commands rapidly on his handset, 
he directed the orb to focus its attention 
on the source of heat: the station’s battery 
backups. They wouldn’t last for long: battery 
power was designed to operate all vital sys-
tems for four hours maximum. Long enough, 
designers likely theorized, for the station’s 
crew to spin up the backup generators. He 
wasn’t sure how much fuel the generators 
had left. For all he knew, the cores had been 
ejected long ago, leaving nothing but bare 
traps bands and lithium tracks in the power 
deck. Four hours was all he would have. Hope-
fully that would be all he needed.

The orb isolated the backup’s control circuits, 
then transmitted the startup commands. 
Nothing. Frowning, he directed the orb to 
transmit the startup protocols in full, hoping 
the snag was a simple matter of the command 
sequence being corrupted. Again, nothing. 
With effort, he fought the urge to panic. The 
heat signature was unmistakable: there was 
power. The batteries were functioning. Core 
memory might have been dumped, taking all 
emergency cold-start protocols with it. The 
energy was back there. There must be a way. 
He hadn’t gone through all of this trouble, all 
these years of work, just to freeze or suffocate 
in orbit. This is not the end.

Inspiration struck. He had one shot, but it 
might work. Keying in a few commands, he 
deployed the orb’s arc welder. It was designed 
for spot repairs, but its charge would be 
enough to jump-start emergency power…
or fry the circuits, stifling all hope and doom-
ing him to die in space. It hardly mattered. 
Nothing else had worked. It wasn’t as though 
he had a choice. He carefully modulated the 
welder’s charge, overrode numerous safety 
protocols, and, at last, commanded the device 
to fire the arc. On the screen, the coursing 
electricity crackled, white-hot and blinding. 
He shut his eyes, wincing at the sudden flash, 
and after the instant had passed he hesitated 
to open them again. So long as he kept his 
eyes shut, he could tell himself it might have 
worked…wouldn’t know that it hadn’t. Still, 
he could not keep his eyes shut forever, and 
not looking would not affect the outcome. 

Grimacing, bracing himself for the worst, he 
slowly opened his eyes.

To his elation, he found that the glowing ring 
had been joined by numerous glowing ten-
drils snaking out at squared angles through 
the corridor walls. Soon the corridor was illu-
minated, the glow rising slowly, and the orb 
deactivated its FLIR upon sensing the rising 
light levels. Oxygen. Warmth. Light. He had all 
he needed. Only time remained in short sup-
ply. So he quickly pocketed his visor before 
pushing off from the umbilical and slipping 
gracefully through the airlock. 

As he entered the abandoned halls, the air 
remained stale. Temperature and lighting 
were slowly rising but, for now, navigating 
the empty corridors was not unlike floating 
through some ancient crypt: a dark, dusty 
place of death that hadn’t known a human 
pulse for untold ages. It was foreboding yet, 
somewhere within the crypt, he would find 
the key to his survival. It was his last chance. 
How had it come to this?

eee 

As hard as it was to believe, it had been twen-
ty years since he’d traversed a bridge of light 
and vaulted across the galaxy. A journey of 
thousands of light-years had taken an instant 
and he and his fellow colonists had emerged 
in orbit of another Earth. It was a virgin world, 
unspoiled and pure. It was a sheltered system, 
a planet protected by bloated gas giants that 
diverted asteroids. It was blue and green and 
teeming with life. It was perfect. He remem-
bered the smiles of those early days, the grit 
of hard work caked onto his fingers, the satis-
fying crust of salt on his forehead, the cooling 
sensation of the evening breeze drying his 
sweaty clothes. Those had been good days, 
filled with sun and optimism. Now…

 eee

The lighting had nearly reached optimum, the 
rise in temperature had grown noticeable. As 
the air flowed, he at last found his goal. A few 
commands keyed into a control pad and the 
hatch ahead of him drew back, revealing the 
station’s primary command center. As he drift-
ed through the hatchway, ancient machines 
hummed to life, knobs and switches twinkling 
bright red, green, and yellow. Ahead, the vast, 
endless starfield was broken by the curve of 
the planet below. It had been his home once. 
Now it was home to no one. Fighting back 
tears, he struggled to remember the vital 
paradise that once was. The green plains, the 
crystal oceans that sparkled in the sun…

 eee

It had been the dead of night when it came. 
Everything started with a rumble that shook 
the house. He’d nearly fallen from his bed, 
struggled to pull on his pants and shirt before 
stumbling out into the cold night. There, 
night turned into day, as his eyes joined 
several thousand other pairs, each trained up-
ward, gaze transfixed on the massive object 
thundering toward the western continent. As 
it fell, the quaking intensified until, at last, it 
hit. It was the loudest sound he’d ever heard. 
His ears popped, his head spun, his vision 
blurred. Then, for a moment, silence. Then, for 
a moment, ringing.

When at last the moment had passed he’d 
pulled his hands from his ears. He’d never 
seen the impact, yet even from so great a dis-
tance he knew it must have been awesome. 
Far beyond the western sea, a great plume of 
ash and dust rose high into the night, murky 
gray and roiling as electricity coursed through 
the billowing mushroom cloud. In that in-
stant, their world had changed forever. In an 
instant, everything was taken from them. The 
outer planets, they’d been told, would protect 
them, diverting all large asteroids. The outer 
planets had missed one.

 eee

Now, their pristine world of green and blue 
was gone…in its place, it appeared as though 
someone had left a burnt porcelain pot drift-
ing in space. A poisoned gray marble, it stood 
like a headstone laid atop their aspirations, 
marking the place where the next great hu-
man civilization might have been. It was too 
late for regrets and he fought to shake the 
pain from his mind. The images of devasta-
tion, of starvation and disease…of death. He 
didn’t know how long he’d been staring at 
the ghostly planet, but it had been too long. 
He’d come here for a reason, and now he 
realized he could not accomplish his goal in 
the command center. The ERB controls were 
somewhere below.

Precious seconds passing, he tore off toward 
the central axis, prone and streaking like a 
missile through the ancient halls. At the axis, 
a hatch withdrew opening into a long, narrow 
tube that ran the length of the station. Car-
ried through by momentum, he spun as he 
approached the far side of the axis, grabbed 
a hold, turned, and propelled himself down 

through the heart of the station. A short time 
later he arrived at level 15. Stopping and 
pivoting, he flew off toward the level’s access 
hatch, passing through as it opened. He float-
ed quickly down the narrow corridors of the 
station’s claustrophobic bowels, frantically 
scanning for the proper control room.

 eee

It had taken him years to find enough fuel. 
He’d scoured settlement after abandoned set-
tlement. He’d found few survivors, witnessed 
so much starvation and suffering. He’d dug 
too many graves for one lifetime. Through it 
all, he’d thought only of escape, of leaving his 
dead world for somewhere, anywhere that of-
fered anything beyond loneliness and famine. 
The more he’d thought about it, and he’d had 
time to think in abundance, the more he’d re-
alized there was but one such place he knew 
of: their point of origin. It had been so many 
years since Odyssey had arrived in this alien 
star system, ushering them to their paradise 
that was. Now, he could only hope that the 
device that had conducted him there might 
return him to the only home he had left.

At last, he found the ERB control room. It took 
a few moments to pour over the manual on 
his handset, but he needed only a cursory 
knowledge of this device to operate it. A few 
clicks, a few swipes at tactile interfaces, a few 
switches flipped and buttons pressed, and he 
succeeded. He looked up and, beyond the 
viewport ahead, a great ring hung in space. 
It remained there, motionless, a massive 
hoop, dark and silent, until a tiny distortion 
appeared at its center. It morphed, spun, and 
bubbled; the space around and behind it 
stretched and skewed and lensed until, at last, 

a stable bridge had formed. It wasn’t perfect; 
the aperture appeared to shift and stretch at 
random, but it remained well within the mar-
gin of error. The station’s power reserves were 
nearly depleted by the effort. He had no time 
to lose. Minutes at most.

Soon after he was back at the controls of his 
ship. He’d pulled free of Eea – surely for the 
last time – and pushed his module’s thrusters 
to their limits, straining to reach the event 
horizon before the ancient station died and 
the bridge collapsed. As he approached, the 
stars behind the aperture shimmered and 
quaked, shifting like pebbles in a current. He 
felt as though there should be sound, but 
there was only silence. Beyond the roiling 
horizon, somewhere across untold tracts of 
space and time, was Earth. So many years 
after Odyssey had made her historic journey 
through the aperture, now he would bring all 
things full-circle by doing so in reverse. 

The tears came at last as the module ap-
proached the aperture, the gravitational 
effects intensifying, drawing out this painful 
moment. Unable to resist the urge, he took 
one final, fleeting glance at their dead world. 
There would be other colonies, no doubt. By 
now there might be hundreds…maybe even 
thousands. It didn’t matter. Only one of them 
was home, and he could never go back.

Michael T. Kuster is an aerospace engineer and 
writer of science fiction and general short fiction, 
living in Cincinnati, OH, USA.
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INVEST:
Invest in you: What pays the greatest divi-
dends? An investment in self. The more that 
you are, the more you can contain or possess. 
Grow. Grow. When you stop growing, you 
start dying. Examine how you spend your 
time and money. I’d be willing to bet a fortune 
that you spend more on destructive, wasteful 
things than you do on becoming more.

Invest in world: Demonstrate your worthiness 
by being one who makes a difference. The 
universal is constantly seeking the most ef-
fective way to become and create more. Be 
an effective channel and abundance will flow 
through you.

Invest in now: Be present. Be a present, a gift. 
The past is your foundation, but there is no 
need to live in the basement. Now is all you 
will ever have. Give it your all.

Invest in future: The future is what you make 
it. Imagine, create, move forward with pur-
pose and intent. Believe in you. Believe in the 
future you imagine. Invest yourself in that 
idealization.

The how of life may be complex; but the why 
of life is simple; it is to revere, to relish and to 
contribute. Your true wealth is not measured 
by what you are able to accumulate, but by 
what you are enabled to contribute. Amplify 
your personal power. Contribute. 

By Leslie Fieger 
lesliefieger.ca

YOUR PLACE OF POWER

Your real place of power is not your 
castle surrounded by a moat and 
protected by cannons facing the 
unknown imagined threats to your 
well being.

Your real place of power is not your bank vault 
piled high with gold, silver and diamonds or 
the ledger that catalogues all these trinkets.

Your real place of power is not your magnif-
icent, gym built, cosmetic surgery enhanced 
body covered with designer labeled textiles.

Your real place of power is that invisible, in-
tangible place inside you that connects to the 
ineffable, infinite source of all that is.

Your real power is universal power expressed 
through you. The greater your connection to 
the universal source of all that is, the greater 
is your personal power.

Your real power is your ability to choose how 
and what to think; your ability to choose how 
and why to feel; you ability to choose what to 
believe; your ability to conceptualize an ideal 
and your ability to choose to commit to that 
ideal.

Your real power is being able to create ideals 
in your imagination and being able to desire 
in your heart the effectuation of your ideals 
with a complete faith and expectation in their 
reality that comes from an innate knowing-
ness of your ultimate abundance that springs 
from your intimate relationship with the 
divine source of all things.

The 3 best ways to build and enhance your 
very own real place of power are:

1) Expand your mind. Feed empowering 
information into your conscious and subcon-
scious. Focus your thoughts. Spend time in 
daily meditation.

2) Expand your heart. Be grateful. Love your-
self. Love life. Enjoy yourself. Extend your 
compassion to the rest of creation.

3) Expand your spirit. Honour the sacredness 
of all things, most especially your own self. 
Shine your light. Be a blessing.

The Wealth Formula for those who really, 
really desire wealth…

Sure, anyone who has ever studied the sci-
ence (or art) of building wealth knows that 
you can, over a lifetime, build some serious 
wealth by following one simple formula…

“Earn as much as you can; spend less than you 
earn; invest to create passive income.”

That’s the simple stuff; the kindergarten, if 
you will, of wealth education.

Real wealth, rapid wealth, massive wealth, 
requires more advanced education.

Since most folks don’t even apply the kinder-
garten education, it is no surprise that most 
do not bother to acquire any advanced edu-
cation, let alone apply it.

For those who do want to step ‘out of the 
norm’, which as we all know is mediocrity, I 
offer here my advanced wealth formula… 
same formula… earn + save + invest = wealth; 
but with a little more insight into the meta-
physical principles that lie behind all wealth, 
indeed, behind all creation.

EARN:
Earn by contributing: You’ve heard it before. 
Sow to reap. Get what you give. Karma. Rec-
iprocity. However you may choose to call it, 
the principle is simple… the more that you 
contribute, the more you gain in return. The 
more value you can create, the more valua-
bles you get to have.

Earn by creating: Most people are not origina-
tors; they are duplicators and imitators. They 
therefore get what most have. Want more? 
Be original. Get creative. Create value; receive 
valuables.

Earn by caring: Become passionate. Believe 
in the sacred. Who you are, what you do and 
what you have is sacred. So is all else. Act 
that way and the source of all will reward you 
accordingly. You can be rewarded in the here 
and now. Don’t postpone your reward.

Earn by committing: Develop ideals and com-
mit 100% to them. Persist until they are made 
manifest. Spend your life being and doing as 
if it were all worthwhile.

SAVE:
Save your time: Have a plan. You know this. 
Have written goals. Get specific. Develop a 
plan for your life. If you cannot develop a 
life plan that drives you every day, then find 
someone who has a plan you can believe in 
and follow it.

Save or conserve or direct your energy: Have a 
purpose. A life without purpose is a life of no 
purpose. Simple, huh? Want life to be more 
meaningful. Create meaning. Develop a pur-
pose. Act intentionally.

Save your spirit: Affirm your worthiness. 
Self-esteem is crucial. Know your worth. 
Know what’s funny? You are worth whatever 
you decide you are worth.

Save yourself: Affirm your readiness. Be willing 
to receive the abundance that awaits you. 
Demonstrate your readiness to have more by 
becoming more. Demonstrate your readiness 
to receive more by appreciating what you 
already have.
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• Remember not to be too attached to 
specific outcomes.

• Acknowledge results when they happen! 
Gratitude is a giant energy loop. Keep it 
flowing to keep receiving.

Summary
Creative visualization isn’t really just a tech-
nique – it’s a permanent approach we can 
take to life!

It’s about deeply realizing we are the con-
tinuous creators of our reality – and taking 
responsibility for that, in every moment.

And that’s an awesome way to live. 

artofwellbeing.com

This just means being a little flexible! Some-
times you are clear on what you want, but you 
lack all of the information about the specific 
manner it is going to come about. 

Inspired action
Although the creative visualization process 
is one based on relaxation, physical action is 
required to successfully make good on your 
mental intentions. In other words, this process 
is active, not passive!

The key to taking action is to take only in-
spired action. So it’s neither hanging around 
waiting for the penny to drop or rushing 
around like a mad person doing everything 
you can possibly think of doing in the hope 
that something works.

We need to be calm and deliberate in the 
action we take. Calm and deliberate!

Detachment and gratitude

It is important to detach yourself from the 
outcome you intend to see. That’s because 
when we are attached, we remove our au-
thentic power to create the life we choose.

Also, when things do start to line up, acknowl-
edge the process! We all know now the signifi-
cance of practicing gratitude.

But…how do I know WHAT to visualize

That’s the million dollar question.

Imagine you are James Cameron for a second. 
Do you think that Avatar would have been 
quite so inspired and awesome if he had been 
anything less than crystal clear about his 
vision?

Creative visualization only works when you 
have written the script. These exercises help 
you to know how you want the script to look, 

CREATIVE VISUALIZATION

It’s the loathed interview question. 
‘Where do you see yourself in five 
years?’ 

Unoriginal as it is when heard at interviews, 
this is actually a great question. Because what 
we can envisage for ourselves (tomorrow, 
next week, next month, next year) is instru-
mental in what actually transpires.

How you use your imagination, or direct your 
daydreams, holds the potential to create the 
conditions for goal-realization. Winning ath-
letes know this well.

Creative visualization has the potential to 
help you to realize goals and get what you 
want in life. And chances are, you are already 
doing it in a half-assed sort of way. 

This article is a primer on how to creatively 
visualize to effect. Because the better you 
become at it, the faster you’ll start creating 
the life you want.

Here are some specific things you can use 
creative visualization for:

• To help you to achieve a desired outcome 
or result. 

• Times when you need clarity about some-
thing.

• To alter your mental experience of past 
events, to release yourself emotionally.

• To get more benefit from workouts. 
• To help you to manage perceived difficult 

situations – known as ‘mental rehearsal’.
• To help you to perform feats of athletic 

prowess.
• To test your feelings about something.
• To help you to get through a tired/

sleep-deprived day.
• Anything you want to change. 

Why does it work?
No one really knows, but there are theories 
based on research. We know, for example, that 
the same neuro-pathways in the brain are acti-
vated when you vividly imagine experiencing 
something as when you actually do it.

Remember how you salivate when you are 
imagining your favorite food? There is a 
clear, tangible physical reaction there. That 
situation created by the brain means you are 
100% more likely to take the ‘inspired action’ 
of going to get that food – correct?

Another theory is that the more you visualize, 
the more your subconscious mind believes 
that this is ‘really happening’. That causes 
changes at the level of self-image and belief.

Essential elements
Before you get cracking, know this:

Without belief/self-esteem, it probably isn’t 
going to be effective. If creative visualization 
isn’t ‘working’ for you, then you are missing 
one of these elements:

• Desire – a real want for a goal to be re-
alized.

• Belief – you have got to see the possibility 
for the goal to be realized. 

• Acceptance – the most commonly miss-
ing ingredient; feeling worthy enough to 
actually get the result!

• Work on your self-esteem. It will pay div-
idends when it comes to this tool and in 
life in general. 

Grasping loosely
When using creative visualization for long term 
goals and wants, the focus of your visualiza-
tions must be on the outcome, not the process.

This means holding onto your goals lightly and 
being willing to change them if something 
more appropriate and satisfying comes along.

and are effective with or without actually 
visualizing. 

Writing affirmations 
This is a dynamic technique. When we write 
things down, it’s like giving your conscious-
ness a double hit of energy. 

Take an affirmation you want to work with 
and write it out ten or twenty times in suc-
cession. Write it in the first, second and third 
person (e.g. I, Rezzan, am a successful writer. 
Rezzan, you are a successful writer. Rezzan is a 
successful writer). 

Think about the meaning of the words as 
you are writing them. Notice any doubts and 
resistance and when they happen, turn the 
paper over and write the negative thought – 
why the affirmation can’t be true.

Then counter the negative fears and beliefs 
with affirmations. Write those out. Keep writ-
ing them out once or twice per day over the 
course of a few days, until you have undone 
negative programming.

Goal-setting
Two words that used to send shivers through 
me, these days I can’t get enough. What I am 
saying is, there is fun on the other side of the 
dread. 

Remember the last time you set clear une-
quivocal goals? How did that work out?

Goal-setting is a powerful practice. In doing 
it, we acknowledge that our fantasies can be-
come realty and we get in touch with what’s 
important for us. Here’s an exercise you can do:

• Write down the categories of your life – 
personal growth, work/career, friends, 
beauty/physical self, relationships, 
money, creativity, travel, lifestyle, health, 
fitness, etc.

• Keeping in mind your present life situa-
tion, define how progress would look in 
each category.

• Now list the same categories and after 
each one, write a paragraph or two de-
scribing the ideal situation. 

• Based on what you have written out, cre-
ate a list of 10 or 12 most important goals 
for your life right now.

• Write down five year goals.
• Write them in the form of present tense 

affirmations (as if it is already happening).

Getting down to it – how to actually 
creatively visualize
The optimal time to perform creative visu-
alization is just after waking and just before 
bedtime (it’s to do with your brain being on 
alpha wave).

You also need to be relaxed. 

Imagine your ideal reality in the present mo-
ment. Bring your pictures to life as if watching 
a movie, concentrate your thoughts with la-
ser-like precision and indulge all your senses. 
Really feel what it would feel like if you already 
had that which you have mentally chosen in 
the present physical moment.

Basically the more you can give yourself 
goosebumps, the more effective this process 
will be.

That’s it! You can get up and get on with your 
day.

Reconnect with your vision at short but reg-
ular intervals (for e.g. 17 seconds is enough). 

Specific techniques 
There are many specific visualization tech-
niques you can try. Here are a few:

• ‘Pink bubble’ technique – surround your 
fantasy in a pink bubble.

• Connecting with your higher wisdom 
– you create an inner sanctuary and a 
spirit guide. You ask the guide if there is 
anything she or he would like to tell you.

• Visualization exercise around money.
• Making right decisions visualization.
• Altered memory visualization. This 

technique is focused on changing 
past memories to have a more positive 
outcome. This is especially useful for 
resolving memories that involved anger 
or resentment.

Other visualization tips:

• Keep a notebook in which you regularly 
work on your goals, affirmations, ideal 
scenes, etc. That’s about broadening 
those parameters and honing down on 
what it is you want to create in life.

• When visualizing, experience yourself 
having achieved your goal through your 
own eyes, rather than watching yourself 
from the outside.

• The more sensory that you can make 
your visualization experience, the more 
potent the impression on the brain. Add-
ing kinesthetic (what you feel with your 
goal accomplished) and auditory (what 
you hear with your goal accomplished) 
dimensions will enhance the process.

• You might want to focus on one specific 
result at a time.

• There are no time rules. According to 
authors Esther and Jerry Hicks, you only 
need to visualize for 17 seconds.

• Make use of vision boards to connect 
you with your goals.

• Regularly read inspiring books that help 
to keep you in touch with your highest 
ideals and aspirations.

• Have a friend or (ideally) a community of 
friends who are also tuned into learning 
to live more consciously.

Creative visualization checklist

SO TO RECAP:

The process:

• Do it in a relaxed state. Do it before bed 
or when you wake to guarantee you are 
in alpha waves.

• Visualize yourself experiencing your 
outcome.

• Add in as much detail as possible, includ-
ing emotions.

• Reconnect with your vision a couple of 
times a day or just whenever you can 
(can be short).

Other points:

• Know what you want, and have belief 
and willingness to receive it.
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of a renewal term of up to 30 years. Unless 
prohibited by the act creating it, a superficies 
is fully transferrable by the grantee.

SERVITUDE

A servitude binds the owner of a “servient” 
property to suffer certain acts or refrain from 
certain rights inherent in his ownership for 
the benefit of another “dominant” property. 
This right commonly granted for purposes 
of physical or utilities, access or for both. The 
rights and obligations of the dominant and 
servient property owners travel with the two 
property deeds in perpetuity.

CHARGE

A charge is similar to a servitude, however, it 
is a personal right which gives the grantee a 
specified use or enjoyment of the property 
(such as access across the land). A charge may 
be granted for the life of the grantee or up to 
30 years with the possibility of a renewal term 
of up to 30 years. A charge is only transferra-
ble if so specified by the act creating it.

DUENSING KIPPEN is an international law firm 
specializing in business transaction and dispute 
resolution matters, with offices in Bangkok and 
Phuket, Thailand and affiliated offices in 45 other 
countries. Visit them at: duensingkippen.com

REAL ESTATE RIGHTS IN THAILAND
 

OWNERSHIP

The preferred real estate title deed in Thailand 
is ownership. The only true ownership title 
deed to land in Thailand is called a “Chanote” 
and is issued in accordance with the Land 
Code (1954). Condominium units also have 
“Condominium Ownership Title Deeds” which 
are issued in accordance with the Condo-
minium Act (1979). Ownership deeds issued 
under the provisions of these Acts are regis-
tered with the land department and state the 
ownership, boundaries, area measurements, 
and encumbrances (such as mortgages or ser-
vitudes, if any) with particularity. A purchaser 
of land or a condominium unit is registered as 
the owner of the land or condominium unit 
on the relevant title deed at the land depart-
ment at the time of transfer.

There are also three basic types of possessory 
(in other words, not true ownership) right 
documents for land still in use in Thailand. 
They are the “Nor Sor 3 Gor”, the “Nor Sor 
3”, and the “Sor Kor 1”. Of the three, the Nor 
Sor 3 Gor is the preferred. This document 
contains an accurate location of the land and 
boundaries (but unlike in the case of land 
under Chanote title deed, no survey markers 
are placed by the land department) along 
with verification of the utilization of the land 
in the past. A Nor Sor 3 is similar to the Nor 
Sor 3 Gor except that the measurements and 
boundaries of the Nor Sor 3 Gor are more ac-
curate. Further, a Nor Sor 3 requires a 30-day 
public notice period before transfer to a new 
possessor whereas the transfer of a a Nor Sor 
3 Gor can be registered immediately. The least 
preferable is the Sor Kor 1. This document is 
an unregistered form stating a claim by an 
occupant of land that the land belongs to 
him. The measurements are vague or missing 
and can be easily disputed. Encumbrances, 
such as a mortgage, can only be registered 
on Chanote, Nor Sor 3 Gor, or Nor Sor 3, title 
deeds. However, in some cases, it is possible 
to upgrade a Sor Kor 1 to a Nor Sor 3 Gor or a 
Chanote title.

As mentioned, condominium units also have 
ownership title deeds. This is in contrast 
to buildings with similar units that are not 
licensed under the Condominium Act (1979) 
and which are merely apartments that can 
only be rented or leased from the owner of 
the entire building. The owner of a condomin-
ium unit, also owns a pro rata portion of the 
common area of the entire condominium pro-
ject (based on the proportional area of their 
individual unit). Unlike land, foreigners are al-
lowed to own up to 49% of the floor space of 
a condominium project. However, the money 
to purchase a foreign owned condominium 
unit must be brought into Thailand in foreign 
currency for that purpose or held in a “foreign 
currency account” in Thailand.

LEASE

Land, structures and any part of either may be 
leased. The maximum lease term is 30 years 

and the Civil and Commercial Code provides 
for an additional renewal lease term of up to 
30 years. Leases for industrial or commercial 
purposes have a term of up to 50 years. This 
again is renewable for a period of 50 years. 
However, the availability of industrial or com-
mercial leases is significantly limited. The Civil 
and Commercial Code provides that any ex-
tant lease is enforceable against a new owner 
of the property who becomes the new lessor 
under the original lease terms. However, be-
cause any additional lease term is a “renewal” 
(and not an “extension”) a clause providing for 
a renewal term is enforceable as against the 
original lessor but not against a new lessor. 
Any lease of more than 3 years must be regis-
tered or it will not be enforceable for any term 
beyond 3 years.

USUFRUCT

A usufruct gives the grantee the right to pos-
sess, manage, and exploit a property. It can be 
either for the life of the grantee or a period 
of time up to 30 years with the possibility to 
renew it for up to another 30 years. The rights 
of a usufruct may be transferred. However, in 
any case a usufruct ends with death of the 
original grantee.

HABITATION

A habitation is a right to occupy a building 
for either the life of the grantee or up to 30 
years with a possible renewal term of up to 
30 years. Unless otherwise prohibited, the 
grantee’s family may occupy the building 
with the grantee. However, a habitation is not 
transferrable in any way.

SUPERFICIES

A superficies is the right to own freehold title 
deed to a building on someone else’s land. A 
superficies may be granted for the life of the 
grantee or up to 30 years with the possibility 
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That explains why the locally inspired, cultur-
ally authentic experiences at Asaya—which 
tie in to Rosewood’s guiding ‘Sense of Place’ 
philosophy, revolve around specific individ-
ual wellness goals, supported by alternative 
therapies and rituals, enriching fitness and 
lifestyle activities, healthy eating plans, a 
dedication to pure, authentic ingredients and 
specially designed spaces for relaxation and 
reflection. As you arrive at Asaya, you pass 
the herb gardens that offer guests a sensory 
experience, transitioning from the sweet 
fragrances of jasmine and gardenia at first to 
refreshing and energizing lemongrass and 
Thai mint scents. 

Indeed, central to the guest experience at 
Asaya is the Wellness Atelier. Here, the gar-
den’s red and sweet basil, kaffir lime, lemon 
balm, Thai curry leaf, and pandanus ingredi-
ents are crushed and blended into individual 
recipes for use in customized scrubs, wraps, 
masks and herbal compresses. Guests can 
choose to hand-select their medicinal herbs 
and help prepare these mixtures. The fresh 
Thai healing herbs are also incorporated into 
powerful aromatic oils that are used in rituals 
of therapeutic massages that encourage deep 
relaxation, energy, mental clarity and relaxa-
tion, and are also applied in traditional Thai 
and foot massages.

Guests experience a seamless flow through-
out Asaya’s tranquil indoor and outdoor 
spaces, including several open-air areas for 
relaxation before and after treatments or for 
energy rebalancing at a daily Tibetan singing 

bowls ritual. Each of five double treatment 
suites features an outdoor relaxation area 
with rain shower and deep soaking tub. In 
addition, the Signature Asaya Villa is an ideal 
setting for couples and includes a spacious 
double treatment room, Watsu pool, Himala-
yan salt sauna with steam shower, oversized 
day bed, outdoor private Yoga Sala, and al 
fresco soaking tub and rain shower. Guests 
can enjoy a tailored selection of drinks and 
indigenous light bites to complement their 
wellness journey. 

A variety of experiences led by experienced 
teachers fuel your desire to lead a healthy and 
conscious life, including yoga, meditation, 
mat pilates in the tranquil beachfront gardens 
and High Intensity Interval Training held on 
the secluded shore by Emerald Bay. Alterna-
tive therapies at Asaya offer meaningful levels 
of well-being and direct exposure to authen-
tic treatments that have been practiced for 
centuries throughout the world. The local 
Chinese-Thai heritage is reflected in Chi Nei 
Tsang therapy, a synergy of Chinese and Thai 
massage and meditation techniques to guide 
the healing energy flow, or qi, throughout 
the system. Watsu therapy, Reiki healing, Life 
Force therapy and Chakra Balancing sound 
therapy help guests achieve balanced energy 
that is vital to maintaining a healthy diet and 
lifestyle.

Steve Harvey’s 3 Top Tips for Wellbeing

RESERVE THE BED FOR SLEEP
Reading in bed can be relaxing, right? Yes, 
and no. A page-turner, a mystery or any oth-
er book that demands your emotional and 
intellectual attention may be more distract-
ing than relaxing. Opt for lighter reading 
before bed, and keep it to the couch or your 
favorite chair.

HAPPY PEOPLE ARE MORE SUCCESSFUL
You might think success makes you happy, but 
numerous studies show that happy individu-
als are successful across multiple life domains, 
including marriage, friendship, income, work 
performance, and health. Happiness leads to 
success, and yes, possibly even a longer life.

KEEP IT COOL
Finding the correct temperature in the bed-
room can be a little bit of a Goldilocks situa-
tion: A room that’s either too hot or a room 
that’s too cold can both mess with your sleep. 
The best temperature is somewhere between 
60 and 67 degrees fahrenheit (15 to 20 de-
grees celsius).

Asaya 
Hours: 10am-10pm 
+66 76 356 885 
phuket.asaya@rosewoodhotels.com 
rosewoodhotels.com/en/phuket/wellness/asaya

Knowing You – How a wellness 
retreat at one Phuket resort truly 
understands your needs. Steve 
Harvey is resident wellness 
practitioner at Asaya, the talked-
about wellness retreat located at 
the luxurious Rosewood Phuket. 

As a holistic healer, life coach and bodywork-
er, Harvey has worked with Hollywood stars, 
top athletes, and business CEOs. With his 
broad experience, he  has been described 
as, “Having a gift for identifying blocks and 
patterns that keep people ‘stuck’ and has de-
veloped a fresh approach for transforming fear, 
doubt and uncertainty into fuel for brilliance, 
confidence and creativity.” This, combined 
with his expertise in bodywork and muscle 
massage skills, made him the perfect person 
to oversee Asaya, a new conceptual wellness 
retreat by Rosewood Hotels and Resorts, of 
which Phuket is the pioneer launch. The name 
adopts the sanskrit word for “understanding”, 
the central philosophy of what they do.

“With an intense focus on offering personalized 
wellness, Asaya guests experience a hands-
on, carefully curated and intuitively guided 
experience that unlocks unlimited possibilities 
to achieve their specific goals,” says Niamh 
O’Connell, Rosewood’s group vice president 

for guest experience and wellness. “These 
teachings will enable them to continue their 
commitment to wellness long after they leave.” 
As one of the world’s foremost destinations 
for wellness-conscious travelers, Phuket 
was an ideal fit for the first Asaya, with the 
country’s culture of mindfulness, practice of 
ancient massage techniques, and exotic sur-
roundings that imbue visitors with a serene 
mindset conducive to embracing a personal 
wellness journey. 

The guest’s bespoke experience begins by 
first collaborating with Harvey to discover 
your own path. “Today’s wellness-conscious 
guests are looking for more than a traditional 
spa and want to explore deeper realms of ho-
listic well-being for their body, mind, and spir-
it,” he says. “We strive to help guests achieve 
a more profound self-understanding so that 
they can more easily embrace self-acceptance 
and in turn be guided on their own path to 
true wellness.”

ASAYA @ ROSEWOOD PHUKET 
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The hallmark of distinction
Designed and fitted out with people who 
like to express their individuality in mind, the 
Gran Turismo 50 has elegant and intelligently 
organised spaces. Destined for pleasure, the 
cockpit continues in the form of a vast lounge 
area on the main full-space deck of the Gran 
Turismo 50. The cleverly concealed pocket 
frame glass door opens seamlessly onto the 
deck, creating remarkable harmony and 
incredible comfort underway or at anchor. 
In the two available versions – ‘saloon cosy’ 
or three cabins – the Gran Turismo 50 has a 
full-beam owner suite, bathed in light and en-
joying an en-suite shower room and dressing 
room style fittings.

If you are considering a sport cruiser that is 
practical and stunning for cruising around 
Beautiful Thailand and Asia, she would be a 
perfect fit. Contact our Simpson Marine Sales 
Team and discover more about this newest 
model.

CALL OR VISIT US! 
Our Simpson Marine Sales and Charter team are 
located at Ao Po Grand Marina and we welcome 
you to visit us anytime! Simpson Yacht Charter 
also offers a comprehensive Yacht Investment 
Program service for your yachts. 
Call us at +66 76 317 305 or email at thailand@
simpsonmarine.com to get into the yachting 
lifestyle with Lagoon Catamarans and 
phuketcharter@simpsonmarine.com to get your 
charter holiday planning.

Completing the renewal of the 
Beneteau’s Sport Cruiser, Beneteau 
have unveiled the sporty and dis-
tinctive flagship – Gran Turismo 50 
in a Hardtop or Sportfly line.

The flagship also boasts an onboard Ship 
control technology, a first in Beneteau boats. 
Enjoy the space on the Gran Turismo 50 
where the main deck of the Gran Turismo is 
completely open so that everyone can join in 
the fun on board.

In the vanguard of sport cruisers, the Gran 
Turismo 50 is a dazzling combination of 
Beneteau Power’s expertise, the hallmark of 
the Nuvolari & Lenard designer duo and the 
talent of Andreani Design. 

Sport Cruiser to match a programme
Equipped with the AirStep®2 planning hull, 
developed together with Volvo the engine 
manufacturer, the Gran Turismo 50 is fast, 
smooth and comfortable. Offered with the IPS 
600 propulsion system, she offers excellent 
sea-keeping and optimum fuel consumption.

In the Hardtop configuration, she combines 
a retractable sun visor, side glazing that can 
be lowered and an opening roof. As for the 
Sportfly version, it has a second driving sta-
tion with a stunning view of the sea. Seam-
lessly integrated into the boat’s line, the 
Sportfly has a double bench seat, converting 
to a sun-lounger, beside the driver’s seat, as 
well as a comfortable saloon seating up to 
five guests.

A tender garage and a huge swim platform 
at the stern are a clever addition to this large 
sporty model. The tender garage can hold 
either a tender, an outboard engine of up to 
2.90m, or a Williams minijet. Withstanding 
a weight of 350 kg and equipped with a hy-
draulic lowering system on option, the full 
beam swim platform is submersible for the 
enjoyment of a variety of water sports.

Innovation serving the customer
For the first time on a boat this size, the Ship 
Control onboard technology provides simple 
centralised access to her controls. With Ship 
Control you can check the gauges, manage 
air-conditioning, navigation lights, indoor 
lights and the Hi-Fi system. A tap on the nav-
igation screens or a 7 inch tablet and above 
and the Gran Turismo 50 obeys your every 
command.

NEW GRAN TURISMO 50 – SPORTY AND DISTINCTIVE
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New season, new bikini, what 
could be more true?

Our latest collection Song of the Sea is inspired 
by the musical sounds and alluring calling we 
feel when close to an ocean or big water. We 
feel more connected and in balance with our-
selves and nature, so we created this new col-
lection to enhance that feeling. Lots of earthy 
animal prints like tiger stripes and snake 
prints, deep jungle green and clay coloured 
pieces of jewels. Of course we cannot deny 
our tropical beat, so there is the classic floral 
prints and coral, mint and deep fuchsia to 
match your best holiday suntan.

This year we have opened a few new bou-
tiques, since August you will find us inside the 
chic Catch Beach Club as Catch Boutique by 
KAANDA, and also in Fisherman’s Village in 
Koh Samui. We are still in our other locations 
in as KAANDA beach life in Boat Avenue, 
Surin, Kata and Canal Village, Laguna.

In our boutiques you will find not only bikinis 
and swimsuits, but also trunks and linen shirts 
for men, high quality swimwear for children 
by the UK famous brand SUNUVA, and lots of 
hats, polarised sunglasses, beach bags, acces-
sories and matching items for your perfect 
time on your beach holiday.

SHOPS IN BOAT AVENUE, KATA, SURIN, 
CATCH BEACH CLUB, CANAL VILLAGE, 
FISHERMANS VILLAGE KOH SAMUI

KAANDA BEACH LIFE (next to Villa Market); 
49/13 Room No 9-10 Cherngtalay RD., A. 
Thalang, Phuket 83110, Thailand.
OFFICE IN BOAT AVENUE – Villa Katalina 
Co., Ltd: 21/10 Lagoon Rd., Cherngtalay, A 
Thalang, Phuket 83110, Thailand
Tel: +66 (0)76608 699

kaandabeachlife.com

KAANDA BEACH LIFE – SONG OF THE SEA
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Andaman Cruises
Phuket´s Most Exciting & Stylish Contemporary Luxury Yachts

H A L F  D AY,  F U L L  D AY,  O V E R N I G H T  &  S U N S E T  C R U I S E S

A private charter with Andaman Cruises is the perfect way to discover unique destinations 
and unspoiled spots around the Phuket archipelago aboard the region’s most stylish motor yachts. 

The fleet of 10 vessels includes fascinating yachts offering comfort, privacy and exceptional service.

P H A N G  N G A  B AY,  K R A B I ,  P H I  P H I  &  S I M I L A N  I S L A N D S

Get ready for an amazing voyage to stunning tropical islands around the exquisite sailing waters of Phang 
Nga Bay, Krabi, Phi Phi and Similan Islands. Its maritime national parks are renowned as some of the 
best yachting grounds in the world. Fascinating locations are the Floating Gipsy Village, Talay Waek – 

a sandbank in the heart of the ocean – or James Bond Island and the Monkey Beach in Phi Phi.

S N O R K E L I N G ,  D I V I N G ,  K AYA K I N G  &  F I S H I N G

The Andaman Sea has a huge diversity and offers a range of activities from kayaking, to diving and 
snorkeling. Guests can enjoy access to exotic and remote private beaches, as well as exciting 

afternoons of waterskiing, wakeboarding or fishing.

S P O R T S  C R U I S E R S ,  M O T O R  YA C H T S  &  S U P E R  YA C H T S

Ocean Emerald 135 – max. 50pax | Baglietto 107 – max. 20pax | Sunseeker 90 – max. 20pax
Olympia 76 – max. 20pax | Princess 60 –max. 16pax | Sunseeker 53 – max. 8pax | Gulf Craft 36 – max. 8pax
Silver Craft 36 – max. 10pax | Marlin 35 – max. 8pax | Glastron 26 – max 5pax | Beneteau 23 – max 4pax

Price: Please contact concierge for further information.
www.andaman-cruises.com 
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Possibly the most awkward and 
powerful f-word in the English 
language, hearing –or reading- 
the word fetish makes most 
people uncomfortable. Their mind 
immediately leaves it’s ‘happy 
place’ and slips quickly and quietly 
into the ‘dark-side’.

{fet·ish}

Huh? What do you mean? I don’t understand.

You’re standing at a bus stop, angel on your 
right shoulder and the devil on your left. It’s a 
typical day. Sun is shinning, birds are singing 
and all three of you are chilling out waiting 
for your ride. Then, BOOM! Someone standing 
close to you says the f-word. Fetish. You let it 
float around your mind a little. The devil does 
his happy dance and leaps with excitement. 
The sky grows dark and cloudy. A small smile 
spreads on your face, then WHACK! The angel 
snaps you back to attention and admonishes 
you. Oh, the shame! The thoughts! Tisk tisk.

The f-word is naughty, right? It conjures im-
ages of S&M, feet, people who enjoy being 
spanked and much more. It’s juicy, kinky, sexy 
and taboo. The sound sends chills throughout 
your body. You should keep saying the word 
over and over in your mind, you’re starting to 
sound like the Hyena in Lion King who kept 
saying “Mufasa” and shaking each time.

“I like watching country-specific porn (as 
long as its not child porn). You learn a lot 

about a culture while watching people 
having sex. Are they reserved, adventurous, 

passionate, sick? Are the dudes hung? 
Are the girls hot? Besides learning, it can 

be very inspiring: have I ever tried that 
before?” – Jen

But fetishes are not always sexually based. 
In fact, there is a wide range of fetishes out 
there. Let’s start with a brief definition to help 
you understand what makes something a 
fetish.

{fet·ish}- any object, idea, etc., eliciting un-
questioning reverence, respect, or devotion

Do you feel the calm, the peace? Still feel a 
wee bit dirty, huh.

I recently asked some fellow travelers on 
Twitter for their fetish confessions. It took a 
little explaining (I imagine due to the angel/
devil scenario mentioned above), but here are 
some of their confessions.

“I swipe pens and notepads from every 
hotel I visit. My house is full of pens from 

around the world. It’s a sickness.”- Andrew

“Rockabilly guys with lotsa tattoos.” – Erica

TRAVEL FETISHES, OBSESSIONS AND THE THINGS 
WE CAN’T DO WITHOUT

“I’m too easily excited by dogs. Dogs delight 
me. The sight of dogs could distract me from 

conversation and from the direction I was 
walking to. My face will turn into a huge ear 

to ear smile. If the dog is leashed to a pole 
or something and the owner is not around, 
quite sure I will spend time talking to it. If 
camera is in my hand, quite sure I will try 
to sneak taking picture of it, without the 

knowledge of its owner. So I have so many 
pictures of random and blurry dogs, many 
from behind because that’s the most likely 

timing the owner won’t notice. My dog 
picture collection looks like I’m about to 

kidnap these doggies.”- Dina

“I steal the safety cards from airplanes. 
Before I ever used them for blog posts, I 

snagged them purely because I found them 
hysterical.” – Mike

Starting to feel better? As I mentioned above, 
fetishes can be anything. I have a thing for 
guys with shaved heads. So much so, that 
my brothers gave me a poster of Stone Cold 
Steve Austin for Christmas one year as a joke. 
Pardon me while I go drool and purr.

Okay, I’m good now. I think. Where was I? Ah, 
yes! Fetishes can be anything, as illustrated 
above. A fetish is basically an obsession, 
kind of like an OCD. In today’s society we’ve 
been trained to think of fetishes as taboo and 
wrong, but they don’t have to be. One of my 
biggest fetishes is bags. Handbags, shoulder 
bags, any bag. I am obsessed with bags. While 
preparing for my round-the-world adventures 
I’ve had the worst time trying to decide which 
bags to bring, and which ones to leave be-
hind. They’re my babies. Mama can’t leave her 
babies behind. That’s just sick and WRONG! 
Perhaps the rest of this conversation should 
be saved for a therapist. Maybe I can find one 
with a shaved head. Hmmm…

Aside from inanimate objects and animals 
(Whoa boy! Come back to the PG side of the 
convo!), fetishes can also involve food and 
drink.

“Then there is my ridiculous love of kebabs. 
Not even good kebabs—the cheapest, 

dirtiest kebabs I can find. And it doesn’t 
even have to be at 3am. I’ll go for ‘em in 

daylight.” –Adam

“I am that girl that has to have a Coke in 
every country. First thing in the morning 

I’ve had glass bottle ones in northern 
Thailand and 6 kuna ones in Croatia. Can’t 

get enough.”- Caroline

“Pizza. I’m sorely disappointed if I’m unable 
to track down at least a halfway decent 

pizza in a country. If I have just one meal in 
a a new country it would have to be pizza. 
I generally gauge my opinion of locations 
around the world based on my experience 

with it, whether it is maize pizza in Medellin 
or your standard margarita in Kuala Lum-
pur. You might say I travel for pizza.”- Joey

“I’m not sure if this counts as a fetish… BUT, 
whenever I go somewhere I HAVE to find 

saltwater taffy. It all started when my mom 
and I would go to the Oregon coast when I 
was little and I would bring it back for my 
dad. Now, where ever I am in the world I 

have to try and find it and bring it back for 
him.”- Shannon

Fetishes can also be funny and odd. I howled 
with laughter after reading with these ones.

“I don’t do this anymore, but when I studied 
abroad in college & traveled through 

Europe, I would pocket one single square of 
toilet paper from every public bathroom I 
used. I ended up putting them in my photo 

album of that trip. My favorites are the 
square from the toilet at the top of the 
Eiffel Tower (I kept thinking about how 

long it had to go to flush) that was vaguely 
streamer-like in its texture and stretch, and 

the DB-stamped square from the German 
train I took to Prague.” Jessica

“I love using public restrooms in famous 
places. Wish I had thought of it years ago 

and took pics. I’ve used the WC everywhere 
from the Eiffel Tower to the Hagia Sopfia.”- 

Matt

“Ha, I’m with you on the bathroom 
obsession. Not only do I use them but I get a 
sick sense of pleasure from trying to guess 
where the bathrooms are located.” – Brian

What’s with the bathroom fascination? I know 
we all have this thing about looking in the 
toilet before we flush (Oh yes, you do it too. 
Stop saying you don’t). I actually took a pho-
to of a squat toilet in China a few years ago. 
I was mesmerized. I showed it to my family! 
Seriously, why are we all obsessed with dung? 
I don’t get it.

Aside from men with shaved heads, bags 
and ahem-the above, I’m also obsessed with 
cocktails. I’m not an alcoholic. I just love the 
taste of them. I want one in every country I 
visit. There are so many options and varieties. 
The blue ones are the yummiest. Mmmm

Whatever your fetish is, don’t be ashamed of 
it. Beat that angel’s ass and embrace it. Shout 
it from the rooftops, share your confession 
with friends or fellow travelers- unless it’s 
illegal, you might want to keep that one quiet.

Pamela is the author of Spunky Girl Monologues, 
a blog about the spunky solo side of travel. In July 
2010, Pamela quit her job to pursue her dream of 
sustainable travel. The adventure began Sept. 10, 
2010. Follow her on twitter: @spunkygirllogue
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Take up one idea. Make 
that one idea your life - 
think of it, dream of it, 
live on that idea. Let the 
brain, muscles, nerves, 
every part of your body, 
be full of that idea, and 
just leave every other 
idea alone. This is the way 
to success.

[     ]
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It was character 
that got us out of 
bed, commitment 
that moved us 
into action, and 
discipline that 
enabled us to 
follow through.

Courage, 
sacrifice, 
determination, 
commitment, 
toughness, 
heart, talent, 
guts. Thats what 
little girls are 
made of.
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The purpose of 
training is to 
tighten up the 
slack, toughen 
the body, and 
polish the 
spirit.

The human 
body is the 
best picture 
of the human 
soul.
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We are all human beings, and we 
all have insecurities, but it is 
about being healthy and happy 
with yourself. I am not perfect, 
and I will indulge in pizza and 
sweets on occasion. The goal is 
to make the majority of your 
decisions good for your body. So 
listen to your body, and treat it 
like your temple.

True enjoyment 
comes from 
activity of 
the mind and 
exercise of the 
body; the two 
are ever united.

[      ]



BangTao Beach, Phuket
catchbeachclub.com
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Writer Andrew Solomon has spent 
his career telling stories of the 
hardships of others. Now he turns 
inward, bringing us into a childhood 
of adversity, while also spinning 
tales of the courageous people he’s 
met in the years since. In a moving, 
heartfelt and at times downright 
funny talk, Solomon gives a power-
ful call to action to forge meaning 
from our biggest struggles.

00:12

As a student of adversity, I’ve been struck over 
the years by how some people with major 
challenges seem to draw strength from them. 
And I’ve heard the popular wisdom that that 
has to do with finding meaning. And for a 
long time, I thought the meaning was out 
there, some great truth waiting to be found.
00:35

But over time, I’ve come to feel that the truth is 
irrelevant. We call it “finding meaning,” but we 
might better call it “forging meaning.”
00:46

My last book was about how families manage 
to deal with various kinds of challenging or 
unusual offspring. And one of the mothers I 
interviewed, who had two children with mul-
tiple severe disabilities, said to me, “People 
always give us these little sayings like, ‘God 
doesn’t give you any more than you can han-
dle.’ But children like ours are not preordained 
as a gift. They’re a gift because that’s what we 
have chosen.”
01:18

We make those choices all our lives. When I 
was in second grade, Bobby Finkel had a birth-
day party and invited everyone in our class 
but me. My mother assumed there had been 
some sort of error, and she called Mrs. Finkel, 
who said that Bobby didn’t like me and didn’t 
want me at his party. And that day, my mom 
took me to the zoo and out for a hot fudge 
sundae. When I was in seventh grade, one 
of the kids on my school bus nicknamed me 
“Percy,” as a shorthand for my demeanor. And 
sometimes, he and his cohort would chant 
that provocation the entire school bus ride, 
45 minutes up, 45 minutes back: “Percy! Percy! 
Percy! Percy!” When I was in eighth grade, our 
science teacher told us that all male homo-
sexuals develop fecal incontinence because 
of the trauma to their anal sphincter. And I 
graduated high school without ever going to 
the cafeteria, where I would have sat with the 
girls and been laughed at for doing so, or sat 
with the boys, and been laughed at for being 
a boy who should be sitting with the girls.
02:40

I survived that childhood through a mix of 
avoidance and endurance. What I didn’t know 
then and do know now, is that avoidance and 
endurance can be the entryway to forging 
meaning. After you’ve forged meaning, you 
need to incorporate that meaning into a 
new identity. You need to take the traumas 

HOW THE WORST MOMENTS IN OUR LIVES 
MAKE US WHO WE ARE

and make them part of who you’ve come to 
be, and you need to fold the worst events of 
your life into a narrative of triumph, evincing 
a better self in response to things that hurt.
03:18

One of the other mothers I interviewed when 
I was working on my book had been raped as 
an adolescent, and had a child following that 
rape, which had thrown away her career plans 
and damaged all of her emotional relation-
ships. But when I met her, she was 50, and I said 
to her, “Do you often think about the man who 
raped you?” And she said, “I used to think about 
him with anger, but now only with pity.” And 
I thought she meant pity because he was so 
unevolved as to have done this terrible thing. 
And I said, “Pity?” And she said, “Yes, because 
he has a beautiful daughter and two beautiful 
grandchildren, and he doesn’t know that, and I 
do. So as it turns out, I’m the lucky one.”
04:12

Some of our struggles are things we’re born 
to: our gender, our sexuality, our race, our 
disability. And some are things that happen to 
us: being a political prisoner, being a rape vic-
tim, being a Katrina survivor. Identity involves 
entering a community to draw strength from 
that community, and to give strength there, 
too. It involves substituting “and” for “but” -- 
not “I am here but I have cancer,” but rather, “I 
have cancer and I am here.”
04:51

When we’re ashamed, we can’t tell our stories, 
and stories are the foundation of identity. 
Forge meaning, build identity. Forge meaning 
and build identity. That became my mantra. 
Forging meaning is about changing yourself. 
Building identity is about changing the world. 
All of us with stigmatized identities face this 
question daily: How much to accommodate 
society by constraining ourselves, and how 
much to break the limits of what constitutes 
a valid life? Forging meaning and building 
identity does not make what was wrong right. 
It only makes what was wrong precious.
05:43

In January of this year, I went to Myanmar to 
interview political prisoners, and I was sur-
prised to find them less bitter than I’d antic-
ipated. Most of them had knowingly commit-
ted the offenses that landed them in prison, 
and they had walked in with their heads held 
high, and they walked out with their heads 
still held high, many years later. Dr. Ma Thida, 
a leading human rights activist who had near-
ly died in prison and had spent many years in 
solitary confinement, told me she was grate-
ful to her jailers for the time she had had to 
think, for the wisdom she had gained, for the 
chance to hone her meditation skills. She had 
sought meaning and made her travail into a 
crucial identity. But if the people I met were 
less bitter than I’d anticipated about being 
in prison, they were also less thrilled than I’d 
expected about the reform process going on 
in their country. Ma Thida said, “We Burmese 
are noted for our tremendous grace under 
pressure, but we also have grievance under 
glamour.” She said, “And the fact that there 
have been these shifts and changes doesn’t 
erase the continuing problems in our society 

that we learned to see so well while we were 
in prison.”
07:08

I understood her to be saying that concessions 
confer only a little humanity where full hu-
manity is due; that crumbs are not the same 
as a place at the table. Which is to say, you can 
forge meaning and build identity and still be 
mad as hell.
07:29

I’ve never been raped, and I’ve never been in 
anything remotely approaching a Burmese 
prison. But as a gay American, I’ve experi-
enced prejudice and even hatred, and I’ve 
forged meaning and I’ve built identity, which 
is a move I learned from people who had 
experienced far worse privation than I’ve 
ever known. In my own adolescence, I went 
to extreme lengths to try to be straight. I 
enrolled myself in something called “sexual 
surrogacy therapy,” in which people I was 
encouraged to call doctors prescribed what I 
was encouraged to call exercises with women 
I was encouraged to call surrogates, who were 
not exactly prostitutes but who were also not 
exactly anything else.
08:20

(Laughter)
08:24

My particular favorite was a blonde woman 
from the Deep South who eventually admit-
ted to me that she was really a necrophiliac, 
and had taken this job after she got in trouble 
down at the morgue.
08:37

(Laughter)
08:43

These experiences eventually allowed me to 
have some happy physical relationships with 
women, for which I’m grateful. But I was at 
war with myself, and I dug terrible wounds 
into my own psyche.
08:58

We don’t seek the painful experiences that 
hew our identities, but we seek our identities 
in the wake of painful experiences. We cannot 
bear a pointless torment, but we can endure 
great pain if we believe that it’s purposeful. 
Ease makes less of an impression on us than 
struggle. We could have been ourselves 
without our delights, but not without the mis-
fortunes that drive our search for meaning. 
“Therefore, I take pleasure in infirmities,” St. 
Paul wrote in Second Corinthians, “for when I 
am weak, then I am strong.”
09:40

In 1988, I went to Moscow to interview artists 
of the Soviet underground. I expected their 
work to be dissident and political. But the rad-
icalism in their work actually lay in reinserting 
humanity into a society that was annihilating 
humanity itself, as, in some senses, Russian 
society is now doing again. One of the artists I 
met said to me, “We were in training to be not 
artists but angels.”
10:10

In 1991, I went back to see the artists I’d been 
writing about, and I was with them during 
the putsch that ended the Soviet Union. And 
they were among the chief organizers of the 
resistance to that putsch. And on the third 

day of the putsch, one of them suggested 
we walk up to Smolenskaya. And we went 
there, and we arranged ourselves in front of 
one of the barricades, and a little while later, 
a column of tanks rolled up. And the soldier 
on the front tank said, “We have unconditional 
orders to destroy this barricade. If you get out 
of the way, we don’t need to hurt you. But if you 
won’t move, we’ll have no choice but to run you 
down.” The artist I was with said, “Give us just 
a minute. Give us just a minute to tell you why 
we’re here.” And the soldier folded his arms, 
and the artist launched into a Jeffersonian 
panegyric to democracy such as those of us 
who live in a Jeffersonian democracy would 
be hard-pressed to present. And they went on 
and on, and the soldier watched. And then he 
sat there for a full minute after they were fin-
ished and looked at us, so bedraggled in the 
rain, and said, “What you have said is true, and 
we must bow to the will of the people. If you’ll 
clear enough space for us to turn around, we’ll 
go back the way we came.” And that’s what 
they did. Sometimes, forging meaning can 
give you the vocabulary you need to fight for 
your ultimate freedom.
11:45

Russia awakened me to the lemonade notion 
that oppression breeds the power to oppose 
it. And I gradually understood that as the cor-
nerstone of identity. It took identity to rescue 
me from sadness. The gay rights movement 
posits a world in which my aberrances are 
a victory. Identity politics always works on 
two fronts: to give pride to people who have 
a given condition or characteristic, and to 
cause the outside world to treat such people 
more gently and more kindly. Those are two 
totally separate enterprises, but progress in 
each sphere reverberates in the other. Identi-
ty politics can be narcissistic. People extol a 
difference only because it’s theirs. People nar-
row the world and function in discrete groups 
without empathy for one another. But prop-
erly understood and wisely practiced, identity 
politics should expand our idea of what it is 
to be human. Identity itself should be not a 
smug label or a gold medal, but a revolution.
12:56

I would have had an easier life if I were straight, 
but I would not be me. And I now like being 
myself better than the idea of being someone 
else, someone who, to be honest, I have nei-
ther the option of being nor the ability fully 
to imagine. But if you banish the dragons, you 
banish the heroes, and we become attached 
to the heroic strain in our own lives. I’ve some-
times wondered whether I could have ceased 
to hate that part of myself without gay pride’s 
technicolor fiesta, of which this speech is one 
manifestation.
13:32

(Laughter)
13:33

I used to think I would know myself to be 
mature when I could simply be gay without 
emphasis. But the self-loathing of that period 
left a void, and celebration needs to fill and 
overflow it, and even if I repay my private 
debt of melancholy, there’s still an outer 
world of homophobia that it will take decades 
to address. Someday, being gay will be a sim-
ple fact, free of party hats and blame. But not 
yet. A friend of mine who thought gay pride 
was getting very carried away with itself, once 
suggested that we organize Gay Humility 
Week.
14:12

(Laughter)
14:13

(Applause)
14:18

It’s a great idea.
14:19

(Laughter)
14:21

But its time has not yet come.
14:23

(Laughter)
14:25

And neutrality, which seems to lie halfway 
between despair and celebration, is actually 
the endgame.
14:33

In 29 states in the US, I could legally be fired or 
denied housing for being gay. In Russia, the 
anti-propaganda law has led to people being 
beaten in the streets. Twenty-seven African 
countries have passed laws against sodomy. 
And in Nigeria, gay people can legally be 
stoned to death, and lynchings have become 
common. In Saudi Arabia recently, two men 
who had been caught in carnal acts were 
sentenced to 7,000 lashes each, and are now 
permanently disabled as a result. So who can 
forge meaning and build identity? Gay rights 
are not primarily marriage rights, and for the 
millions who live in unaccepting places with 
no resources, dignity remains elusive. I am 
lucky to have forged meaning and built iden-
tity, but that’s still a rare privilege. And gay 
people deserve more, collectively, than the 
crumbs of justice.
15:40

And yet, every step forward is so sweet. In 
2007, six years after we met, my partner and 
I decided to get married. Meeting John had 
been the discovery of great happiness and 
also the elimination of great unhappiness. 
And sometimes, I was so occupied with the 
disappearance of all that pain, that I forgot 
about the joy, which was at first the less re-
markable part of it to me. Marrying was a way 
to declare our love as more a presence than 
an absence.
16:18

Marriage soon led us to children, and that 
meant new meanings and new identities 
-- ours and theirs. I want my children to be 
happy, and I love them most achingly when 
they are sad. As a gay father, I can teach 
them to own what is wrong in their lives, but 
I believe that if I succeed in sheltering them 
from adversity, I will have failed as a parent. 
A Buddhist scholar I know once explained 
to me that Westerners mistakenly think that 
nirvana is what arrives when all your woe is 
behind you, and you have only bliss to look 
forward to. But he said that would not be nir-
vana, because your bliss in the present would 
always be shadowed by the joy from the past. 
Nirvana, he said, is what you arrive at when 

you have only bliss to look forward to and find 
in what looked like sorrows the seedlings of 
your joy. And I sometimes wonder whether I 
could have found such fulfillment in marriage 
and children if they’d come more readily, if I’d 
been straight in my youth or were young now, 
in either of which cases this might be easier. 
Perhaps I could. Perhaps all the complex im-
agining I’ve done could have been applied to 
other topics. But if seeking meaning matters 
more than finding meaning, the question is 
not whether I’d be happier for having been 
bullied, but whether assigning meaning to 
those experiences has made me a better 
father. I tend to find the ecstasy hidden in 
ordinary joys, because I did not expect those 
joys to be ordinary to me.
18:01

I know many heterosexuals who have equal-
ly happy marriages and families, but gay 
marriage is so breathtakingly fresh, and gay 
families so exhilaratingly new, and I found 
meaning in that surprise.
18:15

In October, it was my 50th birthday, and my 
family organized a party for me. And in the 
middle of it, my son said to my husband that 
he wanted to make a speech. And John said, 
“George, you can’t make a speech. You’re four.”
18:32

(Laughter)
18:33

“Only Grandpa and Uncle David and I are 
going to make speeches tonight.” But George 
insisted and insisted, and finally, John took 
him up to the microphone, and George said 
very loudly, “Ladies and gentlemen! May I have 
your attention, please?” And everyone turned 
around, startled. And George said, “I’m glad it’s 
daddy’s birthday. I’m glad we all get cake. And 
Daddy, if you were little, I’d be your friend.”
19:07

(Gasp)
19:09

And I thought -- (Applause) Thank you. I 
thought that I was indebted even to Bobby 
Finkel, because all those earlier experiences 
were what had propelled me to this moment, 
and I was finally unconditionally grateful for 
a life I’d once have done anything to change.
19:28

The gay activist Harvey Milk was once asked 
by a younger gay man what he could do to 
help the movement, and Harvey Milk said, “Go 
out and tell someone.” There’s always some-
body who wants to confiscate our humanity. 
And there are always stories that restore it. If 
we live out loud, we can trounce the hatred, 
and expand everyone’s lives.
19:52

Forge meaning. Build identity. Forge meaning. 
Build identity. And then invite the world to 
share your joy.
20:04

Thank you.
20:05

(Applause)

Andrew Solomon writes about politics, culture 
and psychology.
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Written by Simon N. Ostheimer

How to Rediscover 
Your Inner Needs at 

AMAYEN Sanctuary – 
Chiang Mai’s Newest 

Wellness Resort

S U P E R C H A R G E

YOUR LIFE!

CHIANG MAI PROVINCE
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“The world is full of noise and distractions,” 
explains Kirjon, who spent years working on 
some of Phuket’s most fashionable resorts, 
and involved in the lifestyle that comes with 
them. “Increasingly, people have lost the ability 
to listen, to be aware, to live in the now, to make 
personal decisions without approval of others, 
to live life fully without conditions. At the same 
time people look more and more for answers on 
how to fill the void within them.

“Some of them realize that the only way to 
succeed is to look inward, not outward, which 
is why I have created AMAYEN—to provide a 
safe and nurturing environment where all of 
these issues can be supported, encouraged and 
helped. A quiet place. A place to be one with 
nature, and a place to be in love with all that 
is.” In many respects, this is a personal journey 
already embarked on by Kirjon. “I was sitting 
at my desk in Phuket one morning, working on 
the 10th business idea I had come up with in 
the last six months, and began to feel a sense 
of emptiness that made me sit back and pause. 
Why was I working so hard?”

“I was desperate to be successful. But I didn’t 
really realize that in my mind, success as a life-
long entrepreneur meant never taking a break, 
always burning out, and living a life that I wasn’t 
excited to live. I needed to get a new perspective 
on my situation, and then it gradually became 

Brilliant Transformational Year 
Round All-Inclusive Retreats for an 
Extraordinary Life featuring 
Accommodation, Yoga, Meditation, 
Mindful Breathing, Qigong, Creative 
Visualization, Massages and 
Organic Vegan Cuisine

“AMAYEN is many things to many people,” says 
Miguel Kirjon, founder of the new Amayen 
Sanctuary in remote northern Thailand. “It’s a 
place where people can go for stillness, listen to 
their inner voice, seek answers, and find a new 
perspective on their life’s goals.” Founded in 
early 2018, Amayen is located 35 kilometres 
away from the cultural centre of Chiang Mai, 
in a little valley on the way to Chiang Rai, the 
kingdom’s northernmost city.

Thailand’s far north is a picturesque place, a 
region full of fertile valleys, misty mountains, 
and fireflies at night. In amongst this stunning 
nature is where you’ll discover AMAYEN, a 
serene property featuring an organic garden, 
the source of the healthy vegetables and 
fruits served to guests, charming accommo-
dation in traditional Lanna-style cottages, a 
swimming pool, and yoga sala that faces onto 
green rice fields—it’s an ode to stillness.

AMAYEN is a sanctuary 
where people go...

to find stillness

to listen to their inner voices

to gain a new perspective on life

to set themelves new goals

to learn to consciously breathe

to loose weight and rejuvenate

to heal physically and emotionally

to re-evaluate their wants and needs

to meet like-minded people

to have inspirational conversations

to join inspirational workshops

to simply be

From the busy entrepreneur to the 
longtime employee, people are increasingly 

looking for answers and realizing the 
emptiness found in social media and technology

AMAYEN SANC TUARY
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Guests learn the process 
of using their thought 
power to consciously 

imagine, create and 
attract to themselves 

that which they intend to 
experience in their lifes

Born to German-Finnish parents in Colombia and raised in Central America, Miguel combines his artistic talents and all-sensory 
intuition with decades of experience as a designer, consultant and entrepreneur to bring vitality and innovation to all his projects.

Miguel earned his Master Degree of Graphic Design at the Basel School of Design in Switzerland, and served as Art Director at Giger 
& Partner Design Agency in Zurich. He has applied his creative skills to launch a number of distinctive ventures including restaurants, 
children’s books and lifestyle magazines. As an independent brand developer for the Twinpalms Group for 13 years, Miguel has helped 
to build the Twinpalms brand into one of the most stylish and inventive hospitality businesses in Asia. In January 2018 he founded 
AMAYEN Sanctuary in Chiang Mai.

Dedicated to a lifelong pursuit to develop his skills in a holistic way, Miguel has completed the following study and training programmes:

• Extrasensory Realm of Reality and Life Coaching, mentored by bestselling German author and healer Harald Wessbecher
• Pyramid Technology under the guidance of scientist Dr. Fred Bell (a descendant of Alexander Graham Bell) in USA
• Taoist Inner Alchemy with Master Hu Xuezhi on Wudang mountain in China
• Meditation practices with Brazilian Medium Thomaz Green Morton in Brazil
• Advanced level BioGeometry®, the Egyptian science of using the energy principles of shape, with Dr. Robert Gilbert in USA
• Feng Shui training, the Chinese art of creating harmonious surroundings, under the direction of Master Larry Sang of the American 

Feng Shui Institute

clear: rest; that’s what had been missing. I 
needed to break out of my daily routine and get 
some clarity. I realised that we all need regular 
periods of stillness to explore our inner world 
and recharge if we want to stay healthy, sane 
and successful.

“Having spent many years in the hospitality in-
dustry designing, branding and creating unique 
guest experiences, as well as being trained in 
personal development disciplines, I knew that 
I could create a place of stillness, warmth and 
safety. A sanctuary where nothing is expected 
of you, where relaxing and letting time pass 
are your only priorities. A place where you can 
discover and learn about your inner world, your 
desires and way forward.”

It is a mindful way forward that is already 
attracting visitors of all backgrounds to this 
rural retreat, ages ranging all the way from 
people in their 20s to their 60s—anyone who 
feels that there must be more to life than 
the one they are currently living. “The one 
constant is guests tend to be curious in nature, 
and on the search for fulfilment,” says Kirjon. 
“Like me, they want to have a smile on their face 
when they wake up every morning, and have an 
energy to conquer the world.” From the busy 
entrepreneur to the longtime employee, peo-
ple are increasingly looking for answers and 
realizing the emptiness found in social media 
and technology. Kirjon says that his guests 
often just want a heartfelt personal touch, an 
intimate conversation, somebody who truly 
listens, and a place that cares.

Much of this comes from the owner himself. “I 
live in the resort and I eat with the guests. I am 
simply the host, but guests have access to me for 
questions and great conversations that usually 
tend to enter the realms of life coaching.” In this 
respect, while solitude can be a choice, the 
guest is not alone—they are supported by 
a small, friendly and welcoming team. “We 
don’t sell empty words and beliefs but rather the 
opposite. We tend to advise towards taking per-
sonal responsibility for your life and going that 
way with bold steps.” Kirjon leads by example, 
personally guiding the mindful breathing and 
qigong classes.

AMAYEN YOGA/QIGONG TERRACE
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It is an approach that is working for the founder 
himself, now living in the mountains after so many 
years of island life. “After having lived and worked 
in Phuket for 22 years as an entrepreneur, certain 
patterns emerged. Phuket carries an energy that 
invites visitors to relax in their holiday homes, enjoy 
the beaches and clubs, and partake in fantastic food 
and drink. It’s a very chilled vibe. By comparison, up 
here in the mountains of Thailand’s north you are in 
a different world—filled with invigorating creative 
and healing energy.”

The air is much cooler up here, and even 5 degrees 
less than found in Chiang Mai. The unadulterated 
night sky is stunning, and almost all vegetables 
and fruits sold are grown organically without 
chemicals. The fauna and little river beside Amayen 
entertains with its endless varying melodies. “The 
north carries a creative inspiring energy,” explains 
Kirjon. “Although life is slow and quiet, it instills a 
calm thrusting energy ideal for personal change 
and healing.” The nearby natural hot springs of 
Doi Saket, which Kirjon says have a softer energy 
compared to the powerful volcanic vibes of Bali, 
are another important element.

To effect personal change, Kirjon recommends 
“creative visualization”, the fundamental technique 
underlying reality creation. “This is the process of 
using your thought power to consciously imagine, 
create and attract to yourself that which you intend 
to experience in your life,” he says. “Mastering crea-
tive visualization grants you direct control over your 
thoughts at the subconscious level. While there are 
several ways to programme the subconscious mind, 
visualization is the most effective and its results the 
most rapid.”

Kirjon intends that after a stay at Amayen you’ll 
be inspired, calmer, healthier and wiser regard-
ing who you are and what you want. Though, as 
he points out: “We don’t provide solutions, we just 
provide the tools to find your own way of embracing 
life to the fullest.”

Visit amayen.com if you are interested in a truly 
transformational wellness experience. You can 
start your retreat on any day that suits you best. 

AMAYEN Sanctuary 
Doi Saket, Chiang Mai, Thailand 
+66 (0) 866 863 811 
amayen.com

AMAYEN LANNA HOUSE

CHIANG MAI PROVINCE

CHIANG MAI PROVINCE
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laptop’s CPU?) than experiences. And since it’s 
easier to compare, people do so.

“The tendency of keeping up with the Joneses 
tends to be more pronounced for material goods 
than for experiential purchases,” says Gilovich. 
“It certainly bothers us if we’re on a vacation 
and see people staying in a better hotel or flying 
first class. But it doesn’t produce as much envy 
as when we’re outgunned on material goods.”

Gilovich’s research has implications for indi-
viduals who want to maximize their happi-
ness return on their financial investments, 
for employers who want to have a happier 
workforce, and policy-makers who want to 
have a happy citizenry.

“By shifting the investments that societies make 
and the policies they pursue, they can steer large 
populations to the kinds of experiential pursuits 
that promote greater happiness,” write Gilovich 
and his coauthor, Amit Kumar, in their recent 
article in the academic journal Experimental 
Social Psychology.

If society takes their research to heart, it 
should mean not only a shift in how individ-
uals spend their discretionary income, but 
also place an emphasis on employers giving 
paid vacation and governments taking care of 
recreational spaces.

“As a society, shouldn’t we be making experienc-
es easier for people to have?” asks Gilovich.

By Jay Cassano

THE SCIENCE OF WHY YOU SHOULD SPEND YOUR 
MONEY ON EXPERIENCES, NOT THINGS

You don’t have infinite money. 
Spend it on stuff that research says 
makes you happy.

Most people are in the pursuit of happiness. 
There are economists who think happiness is 
the best indicator of the health of a society. 
We know that money can make you happier, 
though after your basic needs are met, it 
doesn’t make you that much happier. But 
one of the biggest questions is how to allo-
cate our money, which is (for most of us) a 
limited resource.

There’s a very logical assumption that most 
people make when spending their money: 
that because a physical object will last longer, 
it will make us happier for a longer time than a 
one-off experience like a concert or vacation. 
According to recent research, it turns out that 
assumption is completely wrong.

“One of the enemies of happiness is adapta-
tion,” says Dr. Thomas Gilovich, a psychology 
professor at Cornell University who has been 
studying the question of money and happi-
ness for over two decades. “We buy things to 
make us happy, and we succeed. But only for a 
while. New things are exciting to us at first, but 
then we adapt to them.”

So rather than buying the latest iPhone or a 
new BMW, Gilovich suggests you’ll get more 
happiness spending money on experiences 
like going to art exhibits, doing outdoor ac-
tivities, learning a new skill, or traveling.

Gilovich’s findings are the synthesis of psy-
chological studies conducted by him and 
others into the Easterlin paradox, which 
found that money buys happiness, but 
only up to a point. How adaptation affects 
happiness, for instance, was measured in a 
study that asked people to self-report their 
happiness with major material and experien-
tial purchases. Initially, their happiness with 
those purchases was ranked about the same. 
But over time, people’s satisfaction with the 
things they bought went down, whereas 
their satisfaction with experiences they 
spent money on went up.

It’s counterintuitive that something like a 
physical object that you can keep for a long 
time doesn’t keep you as happy as long as a 
once-and-done experience does. Ironically, 
the fact that a material thing is ever present 
works against it, making it easier to adapt to. 
It fades into the background and becomes 
part of the new normal. But while the happi-
ness from material purchases diminishes over 
time, experiences become an ingrained part 
of our identity.

“Our experiences are a bigger part of ourselves 
than our material goods,” says Gilovich. “You 
can really like your material stuff. You can even 
think that part of your identity is connected 
to those things, but nonetheless they remain 
separate from you. In contrast, your experiences 

really are part of you. We are the sum total of 
our experiences.”

One study conducted by Gilovich even 
showed that if people have an experience 
they say negatively impacted their happiness, 
once they have the chance to talk about it, 
their assessment of that experience goes up. 
Gilovich attributes this to the fact that some-
thing that might have been stressful or scary 
in the past can become a funny story to tell at 
a party or be looked back on as an invaluable 
character-building experience.

Another reason is that shared experiences 
connect us more to other people than shared 
consumption. You’re much more likely to feel 
connected to someone you took a vacation 
with in Bogotá than someone who also hap-
pens to have bought a 4K TV.

“We consume experiences directly with other 
people,” says Gilovich. “And after they’re gone, 
they’re part of the stories that we tell to one 
another.”

And even if someone wasn’t with you when 
you had a particular experience, you’re much 
more likely to bond over both having hiked 
the Appalachian Trail or seeing the same 
show than you are over both owning Fitbits.

You’re also much less prone to negatively 
compare your own experiences to someone 
else’s than you would with material purchas-
es. One study conducted by researchers Ryan 
Howell and Graham Hill found that it’s easier 
to feature-compare material goods (how 
many carats is your ring? how fast is your 

to modern lifestyles, the pineal has shrunk. In-
dian Masters of the Vedic times were believed 
to have a pineal gland the size of a lemon. 
Today, our pineal gland is the size of small 
seed or pea. The primary goal of decalcifying 
your pineal gland is so that you can begin the 
process of pineal gland activation and awak-
en your third Eye.

Detoxification
Detoxification is a two part process; firstly 
ensuring that no further calcification takes 
place, while at the same time, reversing the 
calcification that has already occurred. This 
may require some lifestyle changes, the most 
important one being to drink pure water. 
Other lifestyle changes are to limit or stop the 
intake of sugar, caffeine, tobacco and alcohol, 
and to eat organic, natural whole food that is 
not laced with pesticides and genetic modi-
fications.

Some ways to detoxify the pineal gland are by 
including chlorella, spirulina and wheatgrass 
in your diet. Oregano oil is also a wonderful 
way of detoxifying and encouraging pineal 
gland activation and clarity. Raw apple cider 
vinegar and pure cacao have a great effect on 
the pineal too.

Once we have cleared the pineal gland of 
toxins we can work on awakening the third 
eye. A simple way of activating the third eye 
is through meditation, especially meditating 
with your attention on the third eye area, 
which can be done in yoga practice and seat-
ed meditation.

Sun gazing was a potent way in ancient 
times to activate the pineal and third eye. 
Great Himalayan Masters practiced Surya 
Yoga by gazing at the rising sun with a silver 
coin placed between the eyebrows on the 
forehead. At dawn, the earth’s magnetic 
field is charged, making this the best time 
to meditate as it stimulates the pineal gland. 
Apparently, at dawn, the negatively charged 
pineal and the positively charged pituitary 
come together to create a “light in the head.”

By Azriel ReShel

HOW TO DETOXIFY YOUR PINEAL GLAND

A tiny pea-sized gland shaped like 
a pinecone, residing in the centre 
of our brains, may hold the secrets 
to spiritual wisdom, inspiration 
and psychic awareness. The 
Pineal Gland is vital for physical, 
mental and spiritual health, while 
also being a gateway to higher 
consciousness.

It is widely believed that the pineal gland is 
key to our spiritual awakening and psychic 
abilities.Traditionally, the pineal gland is said 
to be the third eye chakra, otherwise known 
as Ajna or the eyebrow chakra, which is set 
back and between our two physical eyes.

So what is the pineal gland?
It is an endocrine gland sitting alone in the 
brain, level with our eyes. The pineal gland 
produces melatonin and regulates our daily 
and seasonal circadian rhythms. Melatonin is 
the chemical in charge of our sleep cycles and 
the quality of our sleep, and it also regulates 
the onset of puberty. Melatonin is responsible 
for fighting against free radicals. A decline in 
melatonin triggers the ageing process in the 
body. Serotonin, the neurotransmitter or 
happy chemical responsible for our mood, 
is transformed into melatonin only in the 
pineal gland. The pineal plays a major role in 
hibernation of animals, in metabolism and 
seasonal breeding.

Our Third Eye or our First Eye?
Scientific evidence supports the possibility 
that our third eye, or pineal, was once our 
first eye. Under the microscope, the pineal is 
made up of cells that have the same features 
as the rod-shaped light sensitive cells found in 
our retinas. The pineal gland receives signals 
that travel down the optic nerves. It seems 
the primitive third eye functioned as a sight 
organ before our current set of eyes. The pineal 
gland gives a perception of the world around 
us through our senses. It controls the action of 
light upon our body and is located beneath the 
cerebral cortex where the two hemispheres of 
the brain join. This is the place where the brain 
regulates consciousness and interprets the 
body’s sensory and motor functions.

According to theosophy, the pineal is an 
important psychophysiological centre or 
chakra and is the source of clairvoyance and 
intuition. It has also been described as “the 
principal seat of the soul,” and the portal to 
the higher dimensions, as the pineal, or third 
eye, provides perception beyond ordinary 
sight. Interestingly, the pineal gland has been 
linked to the production of the psychedelic 
DMT or dimethyltryptamine.

DMT is the most powerful psychedelic sub-
stance known to man. Scientific experiments 
have discovered DMT in the pineal gland of 
rats. It is believed that DMT is released during 

near death experiences, and this may explain 
the enhanced spiritual connection and awak-
ening that takes place. DMT brings higher 
awareness and wisdom. The pineal and third 
eye, when awakened enable, us to open up to 
have visions, clairvoyance and other psychic 
gifts. It is vital to our spiritual growth and con-
sciousness to keep our pineal gland clear and 
free of toxic substances. As we become more 
toxic and the pineal gland calcifies further, we 
lose our spiritual connection to higher ener-
gies and our oneness with all that is.

Why is the Pineal Gland blocked?
Through a poor diet, exposure to toxins in 
the environment and food we eat, stress and 
modern life, the pineal gland gets hardened, 
then calcified and eventually shuts down. It 
is also suppressed by electromagnetic fields 
(EMF) released by mobile phones and other 
wireless devices.The Pineal gland is especially 
sensitive to fluoride in the water. Fluoride, and 
other chemical substances like chlorine, are 
bad for the pineal as they deposit on tissues 
rich in calcium, such as the pineal. The gland 
calcifies when it encounters fluoride – these 
calcifications are known as corpora arenacea, 
or brain sand, and are made up of calcium 
phosphate, calcium carbonate, magnesium 
phosphate and ammonium phosphate.

Chemicals that are harmful to the pineal gland 
can come from everyday activities, for exam-
ple, Fluoride is found in most toothpastes 
and tap water. Likewise, food laden with pes-
ticides, preservatives and chemicals causes 
the pineal gland to become sluggish and lose 
its vitality and power. It is also believed that 
calcium supplements are detrimental to our 
health and that it is it better to gain calcium 
through our diet and calcium rich foods, such 
as almonds, leafy green vegetables and tahini.

It’s important to detox the body in order to 
decalcify the Pineal Gland. In today’s world, 
we are assaulted by an enormous range of 
chemicals, in the air we breathe, the water we 
drink, and the food we eat. Our poor diets and 
contemporary lifestyle are the main causes 
of decalcification. The Pineal Gland is very 
sensitive to chemicals and it is said that due 
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It is a world apart when you step 
into Deep Relax Spa, located near 
Laguna Phuket and Surin Bang Tao 
beach. The Deep Relax Phuket 
signature spa service and mas-
sage skills are incomparable and 
are top of the class. 

When the guests arrive, choice of compli-
mentary drinks like S.pelligrino, Perrier, 
Coke, Mineré or hot green tea will be served. 
At Deep Relax, we have different kinds of 
massages, 2 hours spa Express packages and 
the all time popular signature spa packages 
to suit the guests’ prefernces and time. Our 
experienced therapists will use all the natural 
and ancient ingredients togther with their 
magical and mystical massage skills will 
coax you into the state of perfect balance of 
body, mind and soul. So if you had a fun day 
at the sea sand sun or feeling too lazy to go 
anywhere... Deep Relax Phuket is the choice, 
where amazing pampering awaits you.

Now you can have more choices to visit Deep 
Relax nearest to your location. Deep Relax 
Cherntalay which is located near to Laguna 
Phuket and a new branch Deep Relax Surin 
Bang Tao which is located along the Surin 
Bang Tao beach near to Palm Seaside which 
will suit perfectly your holiday itinerary or a 
simply hideaway afternoon.

Call us or your hotel front desk concierge 
for more informations and we will usher you 
or your family and friends into Deep Relax 
Phuket seamlessly like a magic carpet. 

www.deeprelaxspa.com

DEEP RELAX PHUKET –
THE PEARLS OF THE ANDAMAN

Contact your hotel front desk for spa bookings. Free transportation from and to your hotel.
www.deeprelaxspa.com

NUMBER 1
Cherngtalay
14 Bandon-Cherngtalay Road
(Near Laguna Phuket)
Tel: 076 325 799

NUMBER 2
Surin-Bang Tao
5/63 Soi Had Surin 8, Moo 3
(Near Palm Seaside Restaurant)
Tel: 076 386 599

NUMBER 3
Outrigger Laguna Phuket 
Beach Resort
Srisoonthorn Road 
Bangtao Beach 

NUMBER 4
Surin-Bang Tao
MASSAGE & NAILS
449/22 Moo 3  
Tel: 062 971 8787

u
NUMBER 4 

Massage & Nails 
OPEN NOW
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Having embarked on a tireless 
global voyage of discovery to 
seek out the finest cuts, the most 
delicious wines and supreme 
cheeses, the Twinpalms Group are 
delighted to announce that we’ve 
successfully brought our collective 
passion for fine wine, steak and 
cheese to Phuket. All will be 
unveiled at our newest restaurant 
addition, ‘Wagyu Steakhouse’ from 
December 22 onwards. 

We’ll be presenting a select prime Wagyu 
beef from the award-winning Darling Downs 
in Australia, that assures to bring you an ex-
ceptional steakhouse experience. Featuring 
luscious juiciness, and well-balanced flavours 
our meats will range from slithers of sashimi 
that gives a melt-in-the-mouth tenderness to 
in-house dry aged steaks that are grilled to 
perfection on a Beech grill.

If you overlook the importance of knives to 
enhance your culinary experience you will 
never look back after dining at ‘Wagyu’. To 
complement your choice, we will be offering 
a choice of five exceptional steak knives from 
Laguiole, Opinel, Anarchy, KAI Wasabi and 
Dalstrong Gladiator. 

In true steakhouse spirit, we’ve created the 
perfect Caesar salad, fresh Boston lobster and 
Steak Tartar are also featured on the menu.  
Fine unique wines will also be served by the 
glass using wine preserving technology from 
Coravin, and an impressive cheese range 
selected by a French Maitre Affineur ensures 
satisfaction. 

After dinner, gather together with friends at 
the bar to relish our handcrafted classic cock-
tails, an extensive range of single malts and 
Cuban cigars or enjoy privacy in our intimate 
dining room with a round table that seats a 
group of eight diners. 

Beautifully designed by Nao Taniyama and 
Martin Palleros, our décor exudes a comfort-
able sumptuousness where night owls will 
want to linger on, relax and appreciate the 
crystalline sound quality brought to you by 
‘Devialet Phantom’ music system. 

Surin’s newest restaurant, ‘Wagyu’, is brought 
to you by the Twinpalms Group. 

Open daily 6pm – until late, last food order at 
11pm.  
Valet Parking Available.  
Location: Entrance to Twinpalms Residence  
twinpalms-phuket.com

WAGYU STEAKHOUSE – A RARE INDULGENCE

For some solid sustenance, feast your eyes on 
the outstanding Mediterranean-inspired din-
ing menu, from the grilled Spanish-style octo-
pus served with chill and garlic butter sauce 
to the signature Catch salad (crab, asparagus, 
avocado, cherry tomatoes, fish roe, with a 
delicate French dressing). For a special occa-
sion (or just pure indulgence), order a plate of 
the fine de claire oysters—rated the world’s 
best, they are served on ice with your choice 
of mignonette sauce or spicy seafood sauce. 
The tantalizing menu continues with an array 
of Thai favorites (try the Phuket satay gai, 

Ever since it first opened its doors 
in 2006, on the chic shores of 
Surin on the island’s west coast, 
Catch Beach Club has been the 
standard-bearer for Phuket beach 
clubs. From the stylish design to 
the cool tunes to the fine dining 
menu, it has set the tone for the 
rest of the island. 

A decade later, Catch moved to larger and 
more glamorous surroundings in Cherng-
talay, and is still leading the way in terms of 
innovation with the launch of Vibes Phuket, 
Asia’s first beach party season that ran from 
December 2017 through April 2018. 

This spectacular array of events, which in-
cluded the visit of superstar DJs like Roger 
Sanchez and Erick Morillo, and the unique 
entertainment of Le Cirque—which included 
acrobats, jugglers, knife throwers, fortune 
tellers, mimes and magicians—was attracting 
global attention, pushing the island to the 
forefront of global sophisticated island resort 
destinations.

As Olivier Gibaud, group general manager of 
Twinpalms, the owners of Catch, says, “People 
are continually attracted to experience a day at 
Catch Beach Club to enjoy excellent drinks, a 
quality environment, and great music, in world-
class surroundings. As night falls, Catch begins 
to welcomes those wanting to “see and be seen”, 
and groove to the latest tunes.” No time is this 
more apparent than at Catch’s annual White 
Party, which has become the number one 
event on Phuket’s social calendar, drawing 
the famous and fabulous—decked out head 
to toe in white—for a special evening of 
shared celebration. 

THE ART OF RELAXATION PERFECTED: 
CATCH BEACH CLUB

grilled marinated chicken skewers), a range of 
sushi and sashimi, pizzas and pastas, comfort 
food mains—from the Catch beef burger on 
a brioche bun to the lamb chops in red wine 
sauce—and, finishing on a high note, desserts 
such as the orange-accented fresh chocolate 
mousse, and the all-time Thailand favorite 
treat of mango sticky rice. At Catch, life has 
never tasted so sweet.

Located on Bang Tao Beach. 
catchbeachclub.com
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The Surin Phuket
t: 076-316-400

hotel@thesurinphuket.com, www.thesurinphuket.com

The Louis Roederer Champagne Brunch 
at Beach Restaurant by The Surin Phuket
 
THE ISLAND’S FINEST BRUNCH IS BACK!
 

27 October | 24 November 2018
From 12 noon to 15:00 hrs.
 

The Surin Phuket revives a haven for gourmets, 
featuring exclusive international delicacies and free-
flow of Louis Roederer Champagne, in a stunning 
beachside setting.
 
Aperitif starting from 12:00 noon featuring Champagne, 
fresh juices and French oysters followed by culinary 
delights ranging from Atlantic & rock lobster, blue 
swimmer crab, foie gras, Hokkaido scallops, gran ris-
erva ham, sashimi, prime black angus beef tenderloin, 
over grilled Atlantic lobster and other exquisite “made 
to order” signature dishes.
 
THB 5,200++ per person. Price is inclusive of free-flow 
of Louis Roederer Champagne, an exclusive selection 
of premium red and white wines and a variety of 
digestives. 

Complimentary beach access for all brunch guests 
including sun beds if available.
 
Children activities at the Surin Library from 13:30 to 
16:00 hrs for children aged 4 years and above.
 
An advanced reservation is required due to limited 
seating available. Please call +66 (0) 76 316 400 or 
email to beachrestaurant@thesurinphuket.com

Find us on: 
thesurinphuket.com 
Facebook.com/beachrestaurantbythesurinphuket

THE SURIN PHUKET ‘SATURDAY BRUNCH’
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Round the world (RTW) tickets can 
be a convenient way to fly around 
the world. They get you where you 
want to go without you having to 
worry about booking flights along 
the way as you pre-book all your 
tickets in advance! Simple and 
convenient! Moreover, by purchas-
ing them in one giant bulk pack-
age, you can save yourself money 
on the total price of the ticket.

While round the world tickets are frequently 
advocated by many travel writers, knowing if 
they are the best way to get around the world 
really depends on the kind of trip you are taking. 
Round the world tickets come with many rules 
and conditions that might not work for you.

How Do Round the World Tickets (RTW) 
Work?
RTW tickets are actually airline alliance pass-
es. An airline alliance is a partnership in which 
airlines share seats on planes, passengers, 
and elite status benefits. You buy a ticket from 
one airline that can be used with them and 
their partners. For example, if you book with 
United Airlines (Star Alliance), your ticket is 
only good for airlines United partners with 
in that alliance. If you book with American 
Airlines (Oneworld), you can only use their 
partners. Since American Airlines can’t fly 
everywhere in the world and you may need 
to get from New York City to Nairobi, Kenya, a 
destination American doesn’t serve, you may 
book with American Airlines for that route, 
you will actually fly one of its airline partners 
on the portions American doesn’t fly.

It’s important to remember that none of these 
alliances include the world’s budget airlines 
such as Ryanair (Europe), Southwest (US), 
Air Asia (Asia), or Tiger (Asia/Australia). These 
airlines offer fewer amenities (think cattle car) 
and cheaper fares than the “major” airlines of 

THE IN-DEPTH GUIDE TO BUYING AN RTW TICKET 
(2018 EDITION)

the world (i.e. large, international carriers that 
are part of an alliance).

RTW tickets come with a number of terms and 
condition. Generally speaking, a ticket is valid 
for 1 year from the start date and requires you 
to end in the same country you start in. You 
don’t need to end in the same city but you 
need to end in the same country.

Here is a breakdown of the rules for each 
major airline alliance

STAR ALLIANCE
Star Alliance is based on how many miles you 
travel and they offer passes in 26,000, 29,000, 
34,000 or 39,000 miles increments. To put that 
in some context, 29,0000 miles will get you 
roughly 3 continents (outside of North Amer-
ica), 34,000 miles will get you 4 continents, 
and 39,000 will get you 5 or 6 continents. The 
more miles you get, the more destinations 
you can see and vice versa. (There are also 
passes that are limited to geographic regions 
in the world.)

Each pass allows up to 15 stopovers (a stopo-
ver is considered 24 hours in one destination) 
and you can get the ticket in first, business, or 
economy class. The special “Starlite” economy 
only fare for 26,000 miles, but this is limited to a 
maximum of 5 stops. The more miles you want 
on your ticket, the more places you can visit 
– but it also means the more money you will 
pay. No more than 3 stopovers are permitted 
in any one country, except in the U.S. where 5 
stopovers are allowed but only if the stopover 
wasn’t started in either the U.S. or Canada.

Star Alliance also requires passengers start 
and end in the same country, though not 
necessarily in the same city. You can also 
backtrack over continents but not over 
oceans. This means you could fly from Aus-
tralia to New York and then New York to Los 
Angeles but couldn’t go from Los Angeles 
back to Australia. When you cross oceans, you 
would have to keep moving in your original 
direction. It should also be noted that back-

tracking, surface sectors (what they call the 
parts of your trip you take overland and not 
with an airplane), and transits/connections all 
count against the mileage total.

For example, if you fly from LA to London and 
then from Athens to Bangkok, the mileage 
from London to Athens is counted against 
your trip even though you might be doing 
it overland on a train or flying with a cheap 
budget airline like Ryanair.

ONEWORLD
Oneworld offers two different kinds of passes: 
one that is segment based and another that 
is mileage based. Global Explorer is One-
world’s more conventional, mileage-based 
ticket. There are three levels – 26,000, 29,000 
or 39,000 miles in economy class as well as a 
34,000 in business and first class. Just like with 
the Star Alliance mileage-based RTWs, all miles 
are counted, including overland segments. 
This pass follows the same rules as above.

Oneworld’s other pass is much better and I like 
it the best. The OneWorld Explorer is based on 
the number of continents visited (from three 
to six), has no maximum mileage limit, and 
up to 16 segments. A flight segment counts 
as one flight so: 16 segments = 16 flights. If 
you want to go from London to Hong Kong 
but the ticket includes a stop in Dubai that 
counts as two segments. With the Oneworld 
Explorer, there are no overland penalties 
or mileage limits. You simply get 16 flights. 
Unlike other tickets, overland segments don’t 
count against you and there are no mileage 
requirements. One of the benefits of the seg-
ment system is that every segment is counted 
the same – whether 2 hours or 10 hours – so 
you can maximize long-haul flights.

SKYTEAM
SkyTeam does offer a limited around the 
world ticket. They basically follow all of Star 
Alliance’s rules. However, the ticket and car-
riers are pretty limited and I wouldn’t even 
consider purchasing it. It’s so bad that it is not 
even worth discussing.

How much do round the world tickets cost?
RTW tickets prices range between $2,700–
$15,000 USD, depending on your mileage, 
route, class of fare, and number of stops, 
though a simple two- or three-stop RTW tick-
et might cost as little as $1,500 USD.

On all tickets, you can change the dates and 
times on their ticket at no extra charge so 
long as you don’t change the destinations. If 
you have a Tokyo to Los Angeles flight you 
want to change, you can change the date and 
time without a fee. However, if you decide to 
fly from Tokyo to San Francisco instead then 
you have to pay a fee (around $125 USD).

Where can you book an around the world 
ticket?
While you can book RTW tickets directly with 
the airlines by calling the reservations line 
listed on their websites, you can usually find 
a better deal on around the world tickets by 
booking through a third party such as Airtreks 
(global), STA Travel (global), or Flight Centre 
(Europe/OZ/NZ). Third party bookers don’t 
just deal with one alliance – they mix and 
match from all available airlines (excluding 
budget airlines) to find the lowest price, 
which saves you money. Moreover, you can fly 
anywhere and in any direction you want and 
the overland mileage doesn’t count against 
your flight because there is no mileage limit.

In short: Don’t book direct with the airlines, 
use a third party booking agency!

STA Travel great for students but, for everyone 
else, I go with Airtreks. They are the experts 
and operate differently than the airline alli-
ances. Instead of creating an around the world 

ticket, Airtreks pieces together individual air-
line tickets based on the lowest available fares 
they find. They are one of the few companies 
I would trust planning my flights (and I don’t 
trust many!).

Are RTW tickets worth buying?
The short answer – it depends. RTW tickets 
are great for people with a set schedule. If you 
know your travel dates and destinations and 
don’t plan on changing your trip very much, 
an RTW ticket will save you a lot of time and 
a bit of money. RTW tickets cost a lot, but if 
you pick one of the popular travel routes, you 
will find that you will save money in the end. 
Buying a ticket on a route like this will most 
likely cost less than if you were to book all 
your flights separately.

You should buy a RTW ticket if…

• You’re happy to fly on a rigid schedule, 
follow the airline rules.

• You don’t plan to change your dates a lot.
• You’re buying tickets for a big group like 

a family.
• You don’t like budget airlines.
• You’re doing a lot of obscure destinations.
• You’re already a frequent flier and are 

looking to gain perks.
• If you are any of the above, a round the 

world ticket will probably save you up 
to 30% off the price of point-to-point 
tickets.

You should NOT buy a RTW ticket if…

• You want to fly a lot of budget airlines.
• You don’t care about points or miles

• You have not set plan. (Round-the-world 
trips are all about going with the flow.)

• You’ll be gone longer than a year.

Booking on your own, using budget carriers, 
and waiting for deals is going to work out a 
lot cheaper than buying an around the world 
ticket.

However, there is no definitive answer as to 
whether or not you should buy one of these 
tickets. It really depends a lot on your specific 
trip. A lot of people swear by around the 
world tickets and I believe that for the right 
trip, these tickets can be PERFECT. You just 
have to figure out if your trip is the right trip 
for this kind of ticket. It takes a bit of work

If you want to explore this option and don’t 
want to stick to one alliance, call up Airtreks. 
They do a great job helping plan your itiner-
ary, finding cheap flights, and walking you 
through the process. Their tickets also come 
with fewer rules and restrictions. I trust them 
with my planning trips and think you should 
trust them with yours too! (Plus it’s cheaper 
than booking directly with an airline!).

Nomadic Matt is a New York Times best-selling 
author of How to Travel the World. 
Read more on nomadicmatt.com



Cherngtalay
Thalang, Phuket

t: +66 (0)94 480 0883
e: book@palmseaside.com

w: palmseaside.com

Opening Hours
Lounge & Bar: 16.00 - Late

Restaurant: 18.00 -23.00
(Last Order 22.00)

Whether it is the freshest seafood simply steamed or barbecued or our 
selection of favorite Thai and International dishes, Palm Seaside is a 
culinary treat. Always exceptional yet never pretentious, our setting,
service and style celebrate the joy of dining by the sea.

A dining experience created 
for all of your senses
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SURVIVAL SKILLS TO TEACH YOUR KIDS HOW TO START A NICHE BLOG

Survival is not just for adults. It’s 
important that kids learn survival 
skills at an early age as well 
because you know you can’t keep 
an eye on them 24/7.

They probably don’t need to know how to 
craft a bow and arrow from a blade of grass 
to take down a raccoon but there are some 
essential skills that you can teach them.

S.T.O.P
One of the worst things that you can do when 
you get lost is panic. When you panic you start 
to lose your senses and you end up in even 
worse trouble than you began.

What’s that?
Stop as soon as they realize they’re lost.
Think about the situation.
Observe their surroundings.
Plan what to do.
S.T.O.P.

How to Grow Food
You might be thinking that your kid doesn’t 
need to start a farm but understanding the 
circle of life is an important part of any chil-
dren’s education. You can start off by simply 
growing herbs in the kitchen or even using 
some cuttings from onions to show them the 
basics of water and sunlight.

Even better if you have the room and time to 
start a garden of your own to grow vegetables 
along with them.

How to Preserve Food
We live in a world where we waste a lot of 
food simply because we don’t know how to 
preserve it. Understanding how to grow food 
is great, but if you can’t make it last for a long 
period of time then you’re still going to find 
yourself in some trouble.

Understanding how to preserve foods with-
out electricity can go a long way in not only 
survival, but understanding how to save 
money which can be just as important. You 
can teach them how to preserve food by 
dehydrating it in the sun, canning by fire, 
smoking, salt curing or any number of other 
useful methods.

How to Identify Spoiled Food
When you’re trying to survive you want to 
make sure that you are putting things in your 
body that your body can handle. Nobody 
wants diarrhea in the wilderness, especially 
when it can lead to death. It’s important that 
your child understand the signs of food that 
has gone bad. Plucking off pieces of mold 
shouldn’t make that chicken leg acceptable.

How to Forage and Identify Locally 
Edible and Medicinal Plants
This one can be a little challenging because 
we all live in different environments with 

There are a million ways how to 
make money on the internet and 
blogging is not a new concept 
to the world. However, niche 
blogging is fairly new. The main 
difference between a regular blog 
(or a lifestyle blog) and a niche 
blog is usually a variety of topics 
which the site focuses on. While 
lifestyle blogs usually don’t have 
a specific topic and therefore they 
try to reach the general public, 
niche blogs are here to focus on 
one particular topic and specific 
audience.

Wait! Why would I limit my audience?
Even your first instinct might be that the more 
people you can reach the better, it’s not al-
ways true. Let’s start with the fact that Google 
is already ranking niche websites higher in 
search engines. Unless you have a team of 
writers, you can’t possibly focus on more than 
a few topics and give your readers top-class 
information. It’s impossible for one person to 
be an expert on everything. That’s why niche 
blogs are more trustworthy among readers 
and they are more likely to come back to your 
website for information on tips, tricks, or the 
latest trends in the area of your specialization.

Got it, so what should I write about?
Well, first of all, you have to decide if it’s your 
hobby, or if you are doing it for money. You 
can make a profit either way, but it’s much 
easier to maintain passion and drive to 
improve if you write about something that 
you are truly into. You will need to write tens 
or even hundreds of posts in the next few 
months and years. Could you write 100 arti-
cles on your topic? If you can, you are off to a 
very good start.

varying plant matter but understanding what 
plants can be consumed or used for medicinal 
purposes can go a long way in any survival 
scenario.

How to Hunt and Fish
Learning how to catch your own meal is one 
of the hallmarks of survival. Hunting for the 
purpose of survival shouldn’t make anyone 
squeamish and that’s why it can be important 
that you teach your children how to hunt with 
a set of tools. This can be a gun, bow, spear, 
or setting traps. Learning how to fish is also a 
great skill to have even if you don’t live near a 
body of water.

How to Safely Use a Knife
One of the most important tools that you can 
carry around with you in any survival situation 
is a knife. Understanding how to safely use a 
knife can be the difference between surviving 
and making yourself bleed to death.

Unfortunately, many of us spend most of our 
child’s lives teaching them that sharp objects 
are things they should stay away from. Teach 
your child that knives are tools that, when 
used properly, can help them. Knife safety is 
of the utmost importance because while you 
don’t want your kids to randomly grab knives, 
you don’t want to feel secure knowing that 
they know how to use them.

How to Clean and Sharpen a Blade
A dull knife can almost be considered a use-
less knife. Understanding how to keep a knife 
sharp is a valuable survival skill. Your children 
should also understand how to keep a blade 
clean.

How to Clean and Prepare Fish and 
Wild Game
There is no point in learning how to hunt or 
fish if you can’t prepare what you catch. It’s 
important that your children understand how 
to humanely harvest the animals that they 
catch so that the animals don’t suffer and 
nothing goes to waste.

How to Start a Fire
There are a number of ways to start a fire. I’m 
always fascinated watching survival shows 
that showcase the many different resources 
one can use to start a fire. Of course, the easiest 
is to have a source for a flame but sometimes 
that isn’t always an option and in those cases 
it would be great if your child understood the 
different tools they can use to get a fire going.

How to Find Water and Make It Safe 
for Drinking
You can’t survive without water. Forget 
food. If you run out of water before you do 
food then there is nothing that is going to 
keep you alive. For this reason, your children 
should understand how to find water and 
make it safe for drinking because again, you 
don’t want them to end up curled into a ball 
on the ground.

Still, you have to look at several factors going 
into your decision and competition is one of 
them. Absolutely, by no means, you should 
be afraid of competition, but you need to 
respect it. If you want to write about your 
favorite world-class sports team, you have to 
understand that you are getting yourself into 
a ring with some serious giants and you bet-
ter be ready or your experience will be very 
exhausting and might be quite short as well. 
On the other hand, if there is no competition 
in a field already, it’s probably because there is 
not much interest either.

Google your intended topic and make your 
research to find out about competition 
and interest of readers. There is no point in 
spending hours of your time every day just to 
entertain a few visitors a day.

I got my niche, what’s next?
Choosing your niche is one of the hardest 
and most important things in a process, so 
congratulations! Now you need a platform 
to reach your audience. To do so, you need 
to get a domain. This is an easy part, simply 
go to NameCheap or GoDaddy and register 
your desired domain. You can find some free 
options to start your blog (Blogger, Tumblr, 
WordPress.com etc.), but they all limit or don’t 
allow ads at all.

The domain is not the only thing that you 
have to buy and it is just as important to get 
a quality web hosting. PCMag recommends 
HostGator, 1and1, and DreamHost as their top 
choices, while iPage might be a good budget 
option as well. Depends on your choice, you 
have to count on spending between $60-
$130 a year on your domain and web hosting.

That’s all cool, but where do I get a website?
You have two options now that you have a 
domain and web hosting. You can either start 
a WordPress blog, which requires some skill 
in coding (either you have some or you pay 
someone, who does). You can also use some 
simple pre-designed WordPress themes that 

Using something as simple as a lifestraw that 
is found in their bag can be the difference 
between life and death.

Make or Find Shelter
Shelter isn’t just something meant to keep 
you comfortable, it can be the difference be-
tween life or death. Keeping out the elements 
should be high priority for you. This is why 
it’s important that children understand how 
to utilize their natural surroundings to their 
benefit.

You can teach them how to use sticks to 
make a lean-to or use tree branches for 
temporary shelter from rain. Learning how 
to check for wildlife in a small cave or alcove 
is also important.

Basic First Aid
Let’s get one thing straight: everyone should 
know basic first aid. It’s amazing how often 
you hear a story of a child saving their parent 
because they understand first aid.

How to Determine Direction
Unfortunately, you can’t keep a phone charged 
forever without electricity so it’s important 
that your child understand how to tell which 
direction they are headed in.

How to Signal

While your child might get lucky and random-
ly run into help, it’s always good for them to 
understand how to signal for help to give 
themselves the best shot at success.

Self Defense

They don’t need to know how to be a black 
belt but they should understand how to pro-
tect themselves when in danger.

How to Stay Positive

This might be the most important skill of all. 
Once you start being negative and feeling like 
there is no chance of survival then you might 
as well call it quits.

Helping your child understand that staying 
positive can be the difference between sur-
viving one more day while help comes and 
giving up and just missing out.

...

As you can see these really are skills for 
everybody to use but the sooner you’re able 
to teach your children these skills the better 
off they will be and the more comfortable you 
will be when you can’t keep an eye on them.

survivaldon.com

will save you the “coding drama” or you can 
turn to website builder and make your site 
without any coding skills. Wix will set you 
back between $10-$25/month, but offers you 
an easy-to-use website builder with mobile 
site builder, SEO optimization, and the option 
to register it with your own domain (plus, you 
will not have to pay for a web hosting).

Now that I have a website, how do I make 
money off it?
You need traffic obviously, but there is one 
more important step before you cash in on 
your visitors. You’ve got to install AdSense 
to your web page. “Google AdSense is a free, 
simple way for website publishers of all sizes 
to earn money by displaying targeted Google 
ads on their websites.” There is no easier way 
to make money off your incoming traffic than 
AdSense. It allows you to customize and con-
trol how ads on your site look, their relevancy 
to your niche and obviously make a profit off it.

If you have made it all the way here and you 
are about to congratulate yourself and have a 
few beers, waiting for your page to cash in, I’m 
sorry to break it up to you, but even if you are 
closer than you were in the beginning, you 
are nowhere close yet.

Bringing traffic to your website is the hardest 
part of a profitable niche blog and it’s only up 
to you how much money you will make. Good 
content serves the purpose, but great content 
finds visitors with ease. Bringing highly de-
sired and quality content is alpha and omega 
of a niche blog and in an internet era of social 
media, it’s easier than ever not just to cash in 
on a consistently great content, but also get 
eaten up by competition if you don’t deliver 
quality.

By Viktor Vince
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ideal spot for groups to gather, while those 
seeking a bit more peace and exclusivity 
may dine at one of the tables dotted along 
the restaurant’s central reflecting pool like 
lilies on a pond. Palm Seaside’s setting also 
offers a majestic backdrop for weddings and 
special occasions, both day and night. Con-
tact our team to find out how our sensational 
setting and experience can help you create a 
memorable event.

Palm Seaside 
Open 4pm till late daily, last food order 11pm 
Tel 094 480 0883, 094 480 0937 
Bang Tao Beach  
palmseaside.com

Sitting on the terrace at Palm 
Seaside, with a pre-dinner 
refreshing whole fruit cocktail in 
hand, taking in the last sunshine 
of the day and watching the iconic 
shapes of the fisherman’s boats 
morph into silhouettes against 
a technicolour background of 
striking sunset orange and red 
hues is, indeed, one of the most 
magical, yet simple things you can 
do in Phuket.

Bringing contemporary style and delicious 
food delights to beautiful Bang Tao Beach, 
Palm Seaside is an excellent dining destina-
tion. Found on the southern tip of Bang Tao 
beachfront, found very close to Amanpuri, 
The Surin, and Twinpalms Resort, Palm Sea-
side celebrates the riches of the sea by serv-
ing up fresh seafood in imaginative styles 
and tastes.

The new menu presents the finest selections 
from Thailand and around the world. Try our 
fresh oysters, sourced both locally and from 
France and Australia.  Choose from Phuket 
lobster, white snapper, blue crab, king 
prawns, and more, served grilled, steamed 
or poached with homemade spicy Thai chilli, 
aioli, tamarind and tartar sauces. The sizzle 
and aroma of your top-quality selections will 
whet your appetite as they’re prepared by 
our chefs with finesse on the open grills.

Our Japanese choices include Sashimi, Sushi, 
Hosomaki, Rolls and Cones, each brimming 
with flavour and freshness. Other tempting 
dishes from the menu: Linguini with Anda-
man prawns, Spaghetti with clams and white 
wine sauce, Hokkaido scallop skewers, and 
King prawns in red curry paste.

Palm Seaside also sprinkles some tasty ‘turf ’ 
dishes into its ‘surf ’ mix with New Zealand 
lamb chops, beef cheeseburger, green chick-
en curry, and spicy minced chicken with Thai 
basil leaves.

Add romance or a sophisticated tipple to 
your meal with our distinctive drinks, from 
Champagne Moet & Chandon Ice imperial 
served with fresh mint and berries, to a 
choice of sparkling, white, rose and red 
wines. After your meal, treat yourself to 
a delicious dessert, or perhaps a relaxing 
cigar session with our choice of top-quality 
Cubans.

Palm Seaside’s light and open style evoke 
the beauty and tranquillity of the sea. Its 
design was created and brought to life by 
Martin Palleros of Argentina, designer of the 
Twinpalms Phuket Resort and several luxury 
properties around Asia, acclaimed for his 
elegant designs in harmony with nature. The 
extra-long sofa bench under roof cover is an 

SUNSETS AND SOPHISTICATION AT 
PALM SEASIDE RESTAURANT, LOUNGE & BAR

and enjoy the view of the exquisite islands. 
Immersing in the spirit of yachting isn’t just 
about basking in the beauty of the boat and 
the delicious cuisine and flowing drinks, it is 
to completely open to the wonder of the scen-
ery of the destination, the contrast of topog-
raphy on Phuket’s doorstep is staggering, the 
almighty vertical cliffs rising of Phang Nga Bay 
to the idyllic castaway islands dotted around 
the Andaman Sea, make for picture-perfect 
memories to be made and cherished.

Andaman Cruises offers something special for 
everyone, but for those who are looking to 
join the jet set, you may see a familiar face on 
aboard of the yachts. Among the guests are 
international stars such as Beyoncé and Jay-Z, 
football player Cristiano Ronaldo, model Hei-
di Klum, the Princess of Morocco and Prince of 
Saudi Arabia and more. 

Open all year round (weather allowing) 
+66 (0) 76 316 562 
book@andaman-cruises.com 
andaman-cruises.com

Phuket has so much to offer, on 
land there are stunning beaches, 
vibrant nightlife and colourful 
cultural attractions to enjoy.  At 
sea, exploring Phuket and its 
surrounding islands promises to 
make your visit complete. 

Take the time to cruise on the emerald waters 
in Phang Nga Bay and marvel at the sights of 
the natural topography of the majestic lime-
stone clad vistas and hidden mangrove caves. 
For marine-life lovers a trip over to the clear 
waters near Koh Racha or Koh Phi Phi offer a 
spectacular array of colourful reef fish to snor-
kel, scuba dive or kayak with. 

Andaman Cruises has a fleet of 10 top-notch 
yachts and powerboats, all lavishly designed 
with comfort, luxury and exclusivity in mind.  
Intimate voyages for just a couple of people 
to social gatherings of up to 50 guests can be 
enjoyed. The extraordinary 135-foot Ocean 
Emerald is a perfect tri-deck superyacht that 
accommodates large groups for a daytime voy-
age or party and can sleep 12 guests. Guests 
can enjoy a dip in the upper deck jacuzzi or 
unwind with a refreshing cocktail on one of 
the comfortable sun loungers. A trove of water 
toys, tenders, jet skis, kayaks and sports equip-
ment complete the guest facilities. 

The vessels that accommodate up to 20 
guests offer unapparelled comfort and 
whether the occasion is pure relaxation and 
sightseeing, or a celebration Andaman Cruis-
es can tailor-make each trip specifically. 

The stylish MY Olympia, a 76-foot fly-bridge 
motor yacht features four cabins and accom-
modates a total of eight guests for overnight 
cruises and 20 guests for a day charter. Guests 
can enjoy access to remote private coves, as 
well as exhilarating afternoons of waterskiing 
and wakeboarding. 

Beautiful and comfortable in all conditions, 
MY Mayavee, a 60-foot motor yacht from the 
renowned Princess brand, combines excellent 
cruising abilities, with the space to entertain 
up to 16 guests for a day time voyage and 
sleeps six in style.  

Cuisine onboard suits all tastes and ranges 
from breakfast menus including tropical fruit, 
freshly baked croissant and pastries, smoked 
salmon and fresh coffee, lunch on the yacht 
can incorporate a barbeque of seafood, sum-
mery salads and there are delicious options 
for everyone. The drinks list is light and cele-
bratory and features champagne, French rose, 
zesty Sauvignons and cold beers and spirits 
are also available. 

Overnight adventures can include a visit to 
the Similan Islands that offer colourful dive 
sites for all levels of diver experience and a 
stunning location to moor up for the night 

ANDAMAN CRUISES – PHUKET’S MOST EXCITING & 
STYLISH CONTEMPORARY LUXURY YACHTS 
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At   home,
at   work,   and

at   play
Seara   supports 

active 
lifestyles

STRENGTH
The ability of a muscular 

unit, or combination of 
muscular units,

to apply force.

ACCURACY
The ability to control

movement in a given
direction or at a given

intensity.

CARDIOVASCULAR
The ability of 

body systems to 
gather, process, 

and deliver 
oxygen.

SPEED
The ability to 

minimize
the time cycle of a

repeated 
movement.

COORDINATION
The ability to 
combine

several distinct 
movement

patterns into a 
singular

distinct 
movement.

FLEXIBILITY
The ability to 

maximize the range of 
motion at a given joint.

RESISTANCE
The ability of body
systems to process,
deliver, store and

utilize energy.

BALANCE
The ability to control 

the placement of the 
body’s center of gravity in 

relation to its support 
base.

AGILITY
The ability to 

minimize
transition time 
from one
movement 
pattern
to another.

POWER
The ability of a muscular unit,
or combination of muscular 

units, to apply maximum 
force in minimum time.

Sports Engineering And Recreation Asia Ltd., is a professional and trusted specialist with over 
twenty-�ve years experience in Asia focused on planning, engineering, and supplying 
superior-value �tness, sports, and recreational products and services to developers and the 
hospitality, medical, and club industry. From ten o�ces in seven countries across the region, 
customers have access to the latest trends, technologies and complete customer service.

When you invest in equipment, facilities, and service of this caliber you  can expect the best in 
design, bio-mechanics, product integrity and service support!

Bangkok      Phuket      Pattaya      Samui      Hua Hin     Ho Chi Minh City     Hanoi      Phnom Penh      Yangon      Mandalay     Dhaka      Malé

AT HOME,
AT WORK, AND

AT PLAY
SEARA SUPPORTS 

ACTIVE
LIFESTYLES

EXCLUSIVELY FROM
Tel. 02 185 1920-4
info@searasports.com
www.searasports.com

ACHIEVE
PERFECT EQUILIBRIUM
OF MIND, BODY AND SPIRIT

SPEED
The ability to minimize

the time cycle of a
repeated movement.

POWER
The ability of a muscular
unit, or combination of
muscular units, to apply

maximum force in
minimum time.

BALANCE
The ability to control the

placement of the body’s center
 of gravity inrelation to

its support base.

ACCURACY
The ability to control
movement in a given
direction or at a given

intensity.

CARDIOVASCULAR
The ability of body systems

to gather, process, and
deliver oxygen.

STRENGTH
The ability of a muscular unit,
or combination of muscular

units, to apply force.

AGILITY
The ability to minimize

transition time from one
movement pattern

to another.

FLEXIBILITY
The ability to maximize

therange of motion
at a given joint.

COORDINATION
The ability to combine

several distinct movement
patterns into a singular

distinct movement.

RESISTANCE
The ability of body
systems to process,
deliver, store and

utilize energy.

Achieve Perfect Equilibrium of 
Mind, Body and Spirit

Sports Engineering And Recreation Asia 
Ltd., is a professional and trusted specialist 
with over twenty-five years’ experience in 
Asia focused on planning, engineering, and 
supplying superior-value fitness, sports, and 
recreational products and services to devel-

SEARA SPORT SYSTEMS

opers and the hospitality, medical, and club 
industry, as well as private homes.

Seara is the longest established Life Fitness 
distributor in Asia. The company has ten of-
fices across seven countries in Indochina and 
East Asia so that local customers everywhere 
have access to the latest trends and technolo-
gies and of course customer service.

When you invest in equipment, facilities, and 
service of this caliber you can expect the best 
in design, bio-mechanics, product integrity 
and service support.

Tel 076 304 307-8 
phuket@searasports.com 
www.searasports.com

Our Suppliers Supporting Your Goals
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PHUKET REAL PROPERTY

Phuket Real Property is a concept 
of true independence. The agency’s 
focus is working for clients rather 
than just sellers or developers. 
Each project or villa is personally 
inspected and unique prices and 
benefits are negotiated for Phuket 
Real Property clients. Above that, 
every purchase is rewarded with 
a Catch Beach Club free annual 
membership.

Each membership includes over 50,000 
THB of benefits, sun beds and up to 50% on 
lunches and dinners. Phuket Real Property is 
a family run business. Husband and Wife. Eric 
(of French and British nationality) has been 
involved in property and investment since 
1985. Eric quit as sales director of a leading 
Phuket real estate brand to gain full inde-
pendence for his clients. Waeng passed her 
Official Real Estate examinations with a 98% 
exam certification. Waeng is a Thai National 
and speaks English. Together they have a goal 
for their clients: “We find what you dream”. 
Help is also at hand for Thai Property laws, 
taxation, succession and visas. 

Contact us at Phuket Real Property for invest-
ment, holiday condominium or villas, rentals, 
and of course relocation to Phuket. We will 
find your property through our own portfolio, 
or through a trusted property co-broker.

Condominium
150m to Bangtao Beach. 10% p.a. Guaranteed for
up to 20 years. Up to 50% Financing Free.
FROM THB  3.6 M

Condominium
5 Star Condominium ready to move in . 7% p.a. Guaranteed 
Return for 9 years. Free 30 days stay per year.
FROM THB 4.0 M

Condominium 
500m to Catch Beach Club. 4 Star Hotel Facilities.
Freehold Ownership. 24% Guaranteed return. 
FROM THB 2.8 M

Villas
2/3 Beds Pool Villas. Very close to Laguna. 6% p.a. Guaranteed 
Return for 5 years. 
FROM THB 15.9 M

Villas
Full Sea View Cottage. 7% p.a. return for 15 years. Guaranteed 
buy back option. 60m living space. 
FROM THB 8.9 M

Villa 
Sea View Villa in Kamala. 3Beds, 3Baths. 
12% ROI per year 17/18. Rooftop Jacuzzi.
FROM THB 18.75 M 

B O AT  AV E N U E  L A G U N A  ( O P P O S I T E  V I L L A  M A R K E T )

Located in Boat Avenue Laguna –
Opposite Villa Market

Free Catch Beach Club Annual Membership for every Purchase!

                  Eric: +66(0)98-379-0255                                               Waeng: +66(0)94-982-4947
                                               info@phuketrealproperty.com                                     www.phuketrealproperty.com

Why Phuket?

CLIMATE:
Phuket climate can be described as “tropical”. 
A dry season from November to April. Warm 
and dry season with the occasional thunder-
storm or rain shower. From May to October, 
the wetter season will have sunshine and at 
times some rain. The climate remains hot all 
year round.

POPULATION:
Phuket is in the southern part of Thailand 
and has been used to welcoming foreigners 
for decades now. Having thousands of west-
erners living in Phuket has led to acceptance 
and happy co-habitation between natives 
and foreigners. The Thai population does not 
expect or receive free government handouts 
so everyone works or supports a business. 
Schooling is of high standards and taken 
most seriously.

WAY OF LIFE: 
It can only be described as relaxed, the feel-
ing of freedom is overwhelming. In Phuket all 
Thai people work somehow, and are family 
orientated in general. The Buddhist culture is 
a calming one which encourages self respect 
and respect of others. Thai people love to eat, 
shop for food every day, most street corners 
have stalls selling fresh dishes and local fruit.

SHOPPING:

–Thai style is the local daily markets. Those 
markets are colorful and mix all types of food 
prepared in front of you and some clothing or 

utility products. Every town also has now at 
least one small supermarket like tesco lotus 
or big C.
–Western style is enjoying the Thai style plus 
the large shopping centers for western foods 
and clothing. Those centers are ever increas-
ing in Phuket. Expats feel they can now find 
everything in Phuket. Villa Market in boat 
avenue is very popular.

BEACHES:
With 25 beaches you have a unique choice to 
find your favorite spot. All are so different, the 
sand, water, natural surroundings change at 
each beach discovery.
Some are 100% sleepy with near to no facili-
ties or traders, some others host some of the 
most famous beach clubs in the world like 
Cafe Del Mar or Catch Beach Club.

FOOD:
Thai food of course, you can eat from food 
stalls a meal for the price of a can of coke in 
Europe. Equally there are some 5 star hotels 
or high end restaurants that will happily dent 
your credit card. In Phuket all budgets find a 
happy place to eat. There are also dozens of 
French, Italian, Indian, German, Japanese, 
American etc etc restaurants.

TO DO:
Beaches - shopping - golfing - island hopping 
- temples - naturals parks and reserves - cook-
ing schools - tennis - yachting - beach clubs 
- water parks - elephant trekking - festivals…

We have offices in Kamala beach and  
Boat Avenue Laguna, Phuket and visit us on 
www.phuketrealproperty.com
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The Allen wrench is something of a step-
child. While a wrench by name, it also falls 
somewhat into the screwdriver category. It 
shares the criterion of the tool fitting inside 
the counterpart, and it shares some of the 
pitfalls of other screwdrivers. You can even 
get an Allen-head screwdriver. However, most 
commonly (and technique-wise), it is more of 
a wrench. Read on.

You are likely to need a screwdriver for:

• Computers, small electronics
• Wall socket electrical outlets, light 

switches, and cover plates
• Changing the air filter/hoses in your car
• Furniture fixtures (cabinet & dresser 

knobs)

Screwdriver Technique

The most important technique is to use the 
right size screwdriver. While screw size is 
shrouded in mystery, there are four basic sizes 
of Phillips screwdriver — from #0 to #4 — #0 
being the smallest. The most common sizes 
are #2 and #1, #2 for standard screw sizes, #1 
for “miniature”. Then there are the jeweler-size 
screws. With slot head screwdrivers it’s even 
simpler, the blades are measured in fractions 
of an inch. The point is, before you go all Bruce 
Willis on a screw, make sure the screwdriver 
head fits snugly.

The technique of tightening or loosening a 
screw is pretty simple. Push the screwdriver 
toward the head of the screw, and then it’s 
righty-tighty, lefty-loosy. In other words, turn 
clockwise to tighten (the way a clock’s hands 
turn), counter-clockwise (or anti-clockwise if 
you’re speaking the Queen’s English) to loosen.

Phillips head screwdrivers are designed to 
“cam out”, which means they are designed to 
slip out of the screw, so you don’t over-tighten 
them. This also leads to their greatest pitfall.

Screwdriver Pitfalls

The greatest danger of screwdriving (new 
word, you read it first here) is stripping the 
screw head. Using the wrong size screw, or 
trying to over-tighten can damage the screw, 
making it unusable.

Another danger, as with any pointy object, is 
cutting yourself, poking your eye out, all those 
things that Mom warned you about. Be careful. 
Use the screwdriver for its intended purpose: 
screwing things. And if you bleed, don’t bleed 
on this article. We won’t clean it up.

By Jesse Stern / Photos By Andrew Snavely

A few generations ago, men built 
their own houses, fixed their own 
toilets, installed their own sprinkler 
systems, and grew unironic 
mustaches. Unfortunately, due to a 
lack of immediate necessity, these 
DIY tool skills have been lost on 
many of us. Our new series will 
teach you to correctly pick and use 
the best tool for whatever job you 
have to tackle.

Strangely enough, this is one of the sim-
plest tools, but it’s also the easiest to screw 
up, no pun intended. For our purposes, the 
Screwdriver category consists of a simple 
metal rod with a shape on its head, designed 
to fit inside its counterpart, the screw (or 
bolt). This distinguishes it from the Wrench 
category, in which the tool fits around its 
counterpart.

Like all things that screw, the screwdriver 
shares a “complicated” relationship with its 
counterpart. To carry the metaphor a little 
further, if the two parts are not compatible, 
the one doing the screwing can permanently 
damage the one getting screwed. Let’s put it 
in plain terms.

Screws, and screwdrivers, have different types 
and sizes. The most common types are Phillips 
head and slot head. Then there’s the less com-
mon Torx or star head, a super cool six-pointed 
star-shaped head, which is used on things that 
need to get very tight. Others exist, but let’s 
not get too complicated.

Fifty years ago the relationship be-
tween men and women was vastly 
different, especially if “The Good 
Wife’s Guide” from the 1955 issue 
of Housekeeping Monthly bares 
any truth. 

“The Good Wife’s Guide” was originally circu-
lated as a fax, and then became a widespread 
email which lists 18 bullet points that all 
“good wives” should keep in mind when 
preparing the house for the husband’s return 
home from work.

The list was supposedly first published in 
the May 13th 1955 issue of “Housekeeping 
Monthly.” Although the validity of the article 
has been questioned, it does serve as a refer-
ence of how our view of women has changed, 
and a gauge for further improvement towards 
our significant others.

The original Good Wife’s Guide
As originally printed:

• Have dinner ready. Plan ahead, even the 
night before, to have a delicious meal 
ready on time for his return. This is a way 
of letting him know that you have been 
thinking about him and are concerned 
about his needs. Most men are hungry 
when they get home and the prospect 
of a good meal is part of the warm wel-
come needed.

• Prepare yourself. Take 15 minutes to rest 
so you’ll be refreshed when he arrives. 
Touch up your make-up, put a ribbon 
in your hair and be fresh-looking. He 
has just been with a lot of work-weary 
people.

• Be a little gay and a little more interest-
ing for him. His boring day may need a 
lift and one of your duties is to provide it.

• Clear away the clutter. Make one last trip 
through the main part of the house just 
before your husband arrives.

• Gather up schoolbooks, toys, paper, etc. 
and then run a dustcloth over the tables.

• Over the cooler months of the year you 
should prepare and light a fire for him to 
unwind by. Your husband will feel he has 
reached a haven of rest and order, and it 
will give you a lift too. After all, catering 
to his comfort will provide you with im-
mense personal satisfaction.

• Prepare the children. Take a few minutes 
to wash the children’s hands and faces 
(if they are small), comb their hair and, 
if necessary, change their clothes. They 
are little treasures and he would like to 
see them playing the part. Minimize all 
noise. At the time of his arrival, eliminate 
all noise of the washer, dryer, or vacuum. 
Try to encourage the children to be quiet.

• Be happy to see him.
• Greet him with a warm smile and show 

sincerity in your desire to please him.

THE SCREWDRIVER – A MODERN MAN’S GUIDE 
TO TOOLS

THE “GOOD” WIFE’S RULES

• Listen to him. You may have a dozen 
important things to tell him, but the mo-
ment of his arrival is not the time. Let him 
talk first – remember, his topics of conver-
sation are more important than yours.

• Make the evening his. Never complain 
if he comes home later or goes out to 
dinner, or other places of entertainment 
without you. Instead, try to understand 
his world of strain and pressure and his 
very real need to be at home and relax.

• Your goal: Try to make sure your home 
is a place of peace, order and tranquility 
where your husband can renew himself 
in body and spirit.

• Don’t greet him with complaints and 
problems.

• Don’t complain if he’s late for dinner or 
even if he stays out all night. Count this 
as minor compared to what he might 
have gone through at work.

• Make him comfortable. Have him lean 
back in a comfortable chair or lie him 
down in the bedroom. Have a cool or 
warm drink ready for him.

• Arrange his pillow and offer to take off 
his shoes. Speak in a low, soothing and 
pleasant voice.

• Don’t ask him questions about his ac-
tions or question his judgment or integ-
rity. Remember, he is the master of the 
house and as such will always exercise 
his will with fairness and truthfulness. 
You have no right to question him.

• A good wife always knows her place.

Thankfully for men (but especially women) 
we’ve moved past these archaic practices and 
into an era where women are appreciated for 
much more than what they can bring to the 
dinner table. Though times have changed, we 
men still carry around some bad habits that, 
to some, come naturally with our behavior 
towards women.

In the spirit of “The Good Wife’s Guide” here 
are Primer’s very own modern amendments, 
“The Good Man’s Guide.”

The Good Man’s Guide

• Her life is just as important as yours. 
I know that after a long day at work/
school/the bar all you want to do is come 
home and complain about your cowork-
er/hungover classmate/drunk, but you 
have to keep in mind that she’s had a 
rough day too. Don’t gloss over when 

she’s trying to tell you about the things 
that are bothering her.

• Cleaning is your job, too. One of the 
hardest habits to break for many is the 
idea of traditional gender roles, i.e. a 
woman’s place is barefoot and preg-
nant cooking dinner whilst running the 
vacuum. Admittedly, that example is a 
little (or a lot) extreme, but many men 
find themselves on the couch watching 
TV after dinner instead of helping their 
significant other clean up after dinner 
or even just doing regular household 
chores like cleaning the bathroom.

• She doesn’t always want sex. Unless 
you’re a very lucky guy, chances are your 
lady friend does not want sex as often as 
you. Her job in life is not to please you, so 
keep that in mind at night.

• Don’t greet her with complaints and 
problems. The first thing she wants to 
hear when you walk in the door is not 
how much you hate your life. Coming 
home with something positive to talk 
about, or even just listening for a while 
until you unwind, is a good way to set 
the tone for the evening.

• Don’t expect her to be responsible for 
dinner. If your girl is the one who always 
takes care of dinner, it will likely be a nice 
relief some nights if she comes home to 
a ready meal. Try to take care of dinner 
an equal amount in the week, even if 
it’s nothing fancy. If cooking isn’t your 
strong suit, let her know that you’ll be 
taking care of dinner for the night by 
grabbing some takeout. Afterwards, 
clean up the dishes and tell her to relax. 
Doing this should also set the tone for a 
peaceful evening.

• Don’t question her judgment. Some-
times when a girl is complaining, she 
just wants to get something off her chest 
and move on. For the most part, it’s bet-
ter to take her side instead of question-
ing her reasons for being pissed. Even if 
you think she’s completely wrong, there 
are certain times that you have to know 
when to keep your mouth shut.

• Be honest. If something is bothering 
you about her, your day, or anything in 
general, don’t let it build up inside.  

• The golden rule. Do unto her, as you 
would have her do unto you. Simple 
enough, and always a good rule to keep 
in mind.

It may seem like the guidelines I’ve pointed 
out in “The Good Man’s Guide” are simple and 
easy to follow, but it’s just as easy to get out 
of practice and have a good relationship go 
bad. One final thought to keep in mind is this:

• A good man always knows his place.

By AC Burke for primermagazine.com
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M
AI was born and raised in Kathmandu, Nepal. 

My mother is British and dad Tibetan, 
hence the name Lama. After spending 
my “Gap Year” working in Kyoto, Japan I 
moved to Hawaii. I was actually on my way 
to university in England but as fate would 
have it, ended up living and studying in 
Hawaii, where I met Martin, my future 
business partner, and father of our three 
children.

When I was 16 years old I came to Phuket 
on holiday (I had the most memorable 
bungee jump here). Not realizing it would 
be my future home, I returned in 2006 to 
live and work in Phuket. The year 2007 was 
one of many firsts — our first child Padme, 
our first soi dog “Lucky”, and our first 
restaurant, Taste in Surin. After a little over 
nine years in Surin we moved to Bangtao, 
where we opened the Taste Bar and Grill. 
We also have a new branch — well not 
that new — one year ago, we opened Taste 
Kamala.
 
I was a director of a gallery, and for many 
years I worked with 42 different artists from 
all walks of life, in a variety of mediums. My 
parents were in the antique business so I 
learned a great deal about art from them. I 
studied literature, sociology, anthropology, 
and Asian studies at university but 
somehow all of that led me back to art. I 
think art expresses the heart of a culture, 
both new and old, so I adore it in all forms.

I am a mother, I manage the Taste 
Restaurants, and soon we will be opening 
the Taste Gallery in Bangtao.

I grew up in the Himalayas but I have a 
great love for the ocean, and most of my 
adult life has been spent beside it — in 
Hawaii and now Phuket. When time allows 
I like to spend it on the beach. I also love 
to eat — we are so lucky here in Phuket to 
have such a great food culture. We have 
fine dining and the best street food. I love 
that I can have fried chicken and sticky rice 
in the morning and noodle soup at night 
after work — and on the occasional night 
off, wear heels and go for a fine dining 
experience.

I love Phuket. We all love Phuket. My 
family and I are so grateful to be in such 
a beautiful, friendly place. After over 11 
years in Phuket we feel at home, and have 
formed great friendships and created a 
successful business here. The Thai people 
are so special. The expat community here is 
amazing as well as transient, and therefore, 
many of the friendships that developed 
here in Phuket are now scattered all over 
the world.

Phuket has changed dramatically since 
we first came here. The clientele, the 
environment — but overall for the better. It 
is lovely to see so much more awareness of 
the environment. There is a need for more 
environmentally friendly businesses and 
an end to animal tourism. I think Phuket 
is moving in the right direction and this is 
due to the wonderful people who make up 
this island.
  
Ms. Jade Lama
Jade@tastebargrill.com
Taste Bar & Grill
Taste Kamala
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founder of Oriental Living, Michael 
Dietvorst, originally traveled from 
Amsterdam to Thailand in 1987, he made 
an immediate connection and felt the 
desire to relocate East. 

He let that desire come to fruition just 
three years later, moving to the island 
of Koh Samui in 1990 and subsequently 
to Phuket in 2011, where he opened a 
branch of his already successful Samui 
store, Oriental Living, and now Loft by 
Oriental Living.

Stemming from a background in the 
fashion and hospitality industry, Michael 
has always had a keen eye for classic 
designs as well as new and upcoming 
trends, all while maintaining an open 
and honest dialog with clients and 
developers alike.

“If you have built a business like us that is 
30 years old, honesty is key. It is better to 
speak up at the beginning if something 
isn’t going to work, or will take three 
months to replace, or may not fare well 
in the climate than to have the client 
panicking later on.” 

When he is not out searching for treasures 
for upcoming projects in Bangkok, Chiang 
Mai, Bali and other destinations, Michael 
enjoys swimming, going to the gym, as 
well as doing a bit of Qi Goong at home. 
But if you think his life sounds like it is 
constantly on the go, there are a few 
quiet moments where he can be caught 
reading, cooking or dining out whenever 
the mood strikes. 

When asked what aspects he particularly 
enjoys about Phuket, he simply states, 
“I love Phuket, especially the northwest 
coast. It has so many beautiful beaches 
and green mountains with plenty of 
things to do whatever your mood or 
budget!” Adding, “You can also easily 
explore Phang Nga Bay and the Phang 
Nga Province from Phuket.”

As far as the future of the island is 
concerned, Michael notes the ongoing 
struggles to keep, not only Phuket, but 
the world in general, a healthier and 
brighter place.

“I think Phuket still has a great future 
ahead as long as we do our part to keep it 
clean and look to upgrade to alternative 
energy and waste management systems.”

Loft, along with Oriental Living, already 
do what they can to help the environment 
by using recycled wood and certified 
plantation teak in their designs.

To find out more about their unparalleled 
interior design services, or to take a look 
at what Loft by Oriental Living has to offer 
in their Phuket branch, head to www.
oriental-living.net or locate them just 
next to Tesco Lotus in Cherngtalay. 

Mr. Michael Dietvorst
michael@oriental-living.net
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Selamat Sejahtera –warm greetings from 
Malaysia.

Growing up in the historical and vibrant city of 
Melaka — situated between Kuala Lumpur and 
Singapore, I spent a lot of my childhood on the 
beach, enjoying the sea breeze, sand running 
through my fingers and catching crabs.

After graduating in hospitality and tourism, I 
was one of the very few who got accepted by 
the Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group — where 
my journey starts. During my trainee period, 
I worked in several different departments to 
understand how a major operation runs as “one”. 
I enjoyed every single moment, from running 
in and out of the kitchen to shadowing the 
housekeepers — making sure each and every 
person is delighted.

I love meeting people from all over the world, 
getting to know them and explore their cultures 
— it’s part of my daily motivation when I start 
my shift. My team and I are always looking for 
new ways to surprise each and every one of 
our guests whenever possible. One of our tricks 
is to observe our guests — on their birthday, 
honeymoon, anniversary or any other special 
occasion that brings them to us.

After living in Kuala Lumpur for a few years, I was 
transferred to the group’s property in the Las 
Vegas of Asia — Macau. Although I know inside 
out how the operation works, guests visiting 
Macau are culturally very different. During 
my time in Macau, I got to polish up my rusty 
Cantonese and Mandarin with colleagues and 
guests.

Living in Macau was one of the best experiences 
I could have — until I discovered Phuket. 
Living on an island with beautiful beaches 
and greenery has always been on my bucket 
list. Using my language skills coming from a 
hospitality background, and dealing with clients 
from China, I have become involved with the 
largest property developer on the island — 
Laguna Banyan Tree.

Like everybody else, taking the initiative to learn, 
I absorbed the elixir of every single transaction, 
document, legal term and negotiation from all 
these seniors with years of experience, until I 
discovered my own personal style of presenting 
properties.

I always believe that whatever thoughts we 
put out in the universe will always come back 
in another form, and I am reaping the rewards 
of treating my clients and friends with the 
wholehearted consideration they deserve. 
After spending a few years with the reputable 
developer on the island, I decided to become 
part of a realtor agency, where I could flourish 
and connect with the further development on 
the island and look after overseas clients who are 
looking to invest in Thailand on a larger scale.

I have now made Phuket my home, and enjoy 
taking a morning stroll in the mountains looking 
over the greenery and beaches and spending 
more time on a spiritual level examining my 
inner self. Occasionally, I go to yoga classes and 
travel to advance my knowledge. I was recently 
certified as a Soul Healer by the International 
Academy of Soul Healing with Tibetan Singing 
Bowls, and feel very excited to connect with 
locals and expats on the island. 

Namaskar readers!

“If you want to find the secrets of the universe, 
think in terms of energy, frequency, and 
vibration.” — Nikola Tesla 

Jason Tan Realtor | Sound Healer 
E: Jasontcs1230@outlook.com
M: +66(0)-95-016-1433
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K I was born in UdonThani and graduated 
with a Bachelor of Arts in Hospitality and 
Tourism Management from Bansomdej 
Chaopraya Rajabhat University in Bangkok. 
I can speak Thai, English, German, Japanese 
and Lao. In 1990, I opened a toy doll 
factory in China, but when it was dissolved, 
I decided to start a real estate business, 
buying and selling condominiums and 
houses in Bangkok. In 1992, I moved to 
Phuket and started projects in Kamala, 
which at that time was full of green fields 
and felt very peaceful. I then fell in love with 
Phuket Island — its blue ocean, clear sky 
and white beach have kept me living here 
ever since. Nowadays, I am still in the real 
estate business. 

I am now a marketing consultant for Baipho 
Lifestyle Residence Boutique Hotel in 
Patong and the Sangpathum Villa in Rawai. I 
am also an interior designer. My hobbies are 
playing golf and traveling. 

Phuket is the pearl of the Andaman. It is 
as peaceful as heaven but at the same 
time full of action. Phuket’s lovely nature 
together with its unique culture and 
architecture and tasty food make it one 
of the most attractive cities. It is very 
cosmopolitan, and there are always many 
tourists in Phuket. I hope that Phuket will 
set higher safety standards so that tourism 
can continue to grow and provide for 
better incomes for locals. 

In the past few years, the Phuket real 
estate market has changed. Developers 
are building smaller units at much more 
competitive prices. The number of people 
living in Phuket is continually increasing, 
and I believe the government should take 
better care of environmental issues. There 
are big developments on forest land, 
wastewater is released into the ocean and 
we need to have a recycling system for 
reducing rubbish. All of us have to be more 
concerned about these issues.

Sanjan Modnok
www.sangpathum.com
www.baipho.com
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LMy name is Suparat Boonyavanichakul, 

nickname Lek. I was born in Singburi in the 
central region of Thailand, and the youngest 
of four sisters. My family has always had a 
restaurant business, so I am always happy 
to cook for people who like to taste good 
food. I chose to study in the Faculty of 
Food and Nutrition at Singburi Vocational 
College. I always dreamed of having my 
own restaurant.

In 1990, my dream came true. I moved to 
Phuket and my sister asked me to become 
part of her restaurant business. Uptown 
was our first pub and restaurant, but then 
in 1996 we needed to move location 
and decided to go for a different style of 
restaurant with the same name: Uptown. 
We focused on noodles and it soon became 
popular among Thai and foreign customers. 
Our signature dishes are tom yum noodle 
soup, Chinese steamed rice noodle, and 
mackerel fish and rice salad. Customers 
gave our restaurant the nickname “Sexy 
Noodle”. Uptown has been serving 
customers for 28 years now.

Last year, I introduced a New Age cafe and 
restaurant called “53sweetveggie.cafe”, 
offering healthy cuisine, Thai European 
fusion menus, and bakery items, all within 
a well-designed, comfortable atmosphere. 
Private rooms for meetings are also 
available. 

I love living in Phuket. It has most of nature’s 
best assets — mountains, waterfalls and 
islands. The weather is good, people are 
nice, and the local culture is unique. Phuket 
is one of Thailand’s largest tourist cities, so 
the economy is always good. I hope to live 
in Phuket permanently. 

Ms. Suparat Boonyavanichakul
Tel. 0945915614
Line ID. lek.suparat
Uptown Restaurant: 076215359
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I My name is Phongsak Sobai — my family 
and friends call me “Pete”. I come from the 
province of Nongbualumphu, which is 
located in the northeast of Thailand. The 
inhabitants of this province are called Esan.

I moved to Phuket ten years’ ago. I 
decided to come here because it is a very 
well-known and an important part of 
Thailand. There are plenty of opportunities 
and I was determined to improve my life 
and help my family. By interacting with 
people from around the world I have been 
able to improve and develop my English 
skills, and this has definitively opened new 
doors for me.

My first job in Phuket was as a waiter in a 
hotel and from that point on I have worked 
in hotels and restaurants, sometimes doing 
two jobs at the same time. Some years later, 
I was introduced to the real estate industry 
and soon realized that this field was a great 
way to use my English skills and have a 
better life, so I decided to make a change. I 
first started in marketing and have now 
become a property consultant for Ocean 
Group Asia, a large developer in Phuket. I 
love my job and am very thankful for the 
opportunity to work with the group.

In my spare time l enjoy sightseeing. I love 
driving around the island or going to the 
provinces nearby. I also like sports and my 
favorite is cable ski.

In Phuket, although I’m working, it feels like 
being on holiday and I am sure many other 
people feel the same way. This is paradise 
and I’m very fortunate to live and work 
here. I have also had the opportunity to 
meet people from all walks of life and many 
different countries, and this has enabled me 
to experience other cultures. I owe all this 
to Phuket.

Phuket will continue growing. Besides 
being my home, the island will also 
become the home for many more people, 
as the tourism industry continues to 
develop. Phuket is the entrance to Thailand 
as many people from around the world fly 
directly to here. The future of this island, 
and Thailand generally, is very bright as 
the country has become famous for its 
hospitality and smiles. I want to be part of 
the future and Phuket is the place to be and 
the number one location in Thailand and all 
of Southeast Asia!

Mr. Phongsak Sobai (Pete)
Ocean Group Asia
pete@oceangroupasia.com
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Furthermore, Tom is so passionate about 
plant-based eating he launched Purple Carrot, 
a home delivery service offering nutritious, 
plant-based meal kits.

Many Players on the Tennessee Titans Team 
Are Going Vegan
At least 11 players for the Tennessee Titans 
football team (fresh off their first playoff 
victory in 15 years) are following a primarily 
plant-based diet.

“Everybody is making plays. Everybody is healthy. 
Everybody is eating right,” outside linebacker 
Brian Orakpo told ESPN.

Likewise, defensive end Jurrell Casey talked to 
ESPN about his plant-based diet: “I saw how 
fluid my body was moving around; my body 
wasn’t aching anymore. I knew it was the right 
decision. My body heals 10 times faster.”

NBA Players Are Feeling Great and Perform-
ing Incredibly on Plant-Based Diets
More and more, NBA players are going plant-
based to boost their stamina and endurance. 
Boston Celtics superstar and 2018 MVP can-
didate Kyrie Irving announced in 2017 that 
he went plant-based over the offseason in 
an attempt to improve his playing. He told 
ESPN’s Chauncey Billups:

“Been on more of a plant-based diet, getting 
away from the animals … my energy is up; my 
body feels amazing.” Irving’s performance, as 
described by Bleacher Report, really is incred-
ible. He has boundless energy, speed, and 
endurance. And in late-game situations, his 
numbers are “unfathomable.”

WHY THE GLOBAL RISE IN VEGAN AND 
PLANT-BASED EATING ISN’T A FAD

Get an overview of vegan statistics 
from around the world. See why 
so many people are going vegan 
and eating plant-based — from 
athletes to celebrities to everyday 
people. The rise of plant-based 
diets is here to stay. 

Diets that limit or exclude meat, dairy prod-
ucts, and eggs used to be on the fringe and 
were seen as fads. Identifying as vegetarian, 
vegan, or plant-based was often viewed as 
weird or extreme — more the domain of 
hippies and activists than of large numbers of 
everyday people.

Until recently, references to vegan eating in 
the mainstream media were often negative. 
And meat-free food options weren’t univer-
sally available or appetizing. But now, all that 
is changing.

Much of the world is trending towards plant-
based eating — and this global shift could be 
here to stay.

Millennials are central drivers of this world-
wide shift away from consuming animal prod-
ucts. But the plant-based movement is bigger 
than any one generation. 

EVERYONE FROM CELEBRITIES TO 
ATHLETES TO ENTIRE COMPANIES 

INCLUDING GOOGLE AND COUNTRIES 
AS BIG AS CHINA ARE SUPPORTING THE 

MOVEMENT TO EAT MORE PLANT-BASED 
FOODS.

Plant-based eating may not be entirely main-
stream yet. But it’s becoming more accepted 
every day. And this trend is having far-reach-
ing impacts.

First of all, according to a forecast report 
by restaurant consultancy group Baum + 
Whiteman in New York, “plant-based” will be 
the food trend of 2019. The report also antici-
pates that plant-based foods will become the 
new organic.

In addition, Nestlé, the largest food company 
in the world, predicts that plant-based foods 
will continue to grow and … this trend is 
“here to stay.”

Another company, international delivery ser-
vice Just Eat named veganism as a top con-
sumer trend in 2018 — due to a 94% increase 
in “healthy food ordered.”

And similarly, according to data released by 
GrubHub, the top takeaway marketplace in 
the U.S., orders for plant-based food have 
reached a new high. In particular, users chose 
vegan food 19% more in the first half of 2017 
than in the first half of 2016.

Search data from Google Trends shows an 
impressive worldwide increase in the interest 
in veganism from 2004 to 2018. Top regions 
include Israel, Australia, Canada, Austria, and 
New Zealand. There’s been a 600% increase 
in people identifying as vegans in the U.S in 
the last three years. According to a report 
by research firm GlobalData, only 1% of U.S. 
consumers claimed to be vegan in 2014. And 
in 2017, that number rose to 6%.

In the UK, the number of people identifying as 
vegans has increased by 350%, compared to 
a decade ago, according to research commis-
sioned by the Vegan Society in partnership 
with Vegan Life magazine.

Veganism was a top search trend in Canada 
in 2017. And the preliminary draft of Canada’s 
new Food Guide, released in 2017 by the 
Canadian government, favors plant-based 
foods.

In Portugal, vegetarianism rose by 400% in 
the last decade. This is according to research 
carried out by Nielsen.

PLANT-BASED DIETS ARE GROWING 
ACROSS ASIA. NEW DIETARY GUIDELINES 

RELEASED BY THE CHINESE GOVERN-
MENT ENCOURAGE THE NATION’S 1.3 

BILLION PEOPLE TO REDUCE THEIR MEAT 
CONSUMPTION BY 50%. 

Research predicts that China’s vegan market 
will grow more than 17% between 2015 and 

2020. And in Hong Kong, 22% of the popula-
tion reports practicing some form of a plant-
based diet.

In Australia, between 2014 and 2016, the 
number of food products launched carrying 
a vegan claim rose by 92%. And Australia is 
the third-fastest growing vegan market in the 
world.

Mainstream health organizations are rec-
ommending a plant-based diet. Including, 
among others: Kaiser Permanente, the largest 
healthcare organization in the U.S.; the Die-
tary Guidelines Advisory Committee; and the 
American Institute for Cancer Research.

Even Walmart, the world’s largest retailer, is 
asking its suppliers to offer more plant-based 
products.

PLANT-STRONG ATHLETES ACROSS 
MANY SPORTS ARE BUSTING MYTHS AND 

ACHIEVING UNBELIEVABLE RESULTS

Across many sports, professional athletes are 
proving that a plant-based diet can fuel ex-
cellence. Athletes in everything from weight-
lifting and bodybuilding to ultramarathon 
running and tennis are being vocal about 
their love of plant-based eating.

Specifically, some names of plant-powered 
athletes include:

• Kendrick Farris, a male weightlifter who 
competed in the Rio Olympics

• Tennis star Venus Williams

• Patrik Baboumian, an Armenian-German 
strongman and former bodybuilder

• Heather Mills, a skier and amputee, who 
holds multiple world records and gold 
medals

In a new documentary, “From The Ground Up,” 
ultra athlete Rich Roll shows how top athletes 
are powering their stellar performances with 
plants. 

And another new documentary is called “The 
Game Changers” is described as “a shocking 
documentary that will change the way you 
look at meat.”

Produced by James Cameron and featuring 
Arnold Schwarzenegger, this film tells the sto-
ry of James Wilks — elite special forces trainer 
and winner of The Ultimate Fighter — as he 
travels the world on a quest for the truth be-
hind the world’s most dangerous myth: that 
meat is necessary for protein, strength, and 
optimal health. The film features elite ath-
letes, special ops soldiers, visionary scientists, 
cultural icons, and everyday heroes. 

Plant-Based Eating Is Helping NFL Football 
Players Perform At Their Best
Tom Brady, arguably the greatest football 
quarterback of all time, eats mostly plants. 
The 40-year-old, 5-time (and counting) Super 
Bowl champion eats organic food — 80% 
vegetables and whole grains and 20% lean 
meats, such as wild salmon.

According to him: “Eating meals like these is 
what has helped me stay at the top of my game.”
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Irving even credited his skills to a “plant-based 
diet” in a new Nike advertisement:

Other NBA athletes who switched to a plant-
based diet in the past year include Damian 
Lillard, Wilson Chandler, Al Jefferson, Garrett 
Temple, Enes Kanter, JaVale McGee, and Jahlil 
Okafor. Wilson Chandler, who plays for the 
Denver Nuggets, has been particularly vocal 
about giving up meat, poultry, fish, and dairy, 
commenting:

“EATING A VEGAN DIET HAS CHANGED 
MY EVERYDAY LIVING. I SLEEP BETTER, I 
WAKE UP IN A BETTER MOOD, I RECOVER 

FASTER, I’M NOT SO INFLAMED, NOT 
SO ACHEY. I FEEL BETTER OVERALL, IN 
EVERYTHING THAT I DO. I CAN TAKE IN 

MORE INFORMATION EASIER. MY MIND IS 
JUST OPEN.”

The Number of Plant-Based Celebrities 
Continues to Grow
Giving up meat and animal products is also a 
trend for a growing number of celebrities. A 
long list of celebrities across the globe are liv-
ing (or at least trying) the plant-based life. As 
an illustration, some of the many well-known 
names giving up animal products include 
Natalie Portman, Beyonce, Ellen DeGeneres, 
Joaquin Phoenix, Brad Pitt, Carrie Under-
wood, Ellie Goulding, Jennifer Lopez, Miley 
Cyrus, Moby, Stevie Wonder, Bill Clinton, and 
Al Gore.

Celebrities who went plant-based in 2017 
include, among others:

Millennial megastar Ariana Grande, who went 
vegan after seeing the documentary “Forks 
Over Knives.” She said: “I am a firm believer in 
eating a full plant-based, whole food diet that 
can expand your life length and make you an 
all-around happier person.”

Laverne Cox, of Orange Is The New Black, who 
announced on Instagram that she was “newly 
vegan” and felt “so much better.”

Danielle Brooks, also of Orange Is The New 
Black, who announced on ABC’s The Chew 
that she had been vegan for two months. She 
grew up eating Southern comfort food, but 
said: “…this is my way of teaching myself how 
to eat properly, how to eat to live…”

Edie Falco, known for her role on The Sopra-
nos, who had been a long-time vegetarian 
and recently committed to being a vegan. Re-
ality TV star Shawn Booth, known for winning 
season 11 of “The Bachelorette,” told People 
magazine he went vegan. He said:

“I never thought in a million years that I would 
give up meat… But it’s all about doing what 
feels best for your body”

GOOGLE IS SHIFTING TOWARDS PLANTS 
— FOR ITS EMPLOYEES (AND BEYOND)

Google employees get to eat free food at 
employee cafeterias. And lately, the meals are 
using more plant-based foods and less meat.

As part of a broader sustainability initiative, 
Google recognizes that meat consumption 
is an important part of its carbon footprint 
and that animal agriculture is a big part of our 
environmental crisis.

Therefore, its chefs are subtly nudging work-
ers to eat less meat. They aren’t trying to serve 
all-vegetarian meals immediately, but are 
slowly “moving people along a continuum.”

Chefs are experimenting with plant-forward 
dishes. And Google has been working with 
Better Buying Lab — which develops strat-
egies to help consumers buy and consume 

more sustainable foods — and hopes to 
change the landscape of restaurants beyond 
Google cafeterias.

Plant-Based Milk Is Seeing An Incredible 
Increase As Dairy Milk Sales Are Declining
The global plant-based milk market is expect-
ed to reach $16 billion in 2018, up dramatical-
ly from $7 billion in 2010.

Internet grocery delivery giant Instacart said 
searches for “non-dairy” went up by 222%.

Elmhurst Dairy in Queens, New York, one of 
the largest dairy manufacturers on the East 
Coast, ceased its dairy operation after 90 
years, citing decreased customer demand.

Moreover, in the U.S., non-dairy milk sales in-
creased by 61%, from 2012 to 2017, according 
to research by Mintel.

So while the demand for non-dairy milk is in-
creasing, the demand for dairy milk is declin-
ing. According to data from USDA’s economic 
research service, U.S. consumption of dairy 
milk beverages decreased by 22%, from 2000 
to 2016.

Plus, the dairy industry is getting scared. A 
campaign called Februdairy was intended 
to revitalize dairy sales and dairy’s declining 
image. But it was failing before it even began. 
More people are becoming aware of the 
problems with dairy and the problems with 
the dairy industry.

Plant-Based Meat Is Going Mainstream and 
Causing Concern for the Meat Industry
Even the meat industry is taking notice. In 
fact, Chuck Jolley, president of the Meat 
Industry Hall of Fame, said plant-based meat 
substitutes are one of the six great challenges 
for agriculture in 2018.

Beyond Meat, a company that develops plant-
based “meat” products, created the Beyond 
Burger to resemble real meat. When cooked, 
the plant-based burgers use beet juice to 
“bleed” as does real meat.

People say the burger alternative smells and 
tastes like real meat. In many grocery stores, 
you can find Beyond Burgers in the meat 
section alongside traditional meat products.

The company, based in Los Angeles, has won 
over numerous investors — including Leon-
ardo DiCaprio, Bill Gates, and The Humane 
Society. Even Tyson Foods, America’s biggest 
meat processor, bought a 5% stake in the 
meat alternative company.

In further proof this burger is going main-
stream, you can find Beyond Burgers on the 
menu at all 469 locations of the U.S. chain TGI 
Fridays.

Beyond the U.S., Germany is often known for 
bratwurst and schnitzel. But in 2016, German 
companies launched more vegan food prod-
ucts than in any other country.

Plant-Based Fast Food Is Growing and 
Expects to Grow More
Another area seeing a rise in plant-based 
options is fast food. Many meat-free fast-food 
restaurant chains, including Veggie Grill, Plant 
Power Fast Food, Evolution Fast Food, and 
Amy’s Drive Thru, opened more locations in 
2017, and are expected to grow more.

In particular, Plant Power Fast Food, a “plant-
based, healthier version” of typical fast food, 
is seeing incredible growth. (Perhaps surpris-
ingly, many of their customers say they aren’t 
vegan.)

About the shift in plant-powered eating, 
co-founder Jeffrey Harris told Forbes:

“THE EXTRAORDINARY INTEREST IS 
REFLECTIVE OF A BIG CHANGE IN OUR 

SOCIETY; ONE THAT WE HOPE TO BE 
PART OF.”

In addition, fast-casual restaurant By Chloe 
serves 110,000 plant-based meals each 
month in the U.S. and is expanding interna-
tionally beginning in London, with plans to 
move into the Middle East and Europe.

Most noteworthy, even Mcdonald’s released a 
McVegan burger in Sweden and Finland. And 
Pizza Hut launched vegan cheese in the UK.

More Schools and Teachers Are Enjoying 
Plant-Based Meals
Even some school lunches — known for their 
poor nutritional quality— are becoming 
healthier, with more plant-based options.

Importantly, after a successful pilot program, 
plant-based options could be offered at every 
school in America’s 2nd largest school district. 
Teenage activist Lila Copeland is the reason 
this program exists. Through her Healthy 
Freedom Campaign, she seeks to see deli-
cious vegan meal options implemented in the 
U.S. on a federal level by 2020.

Also, in France, in an November 2017 inter-
view with publication L’Obs, French Envi-

ronment Minister Nicolas Hulot stated that 
French schools should implement a 100% 
plant-based menu at least once a week.

And in New York, 1,300 school district em-
ployees are taking a whole food, plant-based 
food challenge, inspired by a colleague who 
changed his diet and saw incredible results 
after a heart attack.

Why Are More People Eating Plants?
As signs across culture are showing, more 
people are interested in plant-based eating. 
This shift is being driven by a number of fac-
tors. For one, the Internet has made it easy to 
spread information. Perhaps as a result, more 
people are taking an interest in knowing 
where their food comes from and how it’s 
produced.

Secondly, people are becoming more aware 
of the health benefits of eating more fruits 
and vegetables — and of the health impacts 
of eating meat and animal products. 

THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION 
LINKED PROCESSED MEATS, LIKE BACON 

AND HAM, TO CANCER. 

A global reduction in meat consumption be-
tween 2016 and 2050 could save up to eight 
million lives per year, $31 trillion in reduced 
costs from health care and climate change — 
and, even, the planet.

Eating Plant-Based Foods Is Becoming More 
Mainstream
It’s trendy to post delicious-looking images 
and videos of plant-based food online. For ex-
ample, popular tools include Instagram, Face-
book, and YouTube. Besides that, people are 
increasingly giving up animal products and 
announcing and documenting their changes 
on social media.

In addition, popular films, such as “Fork Over 
Knives,” “What The Health!,” and “Earthlings” 
are promoting whole, plant-based foods. 
And they are changing the way people view 
animals, food, and their health. Overall, ste-
reotypes about the word “vegan” and plant-
based eating are shifting and becoming more 
positive. In addition, more meat eaters are 
eating plants, too.

People Are Increasingly Cutting Back 
on Meat and Animal Products, But Not 
Necessarily Giving Up All Meat
Going plant-based doesn’t have to be an 
all-or-nothing way of eating. Overall, more 
people are eating fewer animal products and 
more whole plant foods — which can be great 
steps for health and for the environment.

For example, more than 39% of consumers in 
the United States and 43% in Canada say they 
are trying to incorporate more plant-based 
foods into their diet, according to a global 
survey by Nielsen.

For instance, Meatless Monday is a global 
movement to cut out the meat at least one 
day a week. And flexitarian eating creates a 
category for plant-based eaters who include 
occasional meat or fish in a mostly vegan, or 
“vegan-ish,” diet pattern. More and more — 
whether they identify as vegan or vegetarian 
or not — people are choosing to incorporate 

vegan and plant-based meals into their way 
of eating.

In Conclusion, Here’s Our Hope for the 
Future of Food
First of all, you don’t need to identify as a ve-
gan or vegetarian to care about your health, 
animals, or the planet. Above all, at Food Rev-
olution Network, we stand for healthy, ethical, 
sustainable food. And we believe in a “big tent” 
approach that is welcoming and supportive of 
everyone moving in a healthier direction — re-
gardless of their ideology or label. 

We want to see healthy, whole, plant-pow-
ered food that is delicious, available, and 
affordable to all — including more food that 
focuses on whole plants in a beautiful and 
enticing way.

We want to see more interest in fresh, local, 
organic, and fair trade foods — as well as in 
farmers markets, home-grown foods, and 
community supported agriculture.

And we want to help more people every-
where make conscious, healthy choices about 
what they eat — and why.

foodrevolution.org
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H3 Digital have been designing 
and installing cinema, audio and 
lighting systems in Phuket homes 
since 2004. Managing Director 
Ben Hobbs leads a team of 
engineers and designers with just 
one goal — bringing homes to life.

This family business places emphasis on 
easy-to-use systems, professionally installed 
and expertly supported. Systems are avail-
able for new homes, refurbishments and 
retrofit projects.

Some of the best home cinema, audio and 
lighting projects in Asia feature designs from 
Ben and his team, who maintain the very 
highest levels of expertise. H3 digital are also 
THX, CEDIA and KNX certified.

The aim is to make your home interesting, 
enjoyable, and more fun. Modern technolo-
gy means that you can have a home cinema 
to rival the local multiplex, your own music 
system which sounds as good as the best 
clubs, and enough lighting control and au-
tomation to make you feel like James Bond.

Home Cinema
H3 Digital design the best home cinemas in 
Thailand, giving careful thought to acous-
tics, light control, operation and comfort. By 
designing and engineering the right envi-
ronment they ensure you have a very special 
movie experience, every time.

H3 Digital can supply a wide range of cinema 
equipment, including acoustic treatment, 
motorized recliners, one-touch control, star-
field ceilings, and even popcorn machines.

Audio
Listen to your favorite music all over the 
home, use your iPhone, iPad or Android de-
vice to select songs and adjust the volume in 
any room. Control the hi-fi system from the 
palm of your hand — an audio system for 
your whole home.

H3 Digital provide a range of audio solu-
tions and are considered experts in Sonos 
and Nuvo multi-room sound systems, with 
over a decade of experience at the highest 
level.

Lights
Enjoy mood lighting throughout the home. 
Make your home more comfortable by auto-
mating and simplifying routine activities like 
switching on groups of lights, setting mood 
lighting or turning off all the lights in your 
home automatically.

H3 Digital offer a wide variety of lighting 
systems — from a single room or area to the 
entire house, including Philips Hue, KNX, and 
A-Touch lighting control.

If you want a fantastic looking cinema, a 
crystal clear audio system or automated 
mood lighting to really bring your home to 
life, get in touch with H3 Digital.

www.facebook.com/H3DIG 
www.h3-digital.com

H3 DIGITAL
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Author Amish Tripathi asks 
Sadhguru about handling the grief 
that follows the loss of someone 
truly dear to us.

Amish Tripathi: My question is on grief. Our 
philosophies tell us that we should be bal-
anced and treat joy and sadness with the 
same detachment. But what if you experience 
grief that is beyond your capacity to bear? 
What if you lose someone who you truly ad-
mire? How to handle grief?

Sadhguru: This is not to belittle anyone’s loss, 
but I want you to understand that grief is not 
about someone’s death, it is always about loss 
– we lost something. People can grieve loss 
of possession, positions or even professions. 

Essentially, grief is about an individual human 
being losing something. When it comes to 
people, if we lose them to death, the sig-
nificance is that they cannot be replaced. 
Possessions, positions, money and wealth can 
be replaced, but when we lose a person, we 
cannot replace them. So the grief becomes 
more profound. 

This is happening to us simply because we 
have built our persona like a collage. “Who 
we are” is because of what we possess, the 
positions and relationships that we hold, and 
the people who are in our lives. If any one of 
these things falls out, it leaves a vacuum in 
our persona. This is what we are suffering. 

Who we are decides what we have in our lives.
It is very important that our relationships are 
not an instrument to fill our life. Relationships 
must come from the basis of our fullness. If 
you use a relationship to make yourself com-
plete, when you lose it, you become empty. 
However, if you form a relationship because 
you want to share your fullness, there will be 
no grief. 

All this may not work when we lose someone 
very dear to us, and this may look like trivi-
alizing one’s loss. So this must be cultivated 
throughout our life – what we have does 
not decide who we are. Who we are decides 
what we have in our lives. This must happen 
to every human being. This is what spiritual 
process means. 

isha.sadhguru.org

HOW TO DEAL WITH THE LOSS OF A LOVED ONE
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of both pieces. The raw masculine vibe of the 
leather jacket balances out the sexy, feminine 
feel of the silk dress and so you don’t end up 
looking too rock-chic or too girlish. Similarly, 
a white t-shirt and jeans are very casual, but 
when you pair them with strappy evening 
heels and a clutch, they instantly add glamour 
and sophistication.
 
The final styling technique that my clients 
also love is to have a signature. It’s more of a 
style approach than a technique. By having a 
signature look or wearing a signature style of 
clothing, it becomes an aspect of your individ-
uality that is perceived by others around you.
 
You don’t have to develop a full-on signature 
style but instead, make something a rep-
resentation of you. Think of Anna Wintour, 
the editor-in-chief of Vogue. The image that 
comes to your mind is her face with her sig-
nature hairstyle and those big sunglasses that 
she never seems to take off. Her hairstyle is so 
characteristic of her that it’s even called the 
Anna Wintour bob.
 
Of course, you don’t have to make dramatic 
changes to your look, but there are subtle 
everyday things that you can do to develop 
a signature.
 
For a timelessly elegant look, you can start 
wearing a red lip with neutral coloured 
clothes. For a refined grace, make the classic 
black pumps (or gold-coloured jewellery) a 
part of your personality. For a tomboyish vibe, 
incorporate menswear-inspired jackets and 
brogue shoes. There are endless options for 
what you can adopt as your signature!

The secret to looking good is not owning ex-
pensive clothes but knowing what to do with 
the clothes you already own.
 
“Fashion is what you buy. Style is what you do 
with it.” – Iris Apfel

www.EffortlessAllure.com

A STYLIST’S BEST-KEPT SECRETS TO 
LOOKING ELEGANT & CHIC

“Fashion is for everyone, style is 
personal.” Uncover three style 
techniques that personal stylists use 
on their clients to make them look 
effortlessly chic time and again. 
Whether you want to blend in or 
make a statement, these techniques 
will make you look amazing and 
feel great no matter what your body 
shape or size is. Your friends will 
envy you for your devastatingly cool 
style while you casually sport your 
newly acquired skill!
 
Style is to a woman like a secret sauce is to 
a chef. The secret sauce or a unique cook-
ing technique is what sets the dish apart 
in the end. Similarly, your personal style is 
what makes you stand out in the crowd of 
mass-market fashion. Style is your essence; it’s 
how you tell the world who you are without 
speaking a word.
 
You can’t buy style. But you can learn it, 
develop it and make it your own. And to get 
you started, I’m going to introduce you to the 
three most useful styling techniques that will 
certainly have people thinking that you were 
born with great style.
 
First up is The Third Piece Rule. It’s not really 
a fashion rule but a formula to make you look 
put-together and effortlessly chic. Consider 
your top and bottom as your first and second 
pieces. The third piece is an extra element you 
add to complete your look. It can be anything 
from jackets, blazers, vests, cardigans, scarves, 
necklaces, belts, hats or jewellery.
 
The third piece adds nuance to an otherwise 
ordinary outfit and instantly takes you from 
plain to polished! It makes it seem like you 
have put in a bit of an effort into your look.

For the purpose of simplicity, we’ll exclude 
shoes and handbags when applying this rule, 
but those are obviously critical elements of 
your outfits.
 
1st piece (top) + 2nd piece (trousers/skirts) 

+ 3rd completer piece = 
A perfectly polished look

 
Here are a few examples you can try out.
 
Blue Jeans + White T-shirt + Black Blazer/Leath-
er Jacket/Long-line Cardigan
 
Black Jeans + White Shirt + Long Necklace/
Scarf/Jumper/Belt
 
Don’t wait for that special occasion to try this 
out. Put it in practice while you run errands, 
meet a friend or do school pick-ups. Do it a 
few times, and it’ll become a habit to add the 
‘third piece’. Over time, you’ll notice you are 
making more stylish choices naturally.
  
Next up is styling technique that is a favourite 
among a lot of celebrities, fashion stylists and 
the women in the fashion world. It’s called the 
High-Low Style Mix. It’s mixing one part fancy 
and one part plain to achieve an unexpected-
ly cohesive look. It will definitely have people 
thinking that you have been styled by your 
personal stylist.
 
To understand it better, let’s look at a few 
examples.
 
Silk dress (high) + Leather Jacket (low)
 
Chambray Shirt (low) + Leopard-print Skirt (high)
 
White T-shirt & Jeans (Low) + Strappy High Heels 
& Jewel-trimmed Clutch (High)
 
Notice how one part of the outfit is very 
casual, something you’d probably not wear 
with another casual piece to someplace prop-
er. But when you pair two items of opposing 
elements, it balances the highs and the lows 
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to do. He set off to India to manufacture his 
own vision of design and with the reputation 
of his former label, it was no problem for Paul 
to become an agent for a major import and 
export company, offering an outlet for his 
designs. Paul’s original designs with the con-
cept “clothes for people who prefer to be naked” 
were a marketing dilemma for the likes of 
Calvin Klein. What should he do? Traveling to 
Bali in 1978 to be with his friend John De Co-
ney for the birth of his child, the spell of Bali 
took hold. He would live there and take care 
of business as an agent. 

Meeting his true love and soon-to-be-wife 
Susana, they collaborated on the idea of 
opening the Paul Ropp clothing store, with 
the concept being that when clients came 
to Bali, a store would display his designs. It 
worked like a charm. Within a year, strictly 
by word of mouth Paul Ropp designs found 
themselves in major resorts throughout Asia. 
Due to popular demand, another store was 
opened, followed by a manufacturing outlet. 

Talking and thinking about Paul 
Ropp is a maze in itself, getting lost 
in a tangent of detail of a life that 
defies natural being — encom-
passing rock and roll, fashion, and 
celebrities of the highest order — 
the list goes on and on. 

It’s a wonder how Paul has been able to use 
his endeavors and become the entrepreneur 
he is today. At the prime age of seventy-four, 
he is looking better and healthier than most, 
with his strong will and attitude contributing 
to what positive thinking is all about. 

Born in Brooklyn, New York City, he became a 
ward of the State of New York and was sent to 
a school for emotionally disturbed and delin-
quent children, raised in a foster home until 
the age of fifteen in upstate New York, then 
transferred to a halfway house in Manhattan 
until the age of eighteen. During that time, 
Paul was a rebel without a cause, not one for 
taking orders, not wanting to conform to the 
normal school curriculum of reading, writing, 
and arithmetic, etc. He was a troublesome 
individual but excelled creatively in art, which 
he had a passion for. 

Out on the New York City streets at eighteen 
years old the survival mode set in. “What can 
I do to earn a living?” The choices were there 
but Paul admits he never had the courage to 
be a criminal. Paul became an avid reader — 
self-educated with a passion for becoming 
an entrepreneur, then again, the question “In 
what?” Through trial and error, the path was 
set; fate and faith led him on. Paul scuffled 
around the city, here, there, and everywhere 
and eventually found himself befriending 
Paul Butterfield of the Paul Butterfield Blues 
Band and landed the job as road manager 
just when the band was about to perform 
at Woodstock. The time had come for Paul’s 
creativity to emerge; he came up with the 
idea for the American Flag rolling papers, and 
fifteen million packets were sold over a two-
year period. 

Between the demands of the rock circuit and 
his business, Paul decided to take a sabbati-
cal in Arizona. The forest and the desert lent 
themselves perfectly to Paul’s subconscious 
creativity — ideas for ideas. No sooner said 
than done Paul found himself in India for ten 
years at the age of twenty-five. During that 
time, he found himself becoming fascinated 
with Indian and Chinese prints and materi-
als — the creative bug hit — why not make 
tank tops and T-shirts with these prints, and 
so the Chinese Tibetan label was formed. Back 
to New York to find a distributor for his new, 
soon to be launched label — he became a big 
name in the fashion world. 

As a twist of fate, Paul was at Studio 54 where 
a fashion show was being held by Kenzo, the 
fashion designer. The influence hit his creative 
mindset — finally, he knew what he wanted 

Traveling to Phuket, Thailand, Paul had anoth-
er inspiration. There was nothing in Phuket 
like his shop so he opened another Paul Ropp 
which was an immediate success. To date, 
with four shops in Phuket and nine in Bali, the 
Paul Ropp brand is distributed throughout 
thirty countries. 

In the words of Paul Ropp: “I love what I do, 
I don’t do it for money, and the best is yet to 
come.” 

Discover more at www.paulropp.com
 
Paul Ropp shops: 
Surin Gallery – Tel. 080-5381976 
Laguna Plaza – Tel. 087-6237988 
Paul Ropp Outlet – Tel. 076-621607 
Turtle Village – Tel. 080-5381976 
Opening hours: 10:00 AM – 07:00 PM 
Website: WWW.PAULROPP.COM

Written by Salvador Bali

PAUL ROPP – THE MAN OF MANY COLORS

paulropp.com
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EDUCATION NEEDS TO BE INCONVENIENT
It seems as though people now spend more time with their smart-
phones than they spend with other people, and the smartphone and 
app makers are working hard to make every interaction we make on-
line ever more convenient.

Convenience sells.

It’s the dominant driver of our culture, and has been since the 60s. 
How can I get something that’s just good enough in exchange for it 
being more convenient? Hence the drive through fast food window, 
the microwave oven, the remote control, shrinkwrap licenses and 140 
characters as a stand in for exchanging ideas.

It turns out that the quest for convenience also drives many of the 
choices we make about education. It’s more convenient to have stand-
ardized tests and rigid curricula, so we don’t have to treat every stu-
dent differently. And it’s more convenient to imagine that continuing 
education for adults might involve reading a summary of something 
instead of actually doing it.

Alas, we’re confusing the convenience of physical time-saving with the 
convenience of not extending ourselves in the quest for something 
better.

Education needs to be inconvenient because it relies on effort and 
discomfort to move us from where we were to where we want to be. 
The internet gives us more access than ever, and if we care enough, we 
can use that convenient access to explore the inconvenient places that 
we know we should be exploring.

PROCESSING THE UNDESERVED
If someone offers you a compliment by mistake, or gives you the ben-
efit of the doubt, or lets you into traffic… my hunch is that you accept. 
You might not totally deserve it, but hey, they might see something in 
you that’s worthy.

On the other hand, when we’re unfairly blamed, harshly judged or cut 
off, well, that’s completely unacceptable. That’s enough to ruin a whole 
day. That’s reason for revenge or at the very least, the blowing off of 
steam.

Does that feel imbalanced?

THE TRICK QUESTION
Useful modern education is not the work of rote. When you tell some-
one the answer and then give them a test to see if they remember 
what you told them, that’s not education, it’s incented memorization.

On the other hand, if you can ask someone a question that causes 
them to think about something unexamined, that challenges them to 
explore new ways of seeing the world or making connections, you’ve 
actually caused a change to happen.

The second time you ask them that question, it won’t work as well. 
Now it’s just rote. That’s why people call it a trick question. Because 
they learned something. They learned the trick.

We need more trick questions.

FIRST, FAST AND CORRECT
All three would be great.

First… you invent, design, develop and bring to life things that haven’t 
been done before.

Fast… you get the work done quickly and efficiently.

Correct… and it’s right the first time, without preventable errors.

Being first takes guts. Being fast takes training. And being correct takes 
care.

All three at once is rare. Two would be great. And just one (any one) is 
required if you want to be a professional.

Alas, too often, in our confusion about priorities and our fear of ship-
ping, we end up doing none and settling for average instead.

THE ENDS AND THE MEANS
Do the ends justify the means? Is it worth lowering your standards and 
giving up your principles in order to find a better outcome?

Many times, the means are the ends. How we choose to act changes 
who we choose to become.

The way we choose to get to where we’re going defines what it’s going 
to be like when we get there.

THE CEREAL ENTREPRENEUR
One of the biggest shifts of giving up a paycheck to start a new venture 
is the fact that you gave up a paycheck.

Happiness is positive cash flow, and the easiest way to get there is to 
decrease your spending.

An entrepreneur who is sleeping on a friend’s couch and eating corn 
flakes for breakfast, lunch and dinner is in far better emotional shape 
than the one who’s the primary support for a family of four in a fancy 
house in Scarsdale.

It’s tempting but difficult to raise money to pay yourself first… inves-
tors want to pay for for your organization’s assets and market presence, 
not your overhead.

And it’s difficult to make smart long-term decisions when your narra-
tive of insufficiency is overwhelming.

The two tactics, then, go hand in hand:

Cut your expenses to the bone before you need to. Every dollar not 
spent is a dollar you don’t need to raise. Eat cereal, not sushi. (This is the 
best reason to start a business when you’re in college).
Find customers who will happily pay you in advance because your 
service or product is so useful that they can’t live without it. And if your 
service or product isn’t that useful, make it better.

IGNORE THE QUESTIONS
It doesn’t matter what the questions are, really. They’re a prompt.

When you’re in a job interview, a podcast interview, a sales call, a 
meeting… if we take the approach that this is a test and there’s a right 
answer, we’re not actually engaging and moving things forward.

Instead, consider using the question as a chance to see more deeply in 
what this interaction is for, where are you hoping to go? Focus on status 
roles, the creation and resolution of tension, and most of all, changing 
minds.

If you’re not working to change minds, why are you here again?

JUST ENOUGH
There are two paths, really:

“I will serve just enough to make the maximum profit”
or
“I will profit just enough to provide the maximum service.”

sethgodin.com

THOUGHTS BY SETH GODIN

Benjamin Breen on the remarkable 
story of George Psalmanazar, 
the mysterious Frenchman who 
successfully posed as a native of 
Formosa (now modern Taiwan) 
and gave birth to a meticulously 
fabricated culture with bizarre 
customs, exotic fashions, and its 
own invented language.

A handsome youth with shoulder-length gold-
en hair sits in a London garret, pondering. He is 
composing his first book — a work he believes 
will transform him from a penniless foreigner 
into a literary cause célèbre. But first he must 
answer a self-imposed question: what do Tai-
wanese aristocrats eat for breakfast?

Inspiration hits, and his quill nib glides over 
linen paper. “All who can live without working, 
eat their Breakfasts about seven of the Clock 
in the Morning”, the young man scribbles. 
“First they smoke a Pipe of Tobacco, then they 
drink Bohea, Green or Sage Tea; afterwards 
they cut off the Head of a Viper, and suck the 
Blood out of the Body.” His quill pauses, wait-
ing for the mixture of innocence and archness 
that comes so easily. “This, in my humble 
Opinion,” he concludes, “is the most wholsom 
Breakfast a Man can make.”1

Roughly a year later, in a cluttered meeting 
chamber, a crowd presses around a peri-
wigged physician as he exhibits a “foot of a 
human Body dried in Tenariffe” alongside a 
piece of Indian Ocean driftwood carved with 
cryptic letters. The assembled gentlemen, 
all fellows of the Royal Society, debate the 
plausibility of a letter written by a woman 
“who pretended to live without food”. They 
scrutinize a rare prize from overseas: “the 
forked Penis… of the Male Opossum”. A 

PHUKET CHARITIES

Phuket Has Been Good To Us 

Established after the 2004 Asian Tsunami, Phuket Has Been Good 
To Us (PHBGTU) is a Thai registered charity. We teach English 
for free to 1,200 children aged 3 to 18 in three Thai Government 
schools in Phuket. Our qualified and experienced English teachers 
teach English classes as part of the Thai school curriculum. We help 
Thai children become capable and confident English speakers so 
that they can secure well paid employment. 

We receive no Government funding but rely on the generosity of 
businesses and kind individuals to pay our teachers’ salaries and 
donations to provide our teaching supplies.
www.phukethasbeengoodtous.org

Located at Kamala.

www.phukethasbeengoodtous.org
www.facebook.com/phukethasbeengoodtous

PHUKET CHARITIES

Yaowawit School

Yaowawit School was founded in Phang Nga in 2005 for children of 
the poorest of the poor from Phuket, Phang Nga, Krabi and Ranong. 
We believe that a mixture of traditional school and pre-vocational 
education will help our children to break out of the vicious circle of 
poverty. We are a home-stay school for today 140 children in the age 
between 3 and 18 and offer Kindergarten and Primary School onsite. 
The students visit the local Secondary School. All of our activities and 
education programs are bilingual Thai/English.

The Yaowawit Lodge, our hospitality education center, has 14 guest 
rooms and caters to Thai and International Schools and local and in-
ternational guests. Nestled in our 130 Rai farm, our guests enjoy the 
real and rural Thailand with excursions to local markets, hot springs, 
waterfalls and temples. This social entrepreneurship project and our 
soon to be Permaculture Farm are ideal life-skills learning centers 
which prepare our children for life after school.

Located in Kapong District, Phang Nga (120 km north of Phuket)

www.yaowawit.org

PHUKET CHARITIES

The Rotary Club Patong Beach 

The Rotary Club of Patong Beach has been helping provide medical 
care and education for the many needy children in Phuket and along 
the Andaman Coast for over fourteen years. Their many programs 
have provided scholarships for over 300 students, medical care for 
young kids who would otherwise not have access to needed care, 
and helped fund a pre-school, a clinic, and clean water for Moken 
children on a remote island. 

Their current programs include funding a school in Phuket for chil-
dren of Burmese migrant workers who would otherwise be denied 
any education at all. 100% of all funds raised by the Rotary Club go 
directly to the beneficiaries. Watch for future Rotary Club of Patong 
Beach fundraising events and come along to help them help the 
needy children of Phuket and the west coast.

Located in Patong Beach.

www.rotarypatong.org

PHUKET CHARITIES

Soi Dog

Soi Dog was founded in 2003 by Margot Homburg Park and John 
and Gill Dalley. Phuket was growing rapidly at the time and the stray 
dog population was increasing at a fast pace. Witnessing the suffer-
ing endured by street animals John, Gill and Margot held Soi Dog’s 
first clinics utilizing volunteer vets from overseas. Nearly 11 years on 
and Soi Dog have sterilized over 66,000 dogs and cats in Phuket and 
Thailand which is a huge accomplishment. 

Soi Dog has always been known for sterilization and treatment of an-
imals but did you know the shelter in Mai Khao has nearly 400 dogs 
and dozens of cats available for adoption? Many of these dogs and 
cats will live out the rest of their lives at the shelter unless we help 
them find their forever homes. All our dogs and cats are sterilized, 
vaccinated and free to good homes. We adopt locally and overseas 
so if you are considering a feline or canine to join your family please 
contact cristy@soidog.org or on 093 685 1332. 

Located in Mai Khao.

www.soidog.org
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White Rock
White Rock is one of the most commonly vis-
ited dive sites on Koh Tao, frequently for dive 
4 of the open water course. It boasts one of 
the largest areas of any dive site on the island 
and a range of sea life, from butterflyfish to 
angelfish to blue-spotted stingrays. Lucky 
divers may spot a sea turtle passing through.

Green Rock
Green Rock is located north of Koh Nang 
Yuan. The standout feature of this dive site 
is its many “swim-throughs,” which are caves 
or cut-throughs that divers can pass through. 
They are great for practicing buoyancy and 
finding shy marine life. This is also a popular 
breeding ground for the aggressive trigger 
fish, so take care not to lose a chunk of fin!

Learning to dive in Koh Tao should be ap-
proached with caution, as it can lead to a 
very serious addiction to the diving hobby 
and lifestyle! Many a dive virgin has arrived 
by ferry with plans to stay a few days and get 
certified, only to find themselves months later 
calling the island home and working toward 
becoming a scuba diving instructor.

Diving is a lifetime skill that you can take with 
you around the globe. From the Great Barrier 
Reef of Australia to the Blue Holes of the Ba-
hamas, from the shipwrecks of Micronesia to 
the whale sharks of Mexico, diving will allow 
you to explore more of the world than you 
ever knew possible. Enjoy it!

Alexandra Baackes is an enthusiastic diver and 
underwater videographer, as well as an on-land 
writer and designer. She blogs about travel, 
diving, and living in Southeast Asia at Alex in 
Wanderland. You can find her on Twitter talking 
about fast food cravings and wanderlust at @
WanderlandAlex.

Shark Island
Named for its resemblance to a dorsal fin, 
this dive site is often less congested than 
the others listed above due to its location 
on the western side of Koh Tao. Highlights 
include a myriad of different corals home to 
nudibranchs, stingrays, and moray eels. On 
the downside, Shark Island can have a killer 
current and very aggressive triggerfish.

Sail Rock
Sail Rock is an ocean pinnacle located be-
tween Koh Tao and Koh Pha Ngan. The dive 
site takes about two hours to reach from 
Koh Tao. Occasionally, you can get lucky and 
complete dives 3 and 4 of your open water 
here for an extra fee, though generally this is 
a specialty trip costing anywhere from 2,500 
to 3,500 baht. A handful of schools take trips 
to Sail Rock, but most only go once a week, 
so if you’re interested, start investigating the 
day you arrive.

The Twins
This is a common training dive site used for 
dives 1 or 2 of the open water course. It is just 
off the coast of Koh Nang Yuan, a tiny island 
north west of Koh Tao. This site is great for 
new divers, thanks to its shallow depth and 
simple layout. One standout is the family of 
rare saddleback clownfish living in an anemo-
ne that divers have clearly marked with a ring 
of rocks.

Some of the big schools, unfortunately, 
don’t send open water divers there.

• Is the equipment up to date and in my 
size? Schools in Koh Tao have a good 
record for equipment range and mainte-
nance, but it never hurts to ask.

• How qualified is the instructor? Some 
students may appreciate the enthusiasm 
and up-to-date training of a new instruc-
tor, while others may find comfort in a 
teacher with tons of qualifications and 
years of experience.

• Do you like the instructor?

WHAT ARE THE CAN’T-MISS DIVE SITES?

Chumphon
Chumphon is typically visited for dive 3 of the 
open water course. The pinnacles are covered 
in colorful sea anemone and surrounded by 
large schools of trevally, batfish, and barac-
cuda. Lucky divers will spot giant barracuda, 
scorpionfish, and even whale sharks. For 
those hoping to fun dive, Chumphon is al-
most always visited on the morning boats.

Southwest
Southwest is an alternative site for dive 3 of 
the open water course. This fun dive site is 
also carpeted in anemone and the clown fish 
that accompany them. This is another great 
site for barracuda and giant groupers. South-
west is almost always visited on the morning 
boats.

The Wreck of the Sattakut 
This former US Navy ship was sunk in June, 
making it Koh Tao’s newest dive site. Sea life 
like stingrays and a pufferfish have already 
started to make a home here. Most schools 
will require you to be an advanced open wa-
ter diver to dive here or to do it as part of that 
course.

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO DIVING IN KOH TAO

Travelers in Thailand like to label 
their destinations neatly. Intricate 
island paradises are boiled down to 
one or two simple words or asso-
ciations. Koh Phi Phi? The Beach. 
Koh Phangan? The Full Moon Party. 
Koh Tao? Diving.

Some of them are fairly well deserved. After 
all, Koh Tao (“Turtle Island”) is second only to 
Cairns, Australia, when it comes to number 
of annual dive certifications. Travelers flock 
from all over Southeast Asia to take their first 
breaths underwater in the coral reefs fringing 
Turtle Island. And it’s easy to see why: the 
courses are cheap, the dive sites are abun-
dant, the island is beautiful, and the lifestyle 
is easy.

Prospective divers heading to the island are 
spoiled for choice when it comes to dive 
schools, dive instructors, and dive sites. But 
competition for business is fierce (there are 
over 50 dive shops on this small island!), so it 
definitely helps to have a few things in mind 
when making such a big investment of your 
time and travel budget.

PADI or SSI?
There are over 50 scuba diving training 
systems, but in Koh Tao, the choice almost 
always comes down to two: PADI or SSI. 
Each organization develops its own teaching 
materials, sets its own standards, and awards 
its own certifications. But the differences are 
minimal. No matter what certification card 
you walk away with, you’ll use the same 
equipment, see the same fish, and be able 
to dive at the same resorts. Certifications are 
interchangeable and recognized worldwide. 
No matter which organization you choose to 
certify with, the most important factors in the 
quality of your course will be your dive school 
and your dive instructor. But there are minor 
differences you’ll want to consider:

PADI (Professional Association of Diving In-
structors) – PADI is the world’s leading scuba 
diving training organization, with more than 
6,000 dive shops and resorts worldwide. If 
you find comfort in numbers, then the agency 
with nearly one million certifications per year 
might just be for you! The major benefit to 
diving with PADI comes at the professional 
level. For instructors and divemasters, PADI 
provides far more employment opportunities, 
and PADI instructors can work independently 
(while an SSI instructor must teach through 
an SSI-registered shop). So if you have dreams 
of staying in Thailand for good to teach the 
backpacker masses and you want to be loyal 
to one agency, PADI is your best bet.

SSI (Scuba Schools International) – This group 
has over 2,500 authorized dealers around the 
world. For divers on Koh Tao, the benefit of 
doing an SSI certification comes down to best 
bang for your baht. An SSI course will typically 
cost you nearly 10% less than a PADI course. 

If you’re coming to Koh Tao specifically for its 
status as one of the world’s cheapest places 
to get certified, those extra baht can make a 
big difference.

WHAT’S THE COURSE LIKE?

The typical diving course is completed in three 
days. There are videos to watch, book chapters 
to read, tests to take, and, of course, dives to 
do! It might sound intimidating, but the course 
is designed for students as young as 12. The 
academics shouldn’t intimidate you.

Here’s a rough outline of what your course 
will look like:

Day 1: Classroom work in the morning 
learning about basics skills, equipment, and 
the effects of diving on the body. Afternoon 
is spent in the pool or at shallow dive sites 
doing skills.

Day 2: Morning is spent in classroom finishing 
knowledge reviews and taking some quizzes. 
In the afternoon are open water dives 1 and 2. 
Some skills will be practiced during the dives.

Day 3: You’ll go out on a morning boat and 
complete open water dives 3 and 4. In the 
afternoon, you’ll take the final exam. Congrat-
ulations! You are now an open water diver.

After three days of hard work and fun, you’ll 
receive a certification card that allows you 
to dive anywhere in the world with a buddy, 
independent of a professional, to a depth of 
18 meters.

HOW MUCH WILL IT COST?
A PADI course will typically run you 9,800 
baht, including three nights’ accommodation, 
though at smaller schools you can often 
negotiate down to 9,000 baht. An SSI course 
will not go above 9,000 baht with accommo-
dation. If you’re arranging your own accom-
modation, you can wrangle a PADI course for 
8,500 or an SSI for 7,500. (Note: There are 36 
baht to one dollar.)

Many schools will have a videographer come 
along on dives 3 and 4 and make a 10-20–
minute music video–style film of your day. 
At night, the class will gather to watch it. 
Depending on how many copies are sold, you 
can take one home for anywhere from 1,500 
to 2,500 baht. If you’d rather be behind the 
lens, most dive shops rent underwater still 
cameras for around 1,500 baht.

For divers who have already completed their 
open water course, fun dives cost around 

700–1,000 baht each, depending on how 
many dives you’ll do and if you have your own 
equipment. Those with time and money con-
straints will want to make it a priority to visit 
at least one of Koh Tao’s premier dive sites.

WHICH SCHOOL SHOULD I CHOOSE?

Koh Tao ain’t called a mecca for diving for 
nothing: there are nearly 50 dive schools on 
this 13-square-mile rock! This decision is the 
biggest when it comes to determining the 
quality of your diving course. For the most 
part, the schools fall into a few categories:

Big Schools: Bans, Big Blue, Buddha View, Crystal
These schools are ideal for someone who 
is confident about going under water (i.e., 
doesn’t need extra individual attention) and 
wants to make friends and meet people in a 
big group setting. These schools have instruc-
tors for almost every language imaginable. 
However, groups can be a bit too large for 
comfort, and Bans in particular does not take 
open water students to any of the premier 
dive sites around the island.

Medium Schools: New Way, Scuba Junction, 
Simple Life
Medium dive schools generally have the best 
of both worlds. They have a range of instruc-
tors and groups large enough to make friends 
in, but they aren’t as prone to overcrowding 
or rushing through the course.

Small Schools: Sairee Hut, Roctopus
These schools are great at accommodating 
special needs and arranging great deals. For 
example, you might be able to negotiate 
discounted fun dives post-course. The extra 
attention with the instructors that small 
schools and groups allow is key for those who 
are feeling uncertain about heading under-
water or who simply want to be spoiled with 
attention.

When picking a school and an instructor, con-
sider these factors:.

• Do they have an instructor who speaks 
your language?

• How many students will be in the group?
• What time do they leave in the morning? 

Those eager beavers who want to be 
the first on the dive site might not mind 
being up in time for New Way’s 6am 
departure, while night owls might prefer 
Roctopus’s more relaxed dive times.

• Will my course include a visit to one of 
Koh Tao’s top dive sites (see list below)? 
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I’m going to tell you a tragic story of the 
most terrible imaginable thing in the 
world.

I’ll wait while you grab a box of tissues…

Once upon a time, there was a healthy, 
professional Western woman in her 30’s 
who found herself in a major life crisis due to 
one terrifying fact:

She was suddenly single.

Life was being a total bitch to this white, 
able-bodied woman. It wasn’t quite the 
wonderland she’d come to expect from the 
Disney movies. Happy endings were not 
real. Walt was a liar.

For starters, dads die, which sucks for 
obvious reasons. But worse: these kinds of 
disasters have a way of coinciding with other 
major disasters, such as a long-term relation-
ship ending, because motorbiking the world 
is definitely a lot more fun for a free spirit 
than sitting on the floor of a hospice room. 
Who wants to be caged up like that when 
you can be thrusting your body into wind 
and bugs at 80 miles an hour?

Viva la dead bug!

The worst part about getting motorbike’d 
by your significant other is that it tends to 
happen at precisely the same moment that – 
despite everything you believed up until an 
hour before your 30th birthday – wrinkles, 
depression and grey pubic hair are condi-
tions that don’t just happen to a tragic sector 
of the human species called The Elderly.

They are happening to ALL OF US.

This rude awakening thrust the dear protag-
onist of this story so deeply into a state of 
turmoil that no Louise Hay affirmation could 
cheer her up. Manifest this, Louise.

Eckhart Tolle could set off dog paddling for 
a melting icecap for all she cared, because 
despite her considerable efforts to train her-
self into thinking that time is a meaningless 
construct of the modern world and that the 
only state of being that exists is The Now, 
all the The Nows were still tallying up into a 
cluster of shitty yesterdays and a cluster of 
shitty envelopes from the tax department in 
shades of white, then pink, then red.

Time was real.

Time was urgent.

The news was a bleak reminder of this:

ANTARCTICA SET TO LOSE ICEBERG 
THE SIZE OF DELAWARE!

Yes, global warming was quite important, 
sure.

But who cares about rapidly vanishing 
wildlife when you’re rapidly losing sex 
appeal?!

Unlike Antarctica, her deterioration was 
visible every morning in the mirror and no 
wrinkle cream could relax the gathering 
Roman numerals of worry between her 
eyebrows.

Worrying about being single was only mak-
ing her singledom worse, which made her 
worrying worse, which made her singledom 
worse, which is something called a positive 
feedback loop.

(She learned that in an article about climate 
change.)

(It was anything but positive.)

Even a pricey, celebrity-endorsed facial 
cream that boasted a key ingredient of 
Petri-dish human foreskins for skin renewal 
seemed little more than a gimmick, but she 
was desperate.

She bought it.

It burned her eyes.

It also made her an actual dickhead.

Things had gone from bad to worse.

One day, after a burst of energy that was 
entirely caffeine induced, she booked a 
plane ticket on her credit card, on a whim, 
just like that, with the click of a button, 
because she was so impulsive and brave, and 
therefore hopefully loveable?

She wondered if this meant she was 
courageous and full of chutzpah, on a wild 
and daring adventure called life, or if she was 
a madwoman who was free-falling in a death 
spiral, nose to ground, both wings on fire.

Nobody can ever know the answer to this for 
sure, but here’s one thing we can all be sure 
of: Nobody loves a madwoman.

And so she uploaded a meme on social media 
that said “Carpe diem!” and 12 people liked 

it, which helped to convince her of option 
one: She was full of courage and chutzpah.

Spain. A destination that would look great 
in the background of her photos, because if 
your life falls apart in the woods and nobody 
is there to Instagram it, does it really make 
a sound?

She needed to disappear to a destination 
that could only be described using lots 
of desirable adjectives like ‘quaint’ and 
‘dreamy’ and ‘charming,’ a place where she 
knew she would never run out of meander-
ing, self-indulgent strings of descriptive 
language. The more fluffy adjectives she had 
at her disposal, the more padding she had 
between her private animal rawness and her 
neat public façade.

There, surrounded by quaint eateries and 
charming architecture, nestled among 
the dreamy fog-shrouded hills, she would 
journal each evening about the cute errors 
she’d make while trying to speak the local 
language, such as “Pass me the fuck,” when 
what she meant to say was ‘fork,’ which 
would make everyone laugh; which would 
make that dark-eyed, long-lashed man look 
up from his pasta to hold eye contact with 
her for a steamy length of time.

Of course he would!

Everyone would want to pass her a fuck!

She was so loveable!

Well, okay, she felt more like “a pathetic 
looser” than “loveable”, but she hoped to 
become loveable somewhere on her journey, 
when she met that One who could help 
her iron out her brow wrinkle and deeply 
furrowed life crisis.

That One. That Person. That Soul Mate. 
She’d been promised this person by every 
love song ever written, every film with a feel 
good ending, every sickening couple licking 
faces in the park, poking at her empty heart 
with their forked tongues.

Once she found Him – that handsome 
and intelligent, masculine-but-soft, 
kind-but-confident, talented-but-humble, 
stoic-but-able-to-cry-in-sad-movies, 
into-dogs-not-cats, funny-but-serious, 
successful-but-not-too-busy-coz-Netflix The 
One, her life would finally begin.

Yes.

He was out there.

She knew it.

She just had to find him.

There was no other option.

Without him there was no point in anything, 
really.

She had wrapped her entire life force around 
this one simple goal:

Find love.

True love.

Everlasting, movie-style love.

And then, armoured in romance, her life 
could begin for reals.

After that, she totally had plans to get 
straight onto some bigger issues, like the 
acidification of the oceans and the widening 
poverty/wealth divide and all other problems 
that existed outside of her own navel.

Only then could she become the kick-ass 
warrior she truly wanted to be.

Goddamnit.

Life could be so disappointing.

The End.

...

Who is the wanker in this story?, I bet you’re 
wondering.

Yeah, okay, she was me a couple of years 
ago.

But I know I’m not alone in suffering from 
this wretched way of thinking. Being single 
can be a terrifying prospect for many of us. 
Researcher Stephanie Spielmann studied 
fear of loneliness in 3,000 people and found 
that:

“… due to a fear of being alone, people tend-
ed to either stay in unhealthy relationships 
or settle for partners who were not ideal.”
Do you realise how crazy that is?

We would rather be MISERABLE than 
single!

But here’s the thing: after my Very Awkward 
Breakup, once I got over the fear of being 
single (which took about a year if we’re 
being honest), I realised that being solo isn’t 
actually all that terrible. In fact, it’s kind of 
magical sometimes.

With a freed schedule and a lot of heart 
to spare, I was able to nurture new forms 
of love. Love for friends. Love for new 
passions. Love for reading, for wandering, 
for the planet…

Being alone ebbs and flows like relationships 
do, with good days and bad days, pros and 
cons. For example, you get to spend your 
free time exploring your own interests and 
personal growth, which is an incredible gift 
… but there is nobody there each day to 

see you grow, which sucks. You don’t have 
anyone to chat with each evening about the 
minutia of your day, which is a downside … 
but you’re also not emotionally invested in 
someone else’s minutia, which is liberating.

It’s worth considering that everything we 
believe to be so terribly awful about being 
single comes from stigma and myth, not 
reality.

To get rid of these myths, we need to stop 
taking pity on singles by setting them up 
with that weird guy Darren from accounting 
and start recognising that they’re experi-
encing a wonderful (if temporary) gift of 
freedom that we should encourage.

We need to stop discriminating against 
singles through relating to them like they’re 
broken, tragic and lost. Maybe they’re 
courageous as fuck for leaving an asshole 
when so many among us endure miserable 
marriages out of fear of solitude.

We need to start sharing more empowering 
stories around other forms of love besides 
the romantic kind…

By Torre Derocheon fearfuladventurer.com

Why Being Single is 
   the Most Terrible Imaginable Thing
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T H E R E  A R E  1 0  D I F F E R E N C E S  B E T W E E N  T H E  T W O  P I C T U R E S .  W H E R E  A R E  T H E Y ?

Spot the Difference

This is a good period for getting ahead in business 
or practical matters through powerful intuition. You 
seem to gravitate to the right solutions and ideas 
now. You are enjoying a pleasant desire to grow and 
learn from your experiences. In relationship, the 
passion factor will get calmed down a little, making 
more space for reason. This is an excellent period for 
starting new regimens to better your health such as 
regular exercise and more structured and productive 
use of your time. Favorable Dates : Oct 1, 3, 10, 12, 
19, 21 Nov 4, 9, 13, 18, 22, 27 Dec 2, 3, 11, 12, 20, 
21. Favorable Colors: Blue & White.

This period may bring brilliant ideas and great 
opportunities, especially for people of creative 
professions. Scientific breakthroughs that might lay 
the foundation of a new phase of science and give  
a chance to reconsider the existing worldview are 
quite possible. Household responsibilities can weigh 
you down and perhaps interfere with more exciting 
ventures in Novembe. You might enjoy thinking about 
places you’d like to go and unusual subjects you 
want to study in December. Favorable Dates: Oct 4, 
7, 13, 16, 22, 25 Nov 2, 4, 11, 13, 20, 22 Dec 5, 7, 
14, 16, 23, 25. Favorable Colors : Blue & Red.

You are making breaks from elements from your past 
that have limited your freedom or that have kept 
you from expressing your individuality. This is a time 
when you are more willing to take personal risks.You 
may be seeing the light at the end of the tunnel.This 
can also be a powerful period for forgiving someone, 
even if this only happens within and for your own 
benefit. However, teaming up with someone can 
improve your chances of accomplishing things that 
need doing. Favorable Dates: Oct 1, 7, 10, 16, 19, 
25 Nov 1, 3, 10, 12, 19, 21 Dec 1, 5, 10, 14, 19, 23. 
Favorable Colors: White & Red.

You are more self-confident and generous in spirit, 
and hungry for growth as well as new experiences. 
This is a time to go after your dreams, for certain, 
but do your best to avoid alienating people or things 
that you normally hold dear to your heart. It can be 
a good time for picking up new information – ignore 
the gossip, but do a little research and digging when 
it comes to more factual topics.  There is a focus on 
relationships and companionship. Favorable Dates: 
Oct 3, 6, 12, 15, 21, 24 Nov 5, 8, 14, 17, 23, 26 Dec 
3, 5, 12, 21, 23, 23. Favorable Colors : White & Red.

There is a stronger desire for personal growth and 
greater wisdom with you now. As you expand your 
view, you begin to move past self-doubts. A sense of 
peace within you now.Some might discover a deep 
inner need to grow and develop their existing careers 
or businesses, uncovering ambitions that they never 
knew they had. Fears of underperforming can come 
to the fore under this influence, and it’s time to find 
ways to eradicate them. Favorable Dates: Oct 2, 9, 
11, 18, 20, 27 Nov 1, 9, 10, 18, 19, 27 Dec 3, 4, 12, 
22, 21, 22. Favorable Colors: Purple & Red.

You are feeling especially motivated to accomplish a 
lot of projects or tasks now. It’s amazing how much 
more you can produce when you are feeling the 
inner spark. It’s an excellent period for productivity 
on all levels, even if the lure of chit chat with friends 
is strong. Adventure, travel, higher learning, and 
anything that breaks you out of the typical  routine 
call to you. Superficial areas of your life will be 
removed or transformed, and you are freer to express 
your authentic self. Favorable Dates: Oct 1, 4, 10, 13, 
19, 22 Nov 4, 9, 13, 18, 22, 27 Dec 3, 4, 12, 22, 21, 
22. Favorable Colors: Purple & White.

Absolutely new and totally unexpected possibilities, 
which seemed to be unrealistic before, may open up 
during this period. A more positive and forward-look-
ing attitude wins you many admirers now. Tying up 
loose ends and clearing out unnecessary clutter are 
themes in November. Friendships and partnerships 
can benefit greatly with a little extra understanding, 
tolerance, and patience. There is excellent energy for 
naturally getting along and gentle encouragement. 
You have more empathy for others right now, and 
creative endeavors can flourish. Favorable Dates : 
Oct 1, 3, 10, 12, 19, 21 Nov 3, 5, 12, 14, 21, 23 Dec 
2, 6, 11, 24, 20, 24. Favorable Colors: Red & Yellow.

You may be feeling wiser and more at ease, or 
at least you’re perceived in this way, and people 
are drawn to you as a result. Relations on the job 
are good, although in November, communication 
problems or other irksome delays are likely. Your 
sense of community would be strong and your 
ability to persuade, seduce, and attract increases. 
Social obligations or the strong desire to work on 
a cherished goal or dream can interfere a little 
with family or household activities and endeavors. 
Favorable Dates: Oct 5, 6, 14, 15, 23, 24 Nov 1, 5, 
10, 14, 19, 23 Dec 1, 3, 10, 21, 19, 21. Favorable 
Colors: Blue & White.

Your career is receiving strong energy now. It’s 
picking up pace, and professional matters become 
clearer and more straightforward. You are feeling 
re-motivated after some confusion and lack of 
enthusiasm in recent months. In relationships, 
there is a general spirit of cooperation that seems 
to supersede the little disagreements and might 
even lead to the seeing of beauty in differences.
Your dreaming world may be especially rich, lighter, 
helpful, and more intuitive. Favorable Dates: Oct 1, 4, 
10, 13, 19, 22 Nov 5, 6, 14, 15, 23, 24 Dec 2, 5, 11, 
23, 20, 23. FavorableColors: Red & White.

The month of October is expected to bring quick 
changes, ups and downs, and a feeling of being 
pulled in a number of different directions. Career 
and family need special handling, and coming to a 
balance of energy between the two is necessary. 
November is a very strong period for close rela-
tionships, balancing intimacy and friendship is the 
goal, and you are likely to succeed. Friendships are 
especially rewarding and motivating in December. 
Favorable Dates  Oct 1, 7, 10, 16, 19, 25 Nov 5, 6, 
14, 15, 23, 24 Dec 2, 3, 11, 18, 20, 23. Favorable 
Colors: Red & Purple.

You’re in an excellent position to bond with others 
on spiritual or emotional planes. Much pleasure and 
growth might be found in solitude and contemplation. 
You may pick up New Age studies, spirituality, dream 
interpretation, or research during this cycle. Some 
people enter into a private romance during this 
cycle. Daydreams about the ideal relationship can be 
active now. Even so, you are in a strong position to 
accomplish quite a bit of work or chores. Favorable 
Dates: Oct 3, 5, 12, 14, 21, 23 Nov 2, 3, 11, 12, 20, 
21 Dec 4, 8, 11, 17, 22, 26. Favorable Colors: Yellow 
& White.

Your hunger for adventure or learning may come into 
focus. You want to take a leap of faith now. It’s also  
time to take steps to improve your family and home 
life. You may need to review and change your career 
goals as well.There is an opportunity today to get to 
another level of understanding with people you care 
about. You’re also in a good position to harmonize 
or see eye to eye with someone on money matters. 
Favorable Dates: Oct 3, 5, 12, 14, 21, 23 Nov 2, 3, 
11, 12, 20, 21 Dec 4, 8, 11, 17, 22, 26. Favorable 
Colors: Yellow & White.
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Ao Sane Beach
rough sand, snorkelling, restaurant

Kata Beach
white open beach, surfing in summer season

Emerald Beach
peaceful, north facing beach good for sun tan

Laem Singh Beach
hip, young, restaurants, short trek downhill

Nai Thon Beach
white sands, peaceful, scenic road to get there

Banana Beach
insider tip, restaurant, short trek downhill

Laem Ka Noi Beach
park on top parking lot and walk down

Kamala Beach
busy in high season

Nai Harn Beach
local hangout, busy but cute

Patong Beach
very busy beach, lots of activities

Ao Yon Beach
shallow waters, oyster rafts, locals

Kata Noi Beach
white open beach

Kalim Beach
rocky, surfing during summer season

Layan Beach
tranquil, peacful

Paradise Beach
shady, peaceful, calm waters all year
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Panwa Beach
rough sand, shallow water, peaceful, scenic

Laem Ka Beach
local thai style beach with lots of shadow

Karon Beach
white open beach, no shades

Nai Yang Beach
thai locals, shades, calm waters all year
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Rawai Beach
shady, seafood stalls, local boat trips
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PHUKET BEACH GUIDE
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Phuket

Phang Nga

Beach Photography by
STEPHAN AUDIGER 
www.art-phuket.com

Siam Beach
children, snorkeling, restaurant

Ya Nui Beach
small, cute, snorkeling, restaurant

Mai Khao Beach
looong quiet beach

Surin Beach
celebrities, beach clubs, restaurants 

Bang Tao Beach
5 star hotels, local seafood restaurants
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具有丰富经验的房地产代理人“陈梦琳”
英语泰语和普通话流利）微信号：Linphuket  
手提：+66 (0)818 922 419   网络：myhomephuket.com

Ms. Lin Prachakrich
English, Thai & Mandarin
Tel: +66 (0)81 892 2419

lin@myhomephuket.com
 

PHUKET – CHIANG MAI

Luxury 
Properties

for Sale
VILLAS

CONDOMINIUMS

HOTELS

LAND

普吉清迈房产中介

诚信为本，服务为先
别墅  公寓  酒店  土地

Phuket Patong Hotel for Sale (31 rooms) – THB 69,000,000 Phuket East Coast Villa for Sale (4 bedr.) – THB 75,000,000 Chiang Mai (Center, 6 Town Houses ) – THB 35,000,000

Phuket West Coast Villa for Sale (2 bedr.) – THB 15,000,000 Phuket Laguna Residence Villa (4 bedr.) – THB 29,800,000

Phuket East Coast Villa for Sale (4 bedr.) – THB 89,000,000Phuket West Coast Bungalows for Sale (1 bedr.) – THB 8.900,000

Chiang Mai Hotel for Sale (Old Town, 16 bedr.) – THB 65,000,000

Chiang Mai Land for Sale (Mae Rim, 15 Rai) – THB 35,000,000
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Phuket West Coast Villa for Sale (4 bedr.) – THB 55,000,000 Chiang Mai Villa for Sale (Mae Rim, 4 bedr.) – THB 13,500,000Phuket Luxury Pool Villa for Sale (4 bedr.) – THB 49,000,000




